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Whilst publishing his underground comic Jack Deebs has unwittingly created a

parallel universe inhabited by cartoon characters known as DOODLES. You are

transported into COOL WORLD and seduced, through engaging messages,

by the Doodle vamp... HOILI. Visual jokes and gags punctuate your adventure

as you hop to and fro between reality and COOL WORLD.

But Holli's dream is to shed her Doodle indentily... to become a real woman -

with a real interest in Jack! Her dream could destroy both worlds.

Kiss goodbye to Jack... and hello to oblivion!
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IIP Superstars unite for the grand European

km your favourites. Hulk How", Ultimate Warrior'

s ftrv travel across Europe to square off in the ring

kftcie Natural Disasters' and the Nasty Boys'.

e soured circle Follow them to the Grand Finale

i S**e Garden tn New York City. lest your strength

ift yaw teammate to achieve the ultimate goal -

'* lag leam title.

A multi-level shoot em up based on aspects of all three LETHAL WEAPON movies

You can choose to be either one of the two high fire-power cops... each having

his individual strengths and weaknesses! There are many missions to complete

including the rescue of a kidnapped girl, the persuit and arrest of drugs runners,

finding and arresting a police murderer, plus many more. You choose the level

to suit your objectives within the game-play.

It's mean, fast and... LETHAl!
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NEVER THE WIDTH
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Every month, we strive to improve Amiga
Action. This month, tor instance...

• 19 reviews, a huge £2000 cash prize
compo and 7 pages of GTGAs!
• The first reviews around! We reviewed Zool
months before anyone else did, and now we
bring you Streetfighter III

• The only magazine which brings dedicated
adventurers the best, most comprehensive
coverage you could want, with the Boggit!
• A new regular feature. The Swapshop which
brings all Amiga gamesplayers across the
world together

Remember, Amiga Action is your mag
keep looking out for new ideas in the
next issues!
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Make war not love

is the policy of

Armour-Geddon II.

While you're

contemplating this,

take a peek at Team

17's Body Blows

and Elite's platform

adventure, Joe &
Mac. And is it a

bird? No, it's CAP!

Man of the Month: Nic

All-round Good Egg: Wright

Commercial Director: David Hirst

Printed by: B.P.C.C. Carlisle

Europress Interactive 1992. No pari of this

magazine may be reproduced in whole or in

part without the written permission of the

publisher. While every care is taken to ensure

the material, both printed and on disk, is

accurate, the publisher cannot be held legally

responsible for errors in articles or

Newstrade Distribution: COMAG

A totally incredible
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competition gives

you the great

opportunity to I

win a whopping
'

£2000 in cash.

Not only this, but

10 runners-up could

find themselves £100
better off, too! Supported by Gremlin and
Psygnosis, winners can also look forward

to special gifts from the

two top software houses

in the country. Amazing

stuff or wot?

launching a touch -sen sifive control pad for the

Amiga. Cannon Fodder is also unveiled.

>f games are on offer if you

subscribe to AA. How do you fancy owning a

copy of Mansell, Premiere or Pinball

Fantasies? Thouaht you

4

The late

encourage'you to sew-up your pockets rather

#>an letting your small change escape.

ihe classic

yuui wis. mere's no' dodgy

here, just our very own Peter

», he wants your trade!

over

this month, Stuart N. Hardy picks a fight v

*e rest of the world. Also, the Al 200 debate

continues ana we cop some
of Sensible Soccer.

$ Doma in99
French drive cars with yellow

headlights? Maybe you can answer this

question for us next month, Bogg!

Their monthly update sees the addition of the

incredible Assassin from Team 1 7 and No
Second confronts

pages for yotMo examine.

Team 1 7 and No
s III. Eight packed



Alien Breed '9244

Legend of Kyrandia, the
adventure masterpiece
from Virgin, has been
mapped and solved in one
assive GTGA feature.

Gremlin's intriguing Plan 9
is also taken apart.

HELP fOU?

Converted from the Mega Drive onto the Amiga and now
onto AA's coverdisk is Road Rash. As Electronic Arts

1

biggie before the bunch of Desert Strike, this is something

particularly exceptional and we have one whole level for

you to play. Complementing this is Gobliins 2, the puzzler

more likely to

* * * than Blister.
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Reach For The Skies

I

3D Constr. Kit 2

A Fond Farewell
We would just like to wish Peter a
prosperous future in his newly chosen
career as a boy in blue. He's joined the

police force and good luck to him. Peter's

been a great asset to the mag and will be
truly missed. If you're ever in the Crewe
area and you see him, try not to remind
him of the time he lost the company car in

a Macclesfield multi-storey.



Grenade! ' One of your team
members throws a grenade

into th« enemy squad.

onnounced the imminent release of their

new game Cannon Fodder The concept of the

game, although not the gameplay, is similar to

Lemmings. You control a small band of

soldiers whose mission it is to shoot things,

throw hand grenades and the like! The

effectiveness of such activity is down to the

way you deploy the men. Looking good!

WAQiftf throujh the Waiter

is the only way to complete

ccrtaiin missions.

Best known for its train sets, Hornby

Hobbies has entered the joypad

market with a vengeance. Turbo Touch

360 brings to the Amiga the type of

joypads previously limited to the consoles.

Turbo Touch 360' s main drop on its

rivals is the fact that the controller is a touch

sensitive pod which is claimed to improve

your gameplay, give you superior control and

eliminate thumbstrain.

Apparently most people in one study said they preferred Turbo Touch 360 to their regular stick.

We like it and, if anything, it borders on being just a shade too sensitive.

Turbo Touch 360 for the Amiga will retail for around £20 and be available from January.

Now Hornby are sel to become
famous not just for trains but
for the latest in Amija control

systems. The Turbo Touch 340
is really excellent!

Gremlin
goodies on
budget

GBH, Gremlin's budget label, has

announced the release of Lotus II,

Harlequin and VideoKid in around a month's

time. Lotus II is the sequel to the utterly superb

Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge. Worthy of the

name it will be a Gold
release, retailing at a

mere £9.99.

Harlequin was one

of the most original

and entertaining

platformers of late

and is also a good

Gold release.

Gremlin's excellent

shoot'em-up of six

months ago, VideoKid,

is to retail at the standard

budget price of £7.99.

Iff
vs just

plane tun
mpressions has announced the imminent

release of Air Force Commander, an

upgrade to its satisfying Fighter Command
warfare strategy game.

The game is improved with the addition of

a WWII data disk which also include* Gulf

War scenarios and will retail for £29.99 from

the end of January. Existing Fighter Command
users may upgrade for £1 4.99.

#023893(3©©® SOCCER KID IS TRYING TO FIND TV£ MISSING WORLD CUP.Wt IS

$0M£WMEW IN THfc BLACK FOREST N RUSSIA O® scm
IVMB PUS

Httt BORIS! IS THAT A BRATSK I

'PUYINb m TH A SOCCER BALL?





While Kevin Keegan's
the local hero in

Newcastle, Flair are the
local game gurus.

As the Amiga games market

becomes more and more
competitive, the arrival of

new development houses is always

greeted with some pessimism. If

you're lacking the financial

backing of companies like Ocean

or US Gold, you need to create

quality products to overcome this

initial problem.

The trouble is that without the

money to invest in developing and

marketing titles, you're soon stuck

in a Catch-22 situation.

Team 17 struck it lucky and

overcame the odds almost straight

Not only did Flair's wonderful endorsement feature absolutely gorgeous graphics but

also an absolutely gorgeous star as the main sprite. Phoaarrt

away. Alien Breed surged them

forward to the point of stardom

while Project-X kept the momentum
going strong.

Others appear to be one hit

wonders, such as Rage and their

overrated arcade style football

game, Striker.

But this article isn't about the

mighty Team 1 7 or Rage. I'm here

to let you know about Flair

Software, a small team of people

dedicated to bringing the best to all

Amiga gamesplayers.

Flairy Tales
So far. Flair have yet to produce

what could be termed as a real

'masterpiece'. To be Fair to them,

though, their previous full price

releases have all been to a

satisfyingly high standard.

Elvira * The Arcade Game
earned a loving 87% and
demonstrated Flair's ability to

create quality platform fun with a
world famous charcater in the

starring role. It was described by

AA as "almost faultless" and "a

very classy producf

.

Similarly, Winter Supersports

'92 slid up to the 79% mark, where

we commented, "If Flair continue to

improve like this, the software

giants will quake in their shoes".

And now the time has come.

Based in Geordie land in a

small historical village, Flair

Software are developing a number

of products, three of which we'll

look at now.

It is expected that each of the

three titles won't make an
appearance until the beginning of

the New Year.
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Upon its peculiar Summer release, Flair

obviously envisioned the forthcoming

Winter as a chaotic slip and slide affair.

Get off your ass, ton!

You've got to feel sorry for the

programmers as they'll be tied to

their computers over the festive

period. Well, probably not actually

I mean, a Geordie can't be

without his Brown Ale and a rowdy

pub when the occasion arises!

IT'S ALL
AMASS

The most promising title is

Metamorphosis where you

control what could be Silly

Putty's burly uncle. Your blobby

pal can change into four different

matters: water, gas, solid and a

bouncy plasticine substance.

With a number of levels to

negotiate, each consisting of a

variety of puzzles and mind-

Various expressions on your face clearly

illustrate the sticky situations you're in.

boggling problems, you must use

your abilities to progress.

For example, transform into a

solid ball to bash through barriers

and gently drift over acid pools

and the like by changing into a

CFC-free gas.

Metamorphosis is a concoction

of cuteness and charismatic sprites

along with the playability to

match. It's looking good and
should be available by the very

beginning of next year.



IN FOR A TROLLICKING!

The pre-match talk from the manager tries to boost the team's morale for the first match

of the season.

PITCH INVASION
Uh oh, Flair are entering into

the football market! I know,

I know - you can't beat

Kick Off 2 or Sensible Soccer,

right? Well Flair aren't trying to.

They're fully aware of the two

biggies already out there and
admit that they're almost

impossible to beat.

However, Flair are

hoping to climb the league

table to the number three

position. The feeling of the

ream is that European Super

Soccer will be the next best

thing after Kick Off and
Sensi- We're inclined to

agree from what we've seen

of the game so far.

Featuring a large

horizontal pitch, a cluster of

international teams in their

appropriate kits, pitch

conditions, penalty shoot-outs plus

the usual in-game passing and

shooting techniques, Super Soccer

is being programmed by the

Scottish squad, Creative Edge.

Although the game locks an

Aftertouch facility, control is still

flexible and easy. To round-off the

delightful graphics will be 200K of

in-game sound effects, including

over-enthusiastic crowd noise!

The referee struggles to start the match
after someone stole the pea from his

whistle. Empty your pockets, please!

Abowt: If ai this moment you were in the

form of a gas, the extractor fan wouW
suck tou to your death. Lucky you re a
firm solid character, eh?

Finally, Trolls is a colourful

platform adventure directly

competing with Zool,

Robocod and so forth. Since I'm

not a platform fan, it would be

unfair and wrong of me to

comment too extensively.

From what I can fell, I don't

think it will gain the upperhand on

the more accomplished platform

games around. Sure, it's bright

and smooth but the vital addictive

qualities aren't yet in there but let's

see how it progresses.

For the sake of sanity, set out the Timotci and wash that awful purple dye out of your
hair! You're not living In the mid Seventies now, you know!

Ifs not all walk, walk, walk. You're also

able to jump on the back of a pig and
wildly dash about

Above: Ifs the star of the Castlcmaine

XXXX advert! What's he doing here and
wherc's his English buddy?

You must collect all the balloons on the

level to make any progress. And look,

there's only one left.
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Take a portion of Super Hang-On, a wedge of

Streetfighter II and mix the two together. Add

a pinch of salt and what do you get?

Electronic Arts' Road Rash. Yes, that right! It's

a fully fledged three dimensional motorbike

racing game with a touch of mindless violence

thrown in to spice things up. Take to the roads

and don't forget your knuckle-duster, as we
present a fully playable one level wonder,

which allows you, the lonely violent rider, to

burn some rubber and kick some ass...

ACCELERATE HIT THE CLOSEST RIDER

Road Rash is a delight to get to grips

with. And we know, because we've

Obeen playing it for long enough!

Simply plug your joystick in, press

-^ the fire button and
fcM you're ready for the

d^f off. The aim of the
^^ race is to drive as fast

as you can and out

run your opponents

^^ by either speeding
«s^ past them on a

straight or kicking

them off. The faster

you complete the

race, the more money
you'll receive, and
that can't be a bad

^^ thing.^ And that's about it

really. For full joystick

J?" controls take a peak at the joystick

essg diagrams found elsewhere on this

^^ page. Have fun, and remember kids,

this is a game eher the riders are trained

pixel stuntmen. On no account try to

duplicate their moves indoors!

BRAKE KICK THE CLOSEST RIDER

On your marks,

jci sci, 50! And
they're otf. As

with J 1 1

sryk racing

games, the

competition

screams off in a

puff of smoke
iving you on

t starling grid.

I/I

Alien Breed Bug Fixer

Team 17's recently released budget game,

Alien Breed Special Edition (featured on last

month's Amiga Action coverdisk), contained

a data error in the map of deck eight which

stopped the player reaching the level goal.

Obviously, this has caused a little confusion

among the players who have reached

this point.

To cure the problem, Team 17 have

supplied us with a patch program which can

be found on the Gobliins 2 coverdisk root

directory. To run the program, load any CU
or SHELL window (full instructions of how to

do this can be found in your Amiga user's

guide), insert the coverdisk and type: FIXAB

(press return). Any further instructions are

printed on the screen when you run the

program.

PUBLISHER Electronic Art*

Wfcat an appalling

Wait until you're riding

up alongside another

rider and let the sod

have it. tc quick though,

: he'll get

you first.

And that's it folks. This is

what the end of the demo
looks like. If you don't

want to spoil the surprise,

close your eyes and open
them again in three

seconds.

Out Now

ITiTdTT7T?TTl Paolutar Software

RacingGAME TYPE

LOADING INSTRUCTIONS

£25.99

Put the Road Rash coverdisk

demo into your Amiga's internal

[disk drive and turn on your computer. The game will now load and run

automatically.

11



Gobliins 2 is the eagerly awaited
sequel to the acclaimed Gobliiins.

Introducing two new heroes, Fingus
and Winkle, the quest is to rescue the

Prince Buffoon who is held captive
and Jester to the court of the demon
Amoniak.

Using ingenuity and team-work
between the two very different
Gobliins, you must work your way
back and forth through many
different scenes. Don't fall into the

trap of assuming that all you need is

a bit of logic and common sensel

Four screens full of puzzle and
intrigue are provided here and are a
real appetite whetter for the full

game. Enjoy!

Controlling the Gobliins is

easy once you get used to it.

OBoth Fingus and Winkle can
do things simultaneously, but

f^% you can only control one of

™5 them at any one time. To
u*X select the Gobliin you wish to

control simply click on him
with the left mouse button.
You can tell which Gobliin is

stjnl*
1 active by the fact that he is

^"^ %een in profile.

Once selected, the Gobliin

can be made to go places or

do things by clicking on them.
Objects are picked up

automatically when the

< Gobliins go to them. Many
objects are useful only on

X previous or future screens, so

^^ remember what you've got in

^P your inventory. The inventory
^^ can be accessed by clicking

the right mouse button. Both
Gobliins can use the contents of the

inventory. Once selected these can
be used on other items. Try
everything!

IA

Time watching H ccrtamn/ the KEY lo success in tfcis pari

of the jamc. If oufy Winkle could reach that hreh. ...

V"

'.-J - v
'1

* 1

The fate of the

Prince Buffoon

is here for

everyone to

see. It's the

task of our

reluctant

heroes to

brine. Mm
I H J

can, of course!

Onry you can
doit!

Stealing sausages wMIe
standing on the roof is not

to be recommended

The witard in the cottage is

needed. Be sure not to

offend him, but do be
pen i jten l - he's an

awkward oW....

The dog's bark may be worse I

there must be a way past somehow?
Surely

Coktol Vision Out now

R. Lacoste and E. Maguot

sTJ; Puxzle/AdventureE TYPE

ADING INSTRUCTIONS

£29.99
Restart your Amiga and insert me
Disk in the usual way when

prompted. Gobliins 2 will now load automatically. Press return or the right

mouse button on the screen after the animations.

12
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THE PERFECT ALL-IN PACKAGE FOR YOUR HOME OR BUSINESS

A professional WORDPROCESSOR with powerful graphics

capabilities and a 50,000 word spell checker. Ideal for a wide

variety of correspondence and official documents.

A flexible SPREADSHEET with more than 50 functions,

simplifying the most complex domestic monthly budgets or

commercial cash flow forecasts.

A versatile DATABASE which is simple to use and powerful

enough to deal with anything from basic address book

functions to club membership lists and business records.

A supremely friendly DISC MANAGER to make using your

Amiga as painless a task as possible.

Incredible GRAPHICS with more than 1 8 types of graphs

and charts available to brighten up your presentations or make

your month by month financial situation as easy to appreciate

as possible. You can even make use of eye-catching 3D effects!

S W - P 1 " *-*

Wordprocessor Compose *

inter, check your spelling

with the 50,000 word
dictionary, mailmerge details

from a database file, add
graphics, wrap text around

it, load ASCII text, highlight

with bold, italic and
underline... and more!

Graphics: Enter data directly

or toad from the spreadsheet

or database; produce pie

charts with exploded
segment*; display bar charts

side by side or stacked;

overlay your graphs on an
imported IFF picture; add a

3D view; add text or lines...

and morel

Database: Build up a

versatile card index,

incorporate up to 50 fields

with 70 characters each, use

search and replace to modrfy

data, do powerful multi-Md

sorting, perform arithmetic

(unctions... and more!

s^rr^TTT^ rt E fi S

Disc Utilities: Avoid the

confusion ol Workbench.
create bootable tiles, format

discs, copy files from disc to

disc; make directories; delete

and rename files, make
multiple cop»es of your discs.,,

and more!

Spreadsheet: Prepare

budgets or tables, alter

column widths, insert or

delete columns, cut and
paste data, lock blocks,

choose from over 50
functions*., and morel

RELEASED SEPTEMBER
OlirOPRESS
^ySOFTWARE Europa House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield, Cheshire SK10 4NP, Tel: 0625 859333

Mini Office works on all Amiga* with 1 megabyte RAM, can read Amiga IFF files and for US users, fully supports the NTSC standard.
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Like a flat cap on Dei

Boy, a naff presenter
on The Word, or
Clive Anderson and
baldness, Amiga
Action naturally goes
hand-in-hand with
games reviews. We
have the latest and
greatest as well as

the cursed and
worst. If it's out on
the Amiga, we've got
it here in the
following cram-
packed pages.

Reach '» noway
you'll be able to

bring this one
bock down to

earth because
s flying high

and proud on
loud Nine.

>:shy adventures

a talented tomato,
ripe and frvrty or rotten

and crinkly? Read on
find out

\

Alien Breed '92 - p44

HJS 3IW ©@@®@ *»

Gunship 2000 - p36

The only thing missing from this explicitly

sexy galactic shoofem-up is Sigoumey
wreovec* UnfofTunofoly/ line aliens moot if

is more of a chopper than Jock Nicholson
and his axe ever was. MicroPros* take to the air

in this whiHybeast action simulation.

Also examined under the microscope: Rampart, 3-D
Construction Kit 2, No Greater Glory, Grandslam
Compilation, Cool World, Tearaway Thomas,
Fighter Duel Pro, Campaign, Rome, KGB, Exodus,

Sensible Soccer Vl.l, Streetfighter II, Gobliins 2
and BC Kid.

Reviews? We got 'em! The best games analyses?
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He won't have space in his

sack for a Street Fighter II

arcade machine, but here's
Santa's next best thing.

Before you con embark on

the first of 1 1 bouts of

mortal combat pitched

around the world, you'll have to

choose from one of eight warriors

who you will control to the death.

Yes, that's right the Amiga version

of the amazingly successful Street

Fighter II has hit the shelves.

SFII was the arcade machine

that always had crowds of frenzied

players trying desperately to smash

each others faces in with a variety

of special and magical moves.

From Guile's lightning quick Sonic

Boom to Ryu's powerful Dragon

punch, the major moves have
survived the transition to the Amiga
version without a problem.

Six into one
The full size arcade machine, from

which this conversion is taken, not

only had a joystick but a
complement of six individual

buttons built into it; three for

punching with varying degrees of

power, and similorly for the kicks.

Now you can AMIGA ACTION y° ur °PP on en»s info

imagine the headaches

this caused the

programmers. On the

one button version, you'

still have an awesome
arsenal of manoeuvres
available but as you would expect,

some moves have had to be
sacrificed. Ah well, they always

say you can't have everything.

All the characters are in here,

though: Blanka, Ken, Dhalsim

and all your other favourites

So you'll still be able to batter

submission with the

characters of your

careful choice.

The sound is as good as it

gets for the Amiga and all of

the noises you would associate

with a dubbed martial arts film are

in there for good measure and, of

course, your enjoyment. The
digitised treats you can expect to

hear range from the thud of a
punch connecting

wifh a body, to

the crackling of

20,000 thousand
volts as they surge

through the body

16

a,9 ht: Guile, the US
marine who lakes hit

fighting into the streets

in order to make some
extra cash. He has a
number of special

moves up his sleeve

including the ability to

fire rings off pure energy

from his finger tips.

Believe us when we say

this is totally unlike any
beat'em-up in the

history of computers.



The screens you can sec here have been
accessed using special codes hidden in

the same. Will you be able to find them?

of Blanko straight into the bones of

i^e unsuspecting victim.

Every fighter is magnificently

animated and, when you
consider the size and
quality of each of the

sprites, I think you'

appreciate the amount of

*ork ploughed in to

producing the most

attractive beat'em-up ever.

Believe the hype
The backgrounds are almost as

retailed as they are in both the

arcade original or the Super
Nintendo version.

Every care has been taken to

turn this impossible conversion into

a playable game on the Amiga
and to be quite honest, Creative

Materials

has quite possibly done

as much as they could with what

was initially deemed as an

impossible licence. They richly

deserve great success with SFII.

The ultimate bad juy in the same is the almighty Bison - he's a formidable adversary!

out Chun Li because if his fist hits you, it's curtains for you.

THE LOW-DOWN
|

PUBLISHER: US Gold
TEAM: Creative Materials £2599

Amazing but true that not one corner has been cut inj

producing what is destined to become an overnight

hit and will no doubt become the Christmas Number
One. Streetfighter II is four disks squeezed to thc|

I brim with blood-spilling graphics and bone-crunching
sound. The game that could never be is here and
judging by this first rate US Gold conversion, the

chances are it will be with us for the next 12 rounds
at least. And a sigh of relief as it's clearly a vast

I
improvement over Final Fight, thank goodness! Brad
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This is the main jamc screen. If provides access to all of

the same's sub screens, so it's pretty useful really!

Before you can take off, you must thaw out one of your

pilots from their life preserving frccic.

At various stages throughout the game your engine will

become damaged. Thankfully, ft can be repaired.

They all ignored the endless
warnings. Now Earth is dying
and it is your task to find a
new and flourishing planet.

Vou can express all of your mad scientist tendencies in the

laboratory. Try not to gel too carried away!

Choose your ship, stick a pilot in it, and
away you go to hunt down asteroids.

Up
until now most space role

playing games have been

very heavy going. The

excellent Megatraveller games
were just too serious for many
gamesplayers and they were put

off by their complexity. At last

though someone has come up with

a role playing game in space that

is accessible to everyone.

This has been achieved through

the combination of an excellent

RPG section, and a shoot'em-up

element which is similar to a cut

down version of that all time classic

The space sections arc all played in glorious 3D. This part of the game reminds me of an

old obscure space trading game, but I can't quite remember the name at this moment

Elite. The game is

based around a

series of missions

which, as you
would expect,

become progressively more difficult

as the game goes on. Missions

consist of anything from taking off

to collect meteors that just happen

to have floated towards you. to

zooming around wasting hordes of

very hostile aliens.

Interaction with other races in

the gome is vitally important to

your success in many of the later

missions if you become friendly

with them they will provide you

with important information.

Such information can be put to

good use in matters like upgrading

your ship and its weapons system,

making it much easier to take out

the fiercer enemies later in the

game, and so forth.

Lethal mixture
Collecting minerals and chemicals

from the debris of enemy ships and

meteorites will enable you to create

other useful items by mixing them

together in your mothership's

laboratory. Get the right amount of

components and you can upgrade

to a better laser or a faster ship. Be

careful though, get the mixture

wrong and a dangerous chemical

reaction may cause an explosion

which will damage your ship!

Perhaps the only thing missing

from Exodus is a ranting and

raving bunch of Klingons. And I

really miss not being able to say,

" Set phosers to stun!"

.

THE LOW-DOWN
PUBLISHER: DMI

TEAM: Demonware £29.99

Exodus provides us with

an excellent blend of

role playing strategy and

3D space combat. It's

also fairly easy to set
into and you will soon be

building impulse systems

and the like with the best

of them. Although the

combat system may be
fairly simple, don't be
misled as it serves its

purpose well, and in I
JJ

combination with the

other many fine aspects,

they add up to one r

class game. Steve
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JOYSTICKS
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Catching your superior wiih his pants down can be risky business. Just pretend you don't

| notice that his secretary has been taking down anything other than shorthand!

If
anyone in Russia found out

that the KGB is now the subject

of a video game, they might be

a touch angered by the frivolous

beer

r^li
Now this is more like it- Unfortunately this bar is not one for

the casual drinker. The road to rack and ruin must surety start

here Comrade. Be on your best behaviour.

exploitation of an organisation

which many have lived the

majority of their lives in fear of.

We are not in Russia, however,

and so the KGB is

fair game for the

programmers. To

be fair, in fact, the

initial object of the

game is not the

ruthless oppression

of the masses but

the investigation of

a murder involving

a former colleague.

You take the role of

KGB Captain

Maksim Rukov,

recently transferred

from the GRU to

Department P, the

Relive that cold war
chill by delving into
the world's most
feared and mysterious
organisation.

E"*"

purpose of which is to investigate

the corruption allegedly rife in

your organisation. Your immediate

superior Major Vovlov gives you

orders to investigate the death of

Comrade Golitsin, former KGB
agent who had set himself up as a

Private Investigator.

Geli gosh
You go to Golitsin's office to check

the place out. You meet Golitsin's

sister, who provides you (if you're

lucky) with highly significant

information pertaining to the case.

This is the start of an adventure

that takes you through the seedy

side of the Moscow underworld.

Drugs, murder, kidnap and finally

an attempt to oust Premier Mikhail

Gorbachev and return the Soviet

Union to the control of the hard-

line Communists.

Having discovered that

under
he bed



Right: All hail the Fathers of the

Revolution. Lenin is almost

ubiquitous throughout the

Same. In these days of Glasnost

and Perestroika he should be
claiming royalties!

Golotsin was
apparently involved

in a clandestine and

highly illegal export

scam, you descend

to the baser levels of

society in a risky

undercover
operation. You are

practically on your

own. You have no

weapon, no papers

and no back-up

whatsoever. This inevitably leads to

all sorts of trouble, and you need

all of your wits about you to avoid

slipping up. Should you not make
the grade, a desk-flying job or a

sojourn in Siberia awaits.

Those familiar with Deja Vu
will be instantly at home with KGB.

The format is very similar indeed,

but I would say that KGB has

superiority over Deja Vu as the

graphics are smoother and

the gameplay is con-

siderably more
varied.

One thing that is

particularly impressive about KGB
is the array of speech that is

available. You are able to ask

questions, give orders, seek

information and all manner of

other things through a simple menu

that appears whenever dialogue is

inevitable or necessary.

Sounds good...
The sound is not too awful either. I

ihink it would have been preferable

Bo have used sound effects in

appropriate places rather than the

nstant computerised tune that

accompanies the game all way
^trough. The start-up tune is one of

#»e best I have come across, so full

marks there Comrades.

If there is one major criticism

#»ot I have to make of KGB, it is the

Coiirade colonel, conrade
captain Rukov uishes to see you.

•jour otriM

At least the guards are still polite. As a

Captain in the KGB you should command
respect, but you'll not set H from the

Colonel. Such is life Comrades-

fact that the whole game comes on

five disks, which are almost

constantly interchanged during the

course of the action.

There's nothing more irritating

than the old toast-swap-shuffle

when you're in full flight.

The multiload would

be much more
bearable if you went

through the set a disk

at a time without having to

re-use the same disk twice. It is this

sort of game which points to the

fact that very soon a hard disk is

going to be essential for every

Amiga user.

One other point to be made is

that you seem to be playing the

role of a private detective very

early on in the piece, and it

becomes all too easy to forget the

KGB connection altogether.

However, the game is easy to get

started on and advancement is

reasonably quick if you aren't too

poor at it.This is so important in

this sort of game, and other

software houses might do well to

follow Virgin's example here.

All in all, KGB is a good game,

although perhaps not Hero of the

Soviet Union material.

What a dilapidated shed
the KGB's office is! Ivcn

the Action has a better

office than this. What
better excuse could you
want to set out on the

street and creep about?

Below, Golitsin's office

is as shabby as yours.

Still, a nice young
woman has come to

visit. Shame you must
break the bad news

Comrade. "This is the

part of the job I hate...

Vou are KGB, aren't you

The victim's sister is a past master

at the an of statins the obvious.

Don't upset this lady though as

don t want to miss.

THE LOW-DOWN
PUBLISHER: Virgin

I TEAM: In House £30.99

KGB, despite the rather dubious nature of the subject

matter, is a well written and well scripted sraphic

adventure. There are many possible options in each
situation, even those involving dialogue, and this is a

welcome break from the many other adventures
where everything becomes all too predictable. The
only problem is the discontinuity you get whenever
disk swaps are required. KGB is the type of adventure

game that shouldn't become tired and tedious too
soon, and should last quite a while. Hew.
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We all like a good
compilation to dabble
with but Grandslam
are trying to dupe us
with their offering.

0®N1

A prehistoric game about

a prehistoric family. What
more can you expect? A
little payability would
certainty not 30 amiss.

Consisting of 10 games to

groan at, this lot will make

you puke 'til you drop. If

ever there was a reason for

euthanasia, then this is it!

So what do we have? The

leading title is probably The

Running Man and how apt a title

'cos you'll want to run a

mile when you see it.

Close on its heels is

the dated platformer

Terry's Big Adventure

which might curve your

lips a little due to its immensely

funny looking star.

Ugly
Football is strongly featured. Peter

'thicker than a Warburton's loaf'

Beardsley is an abysmally slow

and uninspired football game, only

just beaten on penalties by

MicroProse Soccer lookalike,

England. Do you remember the

ancient / 942 by

Elite Systems? Well,

Scramble Spirits is a

similar style aerial

shoot'em-up which

should have been
dropped into Iraq

and blown to pieces

by the RAF.

What other horrors are lurking

beneath the tacky menu screens?

Ooh, the Saint and Creavsie quiz

is quite tough but still naff and very

monotonous after o short while. As

for Trivia, another multiple choice

question and answer game, the

boredom settles in even more.

The Flintstones lose their

"Yabba Dabba Doo" to a "Quack

Quack Oink" in this oh so

interesting 'paint the wall and
watch it dry' scenario.

Prehistoric isn't the

word for it.

In the mean-
time, Terramex and

Espionage fail to lift the

package above the basement floor.

What's annoying is that there

isn't even one particularly exciting

title among the lot - just what the

heck do Grandslam think they're

up to? Very disappointing.

THE LOW-DOWN
PUBLISHER: Grandslam
TEAM: In House £29.99

You know what' II happen
If you buy the Grandslam

Collection. You'll be
whisked away in the

middle of the night only

to find yourself bemo
shot by a firing squad
before dawn. I don't care

if you do get 1 games
for the price of one, this

lacklustre lot should be
buried 20,000 fathoms
beneath the sea, sealed

in an airtight container.

Mankind just doesn't
deserve this kind of

disaster. Alan.
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Dracuia, The
Frankenstein Monster,

The Mummy, The Wolf Man,
The Bride off Frankenstein and

The Creature from the Black Lagoon.
Classic monsters from a movie age

Sone by. But more than that...

creatures from our oldest dreams
and our darkest nightmares.

They have met and battled before,
but now they are back. Back to form
an unholy alliance to make our worst

fears turn into a terrifying reality.
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HI Battlegroup Shernan M4A3E8

Front Amour inn)
Side Arnour inn)
Rear Arnour inn)
Maxinun Arnour Penetration inn) 1 7:

Haxinun Road Speed (kn/h) 4
Maxinun X-Coumry Speed (kn

Plan your strategy
and take out the
enemy tanks with a
big gun...

E

Above: The main map is where you will plan your entire campaign. Make the rijht

decisions and hopefully success will be yours, and everyone will hail you as a hero!

mpire describe Campaign as

being "the most comp-
rehensive simulation of

warfare in World War II" and

judging by the amount of detail

and complexity in this release then

they may just be right. I've heard

Campaign described as a cross

between U.M.S. and Ml Tank

Platoon so you know what you're

in for before you start to play.

This might lead you to think

that one area of this concept will

be sacrificed in favour of the other,

however this is most certainly not

the case. The game contains a

bucketful of strategy to keep

experienced wargamers happy,

while there is enough of an

arcade element

^

These arc the kind of odds
I Ukcl Two ajainst out.

This enemy should realty

cause you little or no
problem* at all.

incorporated to keep the itchy

trigger-finger brigade happy.

The strategy element of the

game has you controlling your

forces in an attempt to win battles

that lost a minimum of one day but

can last up to a year! Before you

start to panic, that's one year in

game time.

In all, there's 26 theatres of

battle ranging from the simplest

battle to controlling every single

The battle map appears when you are involved in a combat
situation. It shows the position of all friendly and enemy tanks
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I
ieffc After each c*mp*tjn you
will be debriefed. And thai s

nothing to do with bad
underwear joke* cither.

Military High Connand have rated youi

performance in this battle as:

Not good at all

V
hank and aircraft that was involved

in the Normandy landings on

*he fateful D-Day.

Each group of tanks under your

control can be set to manual,

meaning that you control all

of their actions, or

alternatively select

automatic mode in

which the computer

•akes control of each

particular groups' actions. This

gives you the option to have as

much or as little control over the

pomes direction as you like.

Campaign comes with one of

the most comprehensive manuals

yet seen in a computer game. Split

into two parts, one of which is a

comprehensive list of facts and

figures about every tank and
aircraft in the game, the manual

tells you everything you could

possibly wish to know.

Manual labour
Fortunately, with this being such a

detailed and realistic simulation,

the manual is fairly readable and

easy to understand. For instance

one of the first things you learn is

that clicking on any part of the

screen with your right mouse
button will give you a brief

description of what that particular

area of the screen is used for. It

also contains an exceptionally

useful tutorial to guide

you through the first

campaign.

Surprisingly,

Campaign is not that

difficult to get into. Usually with

this type of game it takes about

four and a half days to even learn

how to drive your tank, but

Campaign is different as it is

possible to make a good attempt

De Havilland Mosquito

Bonber aircraft
lop Speed (kn/h)
Total Machine Guns
Nunber of rockets

Total bono capacity (kg)

640

2400
1800

at, and even complete the first few

campaign maps within the first few

hours of gameplay.

This is not to say that it's easy

to win at Campaign because once

you get on to some of the later

maps, such as the Battle of the

Bulge in 1944 or the Pripet

marshes in 1941, you will be
tested to the limit no matter how
experienced you are.

Out on a strike
Progressing into the game, more

features are constantly becoming

available to you, making the game
vastly more complex than it was
originally. Later in the game your

airfields will provide you with

automatic and manual air strikes,

your ships will patrol the seas,

production centres provide you

with a means of producing more

vehicles as well as precious fuel

and ammunition, and convoys are

sent to join your battle groups at

the front line.

All of this can get pretty hectic

with so much to do, but before you

start to worry too much, a speed

controller has been included to

slow things down to a more
leisurely pace.

Thankfully a good job has

been made of the strategy section

of the game. It is all too easy to let

that side of a game pass without

much attention being paid to it, as

long as there is a good arcade

section. So it should be said that

this particular element of the game
is as engrossing as the truly

excellent 3-D section.

Of course, if you are not

particularly keen on the idea of

driving a tank around the

landscape shooting at other _—1\

tanks then you can let the ^~%/
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Stopped in your tracks!
Battle Systen

i

Mf objective m this particular mission

village and take out any enemy tanks in the vicinity.

When you sijht your enemy it is time for battle to c.

Select either manual or automatic controls for each frjht.

computer take control of any
bottles and just concentrate on your

tactics for success. If this is the way

you want to play the game then

each time a battle situation arises,

the computer will ask you if you

want that battle to be manually or

automatically controlled. If you

don't want any part of it then select

manual and the computer will

assume control, giving you a brief

summary of the fight afterwards.

Turret trouble
However, there is a drawback to

all this. If you don't drive the tank,

you don't win the medals. So if you

like to see rewards for your hard

work then you must climb into your

vehicle and take out some
opposition. Before you start to

complain that you don't like tank

simulators let me tell you that this is

the best I have seen so far. The

excitement level is raised to fever

pitch as you are hot on the heels of

The end could well be in srjht. One well placed shot

could take out the last enemy in the village.

The battle Is finally over. Every single enemy has been
viciously slaughtered and you have emerged as a hero

an enemy tank. You are able to doing their own thing, blowing

control anything up to 16 tanks in each other up and such like.

a 3-D environment littered with It certainly gets a bit tense out

trees, houses and of course there at times and your

other tanks!

The best

control method

for the arcade

section is

through the

keyboard - now
there's a novelty!

This system is extremely user

friendly with you controlling one

tank and the others roving around

1 Arnd

pride occasionally

takes a bit of a

bruising,
especially
when you
are chasing

an evill enemy,

have him lined up

perfectly in your sights,

loose off a shot and miss.

Not too bad you may think but

it takes quite a while for your gun

to be reloaded so you are left

stranded with no available ammo
and an enemy tank sticking it's gun

barrel in your face. You will find

yourself having to swallow your

pride many times and turn tail and

run to save yourself getting blown

to molecules.

As if that wasn't enough,
Campaign contains another
completely different section. This is

the map editor and it allows you to

create your own campaign maps.

Mountain deep
You can include anything you
could wish for, including forests,

mountain ranges, roads, rivers and

seas before setting up the vehicle

groups and objectives.

Of course, when you consider

that the maps included in the game
will probably take you months
to complete anyway, you know
that you have a pretty big game in

your hands!

Each platoon in the game is called a battle group, and each group has

how many tanks arc in it.

THE LOW-DOWN
PUBLISHER: Empire

|

TEAM: Jonathan Griffiths £34.99

There is nothing like a topical title and Campaign is

nothing like a topical title! What can you think of that

is less Christmassy than a tank warfare simulator.

Never mind though, ths is still an excellent game. The
enormous scope of the strategy and arcade option is

truly amazing and provides a massive long term
challenge. If I was to be picky though I cannot really

see which area of the market this game is aimed at.

The arcade section will put many strategy fans off

and vice versa. Engrossing, nonetheless. Steve. o t/»
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X> WOWTAIW (US) FOOTBALL 1 MM
JOHN UAOOCN « *0M
WWSTV s FUN HOOSI MM
LEWMBlOt XM
LOTUS TUHBO CHALLCNCC KM
WCAfTANOOOMALO WM
NHL «€ HOCKEY « 30 M
«A OOLF TOUR PL£Aff «*0##f
r*fDATO*2 27M
RISKY WOODS
ROAD RASH >.
SENNA SUPER MONACO

m
'H«H

mm b*r oot Super NIS ifOO^Mtal

159.99
w,.w*v

25 O

GADRIVE ME
WITH ONE JOYPAO.
MENACER LIGHT GUN,
GAMES
mi MEMBERSHIP

ErTTU TURBO 2 J01

£10 OFF ANY
MEGADRIVE GAME'

lx*T?

supcr wm
TO*0£*rt
UVTRAMA*
UNSOUAOnO*!
BLMl * LMC TO T>« f t |T

JTOT

r m

AIM

r M

MEGADRIVE SONIC PACK
WTTH 2 SEGA JOYPADS AND SONIC THE
HEDGEHOG
r*t MEMBERSHIP

C 10 OFF ANY
MEGADRIVE GAME'

9MAOOW Of THE BEAST 2
SIMPSONS 2tH
SMASH TV , 2*H
5HJ**'*' * * 'Wil
SPMOBALL2 PLEASCFHOMC
BfLATTWHOUSC 2 »M
STAB CONTROL 25 M
STfELEUPiRC MM
STftfETS OF BAOC 2 MM
STRIMR J1W
SOPCR MONACO GAANO PRiJf IfM
SU^CI OFF ROAD RACCB 22.M
SWOBO Of VWkBLUO* 2* M
TA2MANU PltAUPHOHt
TfMftNATOA
TCBMNATOfl2
«eNACtR LXJMT OUN OAMCl
TCSTOB1VC2
THUNO€RFORCe*
TOf JAM AND CARL
WORLD CLASS LEADCRBOARO
WRESTLE WAB
WWFWBfiSTLEMANlA
UHON1

SNES GAMES - All Super NES games include »ff Mtfnbership and a £5.00

IK Off A 0AMI 0CTB- Tm cw b*j <— tUfodrUi fmm «t 1M oH Mr c<rt4»tw pto w«»*
l»¥T « Wt* Miffcln . PWom or^r tfct f«M «t tt»t MfM tlmt n rhi Mt|«Ahi, Tm
bb tJlfB TwW 2 Inped lB«>tW H ywn •rivtBf Mm Itmft sll«fft tek « trM

We only supply members but you can order as you join.

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP: UK £6.99 EC £8.99 WORLD £10.99
w

The Special Reserve full colour 48 page club

magazine NRG is sent to all members bi-

monthly. NRG features full reviews of new
games plus mini-reviews, new products.

Special Reserve charts. Release Schedule and 1^
hundreds of special offers.

^*

PLUS - EVERY ISSUE CONTAINS

£30 worth of money-off coupons -

to save even more money off our amazing prices

NRG also contains competitions to win ££££s worth of prizes. I

THE BIG COMPETITION
First Prize AMIGA, SUPER NES AND A

MEGADRIVE There are 6 SUPER NES's and 6

MEGADRIVEs x grabs to the lucky runners up too!

Closing c. reb28th 199.
-

We s«ll games and accessories, all at amazing prices, for Megadrive. Master System.

Game Gear. Super NES. Gameooy. NES. Lynx. Amiga. Atari ST. IBM PC and COTV

Best Service, Best Prices. Biggest Selection
[

120.000 people have joined Special Reserve, so don't delay, join today! I

You can phone in your order or use this coupon ! I

WlOM.vSU«»l» MEMBERS : j CANO»0£fl *S 'OU JON
TM^Pi OC*ABG£ Of 50o PEB GAME ON TELEPHONED OOfJEOS

' *SE PO-,' iNBtOC' MPN
I
Name

1

jAooress
. .^^_

l

i

Postcode

Phone MacTimo

I Emer membership number (if appltcaOle) or
JMamt>anJvo£6 99UK £8 99 EEC giQ99Wartd

mo

5s
i MB
I

j
inn

Cheque 'P Access.MastwcaroVSwrtcnVisa S*iicn issue No.

i

i

I ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT
I

I

I

I

I

I

ICftdicvd

J
ai&n/ date..

"^

: ;-,i" /=

ligmnaOn^ 2 South Stock The
phone £jIf* on Q279 600304 to* Utr*t rttej

itofifm. SiwftndywQfth H»ct« CM21 9PG tamliWy some fujrnr« may not yel b«
drtn and stock tv»*WMi*ty We reserve the right to cK*og e prtcet *nd ofter« wrthout

fc E-4 0E

Ic-wwMMvMtio SPECIAL RESERVE
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW. CM21 9PH
Ob«r»e«s OrdersSurcharge (EC or World): Software orders
pleiM add E2.00 fMr Item. Non-software items please add

25%. Hardware items supplied to UK mainland only.

Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.
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button. This ability lasts

jr until the end of the sla«e.
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It's official! Sonic the
Hedgehog is the most
imitated computer
character of all time!

ecent times, «t >os*

of the onimol k;

sented in platform g'

from -pinning bi

fish, Cool Coyotes one:

them all, me Ninja ont. Nov/ we
hove Soundwo offering

ring none other than a

named Thomas.

As games go

original, Teorowoy Thome jIs

ideas led it and centre

aged classics sue

Rainbow hiom

Dangerous and,

course Sonic But

this is no bod thing as

all these gomes are \y

regarded pieces o? software

The idea behind Sot o's

test is to leg it arour ve

different graphical worlo

collecting gems and finding the

exit. Each world is nv >p of a

number of levels and bonus itay^

When you reoch the end of a

world, there will be a Challenge

level whore you got a ne

limit to perf a certain task If

you're successful, you'll be
awarded on extra life. Thankful

there are absolutely no enemies to

ge way o* these . ore

already near impossibl'

The mo problem .-. th

Thomas is the si

due to this that the per is

ffered You're up against

!iculously short time

which to complete e< 'age, and
if these run out, then you'll lose one

of your three lives.

Fortunately. Thon in

ble as for as enemies are

concerned but don't plough
straight H 3%

they'll knock you ov

and you

seconds of time. T

learning curve 1

game is sadly too diffic id

most people will tu' jff before

really giving it a cho:

What's there is certc

playable and fun at f * r 5 1 b

unfortunately s soon be to

blood prcssuro to a

po iost doctors would pre!'

you avoided! Be sure you hov© a

sturdy joystick hondy as you're

sure to throw it ago> >e wall or

onto the Hoor ot some point!

Control ovox Thomos mple
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"ll.W-lwaynow |M for When all the platforms art
invisible, Thomas has to use his judgement as to

ram* a—toot Is iito»ei

CURE 33
0Q010000
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TIME
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Down ihc

poor oM Thomas eoes. He
tumbles head over heels,

era the icy moutamsidc.
.', more bat enough time

fto chmb bach up afam!

UMt

but it does take some go*

to because of the speed He nx>

of. To so 9on
>uld be an understot:

omos could ec

nearest lambourgh

Hie sudden uro/

ley

-

g in actio
riVc *rttedly

ment: fh

allonge stage is
f

*WOffnY

a rowe'

,4orms v.* ::h may sound

fun orvd choll*

s was most

e port of the - gar>

two programmer
k

1

j

et'

THE LOW-DOWN
PUBLISHER: Soundware

TEAM: David Hanney & Nick Frampton £25.99

Thomas is not really in the same league as tool or
RoboCod. However, it is still a fun and addictive

platform romp that fans of this genre will enjoy. The
presentation is just right, giving the game that

cartoony feel - the central character in particular is

very cute and appealing. However, the problem most
people will find is the time limits. If you had more
lives to use, then it might not seem so bad, but as it

is, you'll probably only play it for about a week
because it's just too frustrating. Brian.
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JUST ADD £2.00 TO YOUR TOTAL

ORDER FOR A GUARANTEED
* NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR
(* ORDERS MUST BE PLACED BEFORE 3.30pm excluding weekends)

AlMa canto

foffNtttd md rwdy to um for my DM
foratltfeM4pp«

~
CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS TO:

- COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD.
PINEWOOD STUDIOS, IVER HEATH

BUCKS. SLOONH
TEL: 0753 553535 (3 lines) FAX: 0753 553530

Wk

K MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISKS
5.25* (360K) 5-25' (1 .6 fttog) 3.5* (1 MEG) 3.5' 2 MEG(1.44)

BOX/10 5.00 7.00 7.00 12.00

LQQK! Great deals on Mitsubishi 3.5" Branded Disks^*^*^
5 Boxes MF2DD (50 Disks) ..Only £26.00 .wa^ ^9 3*

10 Boxes MF2DD (100 Disks) Only £50.00

5 Boxes MF2HD (50 Disks) ..Only £45.00

10 Boxes MF2HD (100 Disks) Only £88.00

+ 20% OFF ALL STORAGE BOXES WITH ABOVE DEALS

NEW JUST APPOINTED DEALER DATA CARTRIDGES

GOLD MASTER BRANDED
2 FOfif LIFE TIME WARRANTY

2 MEG

PROMOTION
WHERE IT COUNTS

-

IN YOUR POCK

1 BOX
2-5 BOXES
6- 10 BOXES

1 MEG
MF-2DO

6.50

6.00

5.50

MF-2HD

13.00

12.50

12.00

X30M-.-...X1705

DC300XL £17.50

DC300XLP £15.50

DC300EXL £1870

DC600A £15.50

DC6150 £1750

DC62S0 £2400

DCS320 £24.00

DC6525 £2800

OC1000 10Mb E16.50

OC1000 20Mb £1650

OC2000 £1350

DC2080 £1650

DC2120 £1650

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS PLEASE CALL Ofl FAX

3.5" MITSUBISHI BULK MEDIA
LIFE TIME WARRANTY

50 Disks

100 Disks

200 Disks

500 Disks

1000 Disks

DSDD
£21.00

£40.00

£75.00

£175.00

£329.00

DSHD
£32.50
£63.50

£125.50

£295.50

£580.50

5.25 BULK DISKS
Packed in 25's with Envelopes,

Labels, Lifetime Warranty
96Ipi HD
£8.75 £12.00

£16.25 £23.00

£27.25 £36.00

j**-c 48tpi

25 Disks$33 £8.50

50 Disks ^*^£1 6.00

100 Disks £28.00

1000+ PLEASE CALL

INCLUDES LABELS

NOTE: The above disk are based on > 55% clipping level.

cheaper disks are available - please call.

COMPUTER MATES
BRANDED DISKS

2 FOR 1 LIFE TIME WARRANTY
3.5" DISKS

DSDD DSHD

50 Disks £23.00 £35.00

100 Disks £45.00 £69.00

200 Disks £85.00 £137.00

500 Disks £200.00 £325.00

COLOURED
DSDD jAhD

Cn43.00
£331 .00

MICE/TRACKERBALLS
PS2 MOUSE £21.00

AMIGA/COMMODORE ^.....£19.00

ATARI MOUSE
J»....£19.00

ATARI/AMIGA TRACKBALL ..£* £22.00

MOUSE MAT .« £2.50

MOUSE POCKET Ji. £2.50

MOUSE STAGE ^tf. £10.00

MOUSE MAT HARD ¥T £3.50

PAPER TRIMMER £5.00

QUICKSHOT JOYSTICKS
IM.T)SYSTBI

OS1 l A Turoo 2
, £9

;:•*• -ttftrl £25

OS12BF Mmk» 1_ £14

OSl55Art«lOf1 £2750

QS131 Ajatfw 1 £7

QStMFPyftonl £950

Cfitf SrfgNrPvtoot Cor«d £3660

NINTENDO

QS^30NP>ihc*; E95C

STORAGE BOXES
3TDISK CAPACITY 5.25- DISK CAPACITY STACKABLE BOXES
U0 C11.50 140 £9.00 0ak ^n* raD

100 £7 90 100 £7 50 35 San* w ElZw

80 £750 50. £6 50 OuH Biiw513W80 C14»
50 £6 50 3.5 Bimtjy 200 £1899
40 £6.00 525 6lmby5 200 £1899

BIMBY BOXES CAN ALSO HOLD 3 2.8" VIDEO TAPES. CARTRIDGES
ALL ABOVE BOXES L0CKABLE 2 KEYS.

£2 OFF BOXES WHEN ORDERING 100 BULK DISKS OR MORE
3.5" or 5.25' 10 Cap £1 50 5 Cap .£115. 1 Cap...50p

Cardboard Disk Masters. . .£1 50/1 000 or £25/100

Up to £3 00 OFF above Joysticks with another purchase above £15.00

U>MPITKK l>KSK...WMH> DUST COVERS

SPECIAL OFFERS THIS MONTH
LOOK SAVE YOUR EYES

12" or 14- COLOUR OR MONO FILTER SCREEN
SAVE YOUR EYES Only £13.99

Optical Glass Filter 14' £25 00

Optical Glass Filter 20' £35 00
12' or 14

-

TILT & TURN WITH HANDY KNOB
MONITOR STAND £15.95

PRINTER STAND (Feet)

80 or 132 COLUMN £8 00

IBM PRINTER LEADS £500
JOYSTICKS ALL MACHINES P/C

LABELS 5 25' OR 3 5" (525' WITH W/P)

100 £1 00. 10O0 £8 00. SINGLE OR MULTICOLOUR AVAILABLE

AMIGA/ATARI
12" or 14' MC
80 or 132 PR
12" or 14' MONITOR -P «oft WQ$f
80 or 132 PRINTER nii«l-GQMH$SSc rM\
LAZER PRINTER .HBP^.

tf.«fflB!W»r £6.01

£6 00
£6 00
£6.00

I

'

84 or 102 keyboard:.::::::.sysi^p.^^....]:iz:i:::;:£6:oo
TOWER CPU Z £6.00

CLEANING ACCESSORIES
VACUUM CLEANER £7.00 HEAD CLEANER 3.5' or 5.25' .£2.50

MONITOR CLEANING SOLUTION ....£3.00 ALL THE ABOVE & MORE £1 1 00
3' CLEANING KIT £300

DATA SWITCH BOXES
CENTRONICS OR SERIAL 2 WAY 15.00
4 WAY 20.00 DATA SWITCH LEADS ..8.00 each

l COMITTKRCHAIK...«ll.<MI

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH ON HAND HELD VIDEO GAMES

COPY HOLDERS
A4 Desk Top Anglepoise ..£15.99 Paper Clip Monitor Side £4.00
A4 Anglepoise G-clamp... .£15.99 Paper Clip Monitor Top £5.00
A4 Desk Top £8.00

IM
J

Sk

SUPPLIED WITH:

* CRYSTBALL GAME
* BATTERIES
* STEREO EAR PHONES

GAMES AVAILABLE AT

ONLY £12.99

P. 52 Sea Battle. Grand Prix.

Challenger Tank, Brain Power,

Carrier. Linear Racing. Super

Block. Snake, Hashblock/Eagle-

plan, Honey Bee, Space Fighter,

Alien, Tennis Pro. Olympic

Trails. Police Bust, Pacboy,

Block Buster

SPECIAL PACK OFFER
BUY 4 GAMES - CHOOSE ANY

OTHER TITLE FREE

LQQK!
VIDEO TAPES. E180. LIFETIME WARRANTY, 3 HOURS

10 FOR E20; 50 FOR £90

RETAIL PACKED BLUE BOX DISKS
ALL 8LUE BOX DISKS ARE COMPLETELY PACKAGED IN BLUE PRINTED

CARDBOARD BOXES WITH LABELS. 100% GUARANTEED FOR LIFE

3.5" 720K-880K

MF-20D10slMeg
1 Box £5 00

MF-2DD 30s 1 Meg
1 Box (30) £14.00

BAMBI-2DD 1 Meg

25 Disks in 25 Capacity

Storage Box

1Box £14.00

3.5- 1.44 Meg
MF-2HD10s2Meg

1 Box £8.50

MF-2HD 30s 2 Meg

1 Box (30) £21.50

BAMBI-2HD 2 Meg

25 Disks in 25 Capacity

Storage Box

1Box £21.00

5.25" DISKS

M-2D 48TPI 360K

1 Box (10) £4.00

M-20D 96TPI 720K

1 Box (10) £4.75

M-2HDl6MegH/D
1 Box (10) £500

1V\ DISCOUNT GIVEN ON
11 BOXES Oft MOftE

CALL SAM OR PAT NOW! ON 0753 553535

FED UP WAITING? all orders are normally delivered to you within 48 hours



After Caesar climbed the

heights last month, we can

expect an influx of games

based around the Roman Empire.

Rome AD92 is the first of these and

it takes a very different approach

than that taken by the previous

release by Impressions.

Whereas Caesar was a fairly

serious strategy game, Rome is a

role playing game which is very

much in the mould of another

Millennium game, Robin Hood.

Fortunately though, the team have

taken note of the criticisms levelled

at their last game and tweaked the

game system. In doing this they

have created an infinitely more

playable game.

Your aim is to complete a

series of progressively more
difficult missions.

At the start of each task you

will be given an objective. Once
vou have completed this, you will

more than likely have to do
something else before successfully

completing each mission.

As Hector, slave to a rich

Tnis map view will show you the whole of

lome. It also shows you the position of

every other person as well! Wow!

Conversing with the other inhabitants of

Rome will help you find out who they arc
for a start and then lead to better things!

Take on the role of an
ambitious slave,

destined for the top.

What a friendly place Imperial Rome was.
Shifty salesman such as this one were
fairty commonplace on every street.

Roman lawyer, you must aim for

the very top as you hove
aspirations of eventually becoming

the new Roman emperor. Your

missions vary from

simply delivering

a message

Lying on the

floor arc the

entrails of

some strange,

dead animal

and people will

often read the

future by using

them. Strange.

to Segamus Megadrivus the

Roman Consul (hmm, that's very

sad!), to leading the mighty Roman
army in attacks.

Your life is certainly not simple!

Your everyday routine will consist

of nasty things such as bribery,

deceit and theft. So if you

partake in those type of

v caf .. -- activities on a

j ^ regular basis

in real life

anyway,
you will

certainly feel at

home in this game!

The action doesn't just take

place in Rome though. Oh no, you

con take Hector around the world

to hot and exotic locations such as

Egypt and, of course, Britannia.

As you visit these places, the

action hots-up and success

becomes much more difficult. Life's

never easy, is it?

Possibly the dodjicst joke in the whole of
computer games history. You have found
Segamus Megadrivus, the Roman Consul.

THE LOW-DOWN
PUBLISHER: Millennium

TEAM: Steve Grand & Ian Saunter £29.99

As a follow-up same to

Robin Hood, I am in no

doubt that Rome AD92
wipes the floor with its

predecessor. However I

am still not convinced
that this game system
completely works. That is

not to say that I didn't

enjoy playing Rome
AD99 because I did, but I

think it is going to take a

third release of this type I

of product to convert

me. Even so, it's an

entertaining, fun to playj

strategy game. Steve O */

33
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Ltfl: Here we $ec our

ace pilot lining up for

one of the most
visually impressive

parts of the game •

rushing through a

train tunnel!

***

*

What a picturesque scene. There's nothing quite like a nice quiet Sunday afternoon

trip in a helicopter gunship... until the missiles begin to roar in.

As usual, plenty of external views are on offer for you to delight in. Of course,

probably never use any of them during a fight unless you're unbelievably cool.

will

If
you've ever seen the film

Apocalypse Now, or any of

the decidedly dodgy
television programmes such as

the legendary Blue Thunder,

then you will be familiar with

the appearance of a

helicopter gunship. Great big

ugly things, piled high with

enough ordnance to drag even

the most advanced jet fighter

plunging to the ground.

When the original Gunship

was released, it revolutionised the

flight sim market, being the first

game of any real worth not to

simulate a fighter aircraft. Now
almost a year after its release on

the PC, the follow up hits the

Amiga and it has to be said, it's

sensational stuff.

Amazingly, virtually all of the

features that were present on the

PC have been crammed into the

Amiga version. Even more
amazingly, MicroProse have

managed to improve on the earlier

version, as advances in technology

over the last year have made new

features such as wingmen possible.

Let's get intimate
The first thing that hits you is

the size of the manual. It is huge!

However, don't let that put you off

as it contains descriptions of

everything from

the cockpit to each of the

theatres of conflict in the

game, which range from the

searing heat of the Iraqi desert

to the delightful green hills of

Central Europe.

It is certainly not

essential to plough

through the entire

manual, and it is

possible to be up and flying after

only a brief scan of the tutorial if

you make good use of the handy

key control guide. However, I

always find that a few hours spent

reading a manual helps to set the

scene for a game and, of course,

improve your chances!

MicroProse has once again

employed their unique mission

building system, which randomly

throws out your primary and
secondary targets

in order to

ensure that

the game does not quickly become

stale by constantly churning out the

same missions over and over

again. There is also the option to

play a single mission or

take part in a

campaign in which

you also control the

strategic aspect of a

captivating, intriguing game.

Next it's time to choose the best

chopper for the task at hand. There

Destroying enemy planes *
j

it not as difficult as it K-
may sound. You have the

advantage of being able -*-—->
10 line up your shot while

aal
perfectly still.

igL

v* ^ **
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The level of detail is quite amazing. You can even fly through the train tunnels on the

landscape. Better hope you dont meet a train!

Remember
Airwolf?

Fans of
that series

will be clambering for
this, the latest in

chopper simulations!

the blades, build up some rotations

and ease yourself into the sky.

The first thing you will notice is

ACTION now mucn more agile a
" helicopter is when you

compare it to a fighter

aircraft. It is possible to

really throw yourself around

k the landscape, and you can

even reverse a helicopter. But

of course, you knew that already!

When it comes to combat,

Gunship 2000 certainly sets the

pulse racing. Because of the

superior manoeuvrability of this

type of aircraft, you can line up

quite a number to choose from

and thankfully each one has
different flight characteristics. This

means that the player AMIGA
is not left feeling

cheated because the L

only difference is in the

way the cockpit is octualry

drawn and depicted.

With all of the details out

of the way, it's time to clamber into

the cockpit and take control. Start

Once you have lined up your target, In this

case another helicopter, you must take

him out. But make your first shot count »%

you probably wont get a second chance.

Hw

Vou dont only come up against other
helicopters, you will also be expected to

take out super fast jc t fighters.

your shot at the enemy while

hovering. Although this makes
targeting much easier it also

means that a lot of the time you

are still while taking aim.

This quite often leads to a
situation of who can shoot first will

survive, as the first one to loose off

a missile will more often than not

be the victor.

Mission disks are

also in the pipeline so

the future for this game
would certainly appear

to be a long and
prosperous one.

The frame rate for the

movement of the landscape
has been kept at a high rate In

the conversion from the PC, so

the game runs very smoothly.

As you would expect, your main
objectives arc to fry around the smooth
landscape shooting at things »nd taking

out your primary and secondary targets

THE LOW-DOWN
I PUBLISHER: MicroProse

TEAM: MPS Labs £34.99

It has certainly been a sood month for flight sims.

Reach For The Skies is the best plane simulation

released so far and then we receive Gunship 2000.

This is without a doubt the best helicopter simulation

I have ever seen and is very hard indeed to fault! It's

a shame then, that many fans of arcade type games
will be unwilling to even consider this as it would
easily provide them with as much action and
excitement as the best platformer or shoot'em-up.

Whole-heartedly recommended! Steve.
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Take on the role of
Lincoln to fight in the
struggle that divided a
whole nation, the
American Civil War.
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Who would be a politician! Vou certainty

find out who your friends are when you

come to power, and those who arc just

sponecn after a top job.

Strategy games are a field in

which most software houses

have dipped their toe in at

one time or another, but SSI are the

mainstays in this area, producing a

great many titles along such lines.

They have now decided to put

their vast experience behind No
Greater Glory, in an attempt to

provide us with a simulation or the

American Civil War.

At the beginning of the game

you are given the option to choose

Economic policy can mean the difference

between success and failure. Get rt right

and the ptapk will love you. Get it wronj

and you'd better watch your bach!

Sc lectin) your cabinet is possibly the

most important action in the game. Get it

wrong and you risk alienating certain

areas of the community.

to be either Abraham Lincoln or

Jefferson Davies enabling you to

control either the Union or

Confederate armies, depending on

where your own sympathies lie.

Control of the game is entirely

mouse driven through the use of

pull down menus, or simply

boxes that appear on

screen at the

appropriate times.

You must take

charge of matters such as control

over your policy towards slavery,

taxes, inflation and the conscription

of negroes to your armed forces.

Manage your affairs successfully

and public support will begin to
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The main map is where all the action is. Here, you will

swing your way. Mess up mahea»os« of the important decisions that affect Mm
, ,i I outcome of the game.

or treat the people too
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harshly and you may find

people begin to move

away from your cause.

Finding a successful

policy is vital to your

success, but the

major problem

is that unless

you are an

American Civil War
expert it is unlikely that

your level of background

knowledge concerning important

people involved in the war will be

sufficient, making decision taking

more of a trial and error process,

rather than the educated

choice that it should be.

Perhaps it's all a bit too

involved for the novice.

Mith tht statt torn bttitttn Union and

SitcmiDn, thf 50vn>r>M»ht of XrntuoJcy har

yroclaiHpd th* sta.* nr-utra) , It rrtusn to

»Diyt RitjJfl its bDrflw twin ti>M, or

MDNJjtHfrftt by, »)thw sidr- 1

Cfcntinuf
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Still 117113311113, you find that

tfcc capital of your country b
now under threat Vou have

two choices, either run away
and relocate or toutjh it out.

Your period of office is not running
altogether smoothly, Kentucky has
proclaimed neutrality. It misht be worse
though, they could have changed sides!

THE LOW-DOWN
PUBLISHER: SSI

TEAM: Edward and Patncu Bevcr £25.99

No Greater Glory is an

exceptionally detailed

simulation containing

everything that you
could wish for from a

game of this type.

However, without a

thorough knowledge of

the Civil War you will not

receive full satisfaction

from it. There is an

option to turn off any

historical realism, but this

left me feeling cheated. I

One for historically

minded people or r*

War experts only. Steve



PLUS £6 OFF, PLUS EARLY DELIVERY WHEN YOU SUBSCRIBE
TOAMIGA ACTION

Get the BEST SELLING Amiga
mag plus coverdisks

delivered FREE, direct to your
door, days before it's on sale

at your newsagent

SAVE a full £6 off the
normal cover price

FREE GAME - worth £30
Your choice between 3

of the latest releases

PINBALL FANTAS"

hifmir,e world or platform games, this ranks up
there among the very beat! With excellent
graphics and smashing animation, Premiere 1$

mindblowlngty easy to play and supremely
challenging" AA Review September ^2

"The action is good enough §o moo* you went to

get out your old tatty balaclava and put a
saucepan on your head. Fast smooth, playable'

AA Preview November "92

Contains all the payability and
|
origins* but has been improved even more. Y,

be playing it tor years to come and that's a tact'

AA Review Novemc«f"92

To subscribe to AMIGA ACTION, simply pick up the phone and dial 051 357 1275
Or just complete the form below and post it to us. Thanks.

My choice of FREE game is:-

PREMIERE NIGEL MANSELL PWGAU.FAN1ASCS

a o
tick one appropriate box

Please send me my mags & coverdisks
Tick appropriate box New Sub Renewal

6 Months - £19.50 (No free game - UK only) *D *
1 2 Months £39* (Free game + £6 saving) » I

24 Months -£72 (Free game + £18 saving - UK only) • iQ

*UK price £39 - if in Europe add £8 D If outside Europe add C18 D
fee* if you do not #*sh to rocaMpromorcrW from othof coripavws

METHOD OF PAYMENT
Visa Access Postal Order (UK Only) Cheque (UK Only)

C^« crd no.DJX] | I I I I I I I I I I I I I

Credit card expires: •*•**»* *P••••*•«••**•

«

Signature . *
.

* • ....
, *•»**»*•*•*******.Date ... »****#• »»t*i*f

f

Mad* payable to Europr««s Interactive

YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS

NAME....

ADDRESS *••**••*"••"««••••*«••**••••«•*

-***» \J^9> f *rf\^Si#fc *******************»••••**••••**••**»•»«

» YOUR COMPLETED
Europress Direct, FR

Ellesmere Port, South Wirral, L65 3EB
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The Sensible

Soccer versus
Kick Off debate
enters extra
time...

Graham Taylor teems to have picked a jood squad at last

This team and many others has been updated to represent

th« 19ft/f3 season.

WttLV*2.-U \i
After England's success against • team of

Turkeys, Graham Taylor's army is brought

back down to Earth by the Italians.

The goalkeepers may
have improved their

technique between the

sticks, but the

Barcelona keeper is

still incapable of

stopping this fme ton

Rush volley.

:ipate in various

competitions, each
of which is very

accurate. Once
you've won them all,

design your own
leagues and cup

competitions.

*

The heated big match

between Kick Off II and
Sensible Soccer has raged

on in the pages of Amiga Action

since we somewhat controversially

gave the latter (and highly

acclaimed elsewhere) soccer sim

an average 78% score way back

in issue 34. To send further shock

waves through the terraces, Kick

Off II won Amiga Action's 100
best games league by a mile and

Sensible Soccer came a lowly 71 st,

avoiding relegation by a mere 29
places.

So, just what is Sensible Soccer

VI. 1 and does it change the

opinions of Amiga Action's review

team? Version 1.1 is a simple

update and if you've already

splashed out £26 on the

original you can send

off a small sum of

money to cover the

cost of the upgrade.

Full details and a

contact address can be found

elsewhere on this page.

And now for the interesting

new features bit. Apart from

supplying the updated national

and club squads for the 92/93
season, VI. 1 improves various

parts of the game and includes the

new, and much maligned back

pass rule. Passing back to the

goalkeeper isn't legal (heading the

Sensible Soccer owners will be

overjoyed to hear that they can

update to V 7. 1 for just £4.95. Send

your cheques, made payable to

SENSIBLE SOCCER OFFER, to the

following address, complete with your

original Sensi Soccer disk one and

your name and address:

Sensible Soccer Offer, Unit B3, Edison

Road, St. Ives, Huntingdon,

Cambridgeshire, PE 17 4LF.

Allow two weeks for delivery. If

you've yet to sample Sensi Soccer, the

full updated product can be bought off

the shelves for £25.99.

t

OH, off, •*, ©W, off! WHo s the b!'*% It
in th« bUch, who'i ttr« b Bft%!'K in ihc

MtCfc? Wh#'i Ihc *_

ball bock is), so the keeper must

take up the role of a sweeper and

boot the ball as far away from the

penalty area as possible.

The goalkeepers themselves

have been improved dramatically

and as such, it's a lot harder to

score than it was
before. Some of the

dives look so realistic

you'll be convinced

you're watching Sky's

Premier League coverage.

Other new features include the

dishing out of red and yellow

cards for Vinny Jones-type tackles,

player suspensions, and several

new competitions, including

authentic World Cup qualifiers

with all the correct teams in all the

correct groups.

For a bit of fun, Sensible

Software have also included a top

secret feature which is hilariously

linked to England's 1966 world

cup success. More on that in a
later issuel

THI LOW-DOWN
PUBLISHER: Renegade

TEAM. Scrmbk Soft*** £55.99 or £4.95 UPDATE

As an update, Sensi'

Soccer VI. 1 is an

essential item, so don't

hesitate, send for it

immediately. As a stand

alone product, it's been
tweaked In such a way
that its still worth £26.

It's a much better same
than it was and if it were

to meet Kick Off II in the

FA Cup final the match
would probably go tol

penalties. So make your |
—

own minds up and enjoy

both, being the greatl **

sims they truly are. Pete o w

iiM*:»iiw:H 41



no*ii seme wouldn't be
Thankfully, Bill's romtto

a fantastic and entertaining

If no exception.

What can I tar about the samepUy? The bask tdea is thai you oet a tomato, Mow It

Ian and let K bounce to the exit Vert strange!

A

coj* he will burst.

Tomato related
tomfoolery with Terry
Tomato and friends.

This is one thing I never

expected to see - o gome
based solely around a

tomato. But not just any tomato!

Oh no, this is the legendary Terry

Tomato and he is a little upset

because of his girlfriend. Yep,

the lovely Tracy Tomato

has been kidnapped

by the evil and ever

so slightly insane

Squirrel Sam. He has

taken Terry's delicious girlfriend to

the top of a large magic vine.

Taking control of Terry, you

must climb to the top of the

towering beanstalk, negotiating

100 treacherous levels on the way.

The only way for Terry to reach the

vine's summit is to enter the 10

separate sections which the vine is

divided into. Each section houses

1 levels of your quest.

To complete each level, you

must strategically place fans to

blow Terry along the levels

However it is not quite as simple as

that. There are various

obstacles and gaps
which ore too large to

cross without help

placed along the way.

To make completion of each

evel possible, you are given just

enough objects to complete your

task. These objects include

platforms for Terry to bounce on,

blocks to stop him banging into

things, and trampolines to make
him go that little bit further.

However, there is a drawback

to all this. If Terry touches any



Poor old Terry- That is no way for airy iclf-rcspcciing tomato to pass on to the other side.

Fret not ihoujh (or he'll get plenty more chances.

sharp objects or falls too

far then he will be

squashed like a ripe

tomato. You can place

objects anywhere on the

screen that you think wi

enable you to to

complete the level so

long as they aren't

touched by any of the

moving objects.

For some strange reason it has

been decided that the number of

attempts which you are allowed on

each level will be limited to a

number of around 1 22. This may
seem a lot at first, and on the early

levels you would have to be a

complete thickie fo fail to complete

them, but on the later levels you

may find yourself struggling and

running out of attempts.

You may be wondering why it

A tricky one this. Ifs difficult enough to

complete this level anyway out with a

rampant spaceship to complicate matters,

ifs a real nightmare!

is called Bill's Tomato Game when

the main character is called Terry,

Surely Terry's Tomato Game would

have been much more appropriate.

However it would appear to be

because the game's programmer is

called Bill. Now there's an

interesting piece of trivia for you.

THE LOW-DOWN
PUBLISHER: Psygnosis

I TEAM: Bill Pullen £25.99

Bill's Tomato Game is certainly a strange little title and
one which provides a much needed injection of
originality into the puzzle genre while we all

desperately wait with baited breath for Lemmings 2.

Bill's Tomato Game is great fun to play and doesn't

suffer from the high boredom level which most
puzzle games suffer from when you come unstuck.

This really is a case of forcing yourself to have one
more go at that frustrating last level. It's ripe and
ready for you to pick. Steve

Enter a new phase of entertainment

with the Trojan Amiga Phazer. |
Each pack comes complete with \\

Phazer and two games - /M
Skeet Shoot and Orbital Destroyed

great value at £39.99*.

And the action doesnt

stop there!...

These great games are also

Phazer compatible:

THE ENFORCER - £9.99*

ALIEX - £9.99*

FIRESTAR - £9.99*

CYBER ASSAULT - £9.99*

CREEPS • £9.99

SPACEGUN (Ocean) - £25.99*

DIE HARD 2 (Grandslam) - £25.99*
•RRP

CALL THE PHAZER HOTLINE - 0554 777993
for details of special offers and your nearest stockist

What
^-Natural!

could
B

more

The

Trojan

Amiga

Lightpen
A Complete replacement for the mouse
Compatible with DPaint III, IV

and many other applications

Ideal for art, design and educational use

Reliable and maintenance free

Comes with Kwikdraw drawing program

All for only £39.99*

available from allgood computer shops

Unit 7, Dafen Park, Llanelli, Dyfed. SA14 8LX.

Telephone: (0554) 777993K3



Welcome to
fnfex Systems

i

j
i

fff'5Ar.- The InlcH computer
network is better than your

average Tesco's. And where
else can you buy an extra life

for only 30,000 notes? T

75,000 Credits! Ill jive you

10,000 for the laser and no
more- Or how about you lend

it to

When all the waits seem to

look the same, access the

map screen to look at your

current position.

3UU

Should you forget your mission objective amid all

the action and excitement, let the computer
kindly refresh your memory.

vfl

-**

you aw Loemeo at ansone postnom

Wh«it s join) on here, then? You've fired 979

bullets and only killed 146 aliens. Maybe you
should consider jotninj Ihc Iraqi army.

You arrive on deck and must now bejin to

concentrate on completinj your mission

objective. Mo hum.

irst. let me stress that Special

m Edition is not Alien Breed 2.

The official sequel is

scheduled to appear during the

middle of next year. In the

meantime. Special Edition is here

to keep the juices flowing.

Maintaining the same scenario

as the original Special Edition

features altogether differently

designed levels, more of them and

A
H F

*

&
hflWi&j

IS ^M

k

A breed
apart
cnerjy bar is almost

Find a first aid kit, quick!

Three lives remaining with the

option to buy

Signifies the number of ammo dine
in your pocket

Mmiibar of bullets remaining in

your clip in use*

rou only have one key. Now,
the heck arc they all?

hoot the switch on the

seal off the area.

door

Loadsadosh to spend on wea
and tools and all thines nice.

Aliens emery from air ducts to

for player two
l active.

_ ±.

# '

-H

r. r

•',
'

1 i

3'
-I 1

teup I IVFS • •««
leflUafllO ««



(j time ago in a galaxy far, far away

One power dome destroyed, three more
to 90! Try *© collect as many Credits as

possible alone the way.

Keep cumininj the map so you don't

waste time and ammo in regions there's

no need to enter.

As soon as you crack the last dome, the

warning sirens will wail, stenallins you onry

have a short time to escape.

Since the aliens have nowhere lo run to

and nowhere to hide, they simply chase
after you! Marvellous..

more joystick-rattling man before. exploring a spacestation, you must

It's best described as a futuristic complete a series of 1 2 missions by

Gauntlet, extracting AMIGA ACTION yourself or w ' Trl a

and developing the AfrfH-AIIF trigger-happy human
atmosphere and action ^pjjjj^^pj^' companion Trying to

from the Alien films ^^^^^*^ thwart your progress ore

Stylishly presented both ^^^A hundreds of alien life-forms

graphically and sonically, this ^ ^K who insist on you pumping

is perhaps the most advanced them full of bullets before they'll

search and destroy arcade gome join the ranks of the dead,

ever seen on the Amiga. While Collect extra ammo, first aid

Aliens everywhere but
not a bald-headed,
butch woman in sight.

When you need to make a quick

eetaway before the level explodes,

there's nothing like having a pump
action plasma gun in your grasp.

kits, money and keys as you blast

your way forward.

By accessing one of the hard to

find computer terminals about the

decks, you can buy more powerful

weapons, examine a radar display

of the level as well as spending

cash on extra lives, ammunition,

keys and more. Unlike the first

Alien Breed, using all your keys

isn't the end of the world as you

know it, Jim. No
siree, for now you

I

can shoot open
doors at the expense

of an ammo clip.

Other differences

I include a password
' system enabling you

to continue from

fairly close to where

you died! However,

you restart with the basic machine-

gun and none of the objects you

had gathered before.

Ammo-geddon Iff

The main criticism of Alien Breed

was the easy difficulty level.

Thankfully, this problem has been

rectified but maybe a touch too

much. For example, I spent about

half a dozen ammo clips on one

particular guardian. "Should have

bought yourself a decent weapon
then, shouldn't you!" you may
blurt. It just so happens that I'd

forked out thousands of credits for

a flame thrower that wasn't flamin'

powerful enough for my liking!

When all said and done,

Special Edition is basically Alien

Breed re-mapped. But be honest

with yourself, whether you own the

original or not, you still want to get

your hands on this, right? And
with good reason, too.

Also, well done to Team 1 7 for

releasing this addition at a budget

price and in stand alone format (in

other words, you don't need the

first Breed to play Special Edition).

They've shown a great deal of

consideration to their fans by
doing so. I mean, how often does

a company rewrite a game before

releasing it on budget? Exactly.

Upon entering a hanear, it seems the

aliens have flown in for a quick tour of

the neighbourhood. Get out your sun and
jive them belt

m THE LOW-DOWN
PUBLISHER: Team 17

TEAM: Rico Holmes & Co. £10.99

Alien Breed gave birth to a son and the result is an

exhilarating, intelligent exploration blast that's quickly

matured into the leader of the pack. Well designed

and programmed to the last detail, Special Edition is

suitable for newcomers and Breed veterans
everywhere. And it's literally a small price to pay for a

galaxy of unimaginable action and immeasurable
pleasure. The eagerness and anticipation for Alien

Breed 2 will now reach a new, higher level of
intensity. Can't wait! Alan.



Software
Expressions

ml Intrnriiirinn cnmp nf thp hpct niihiir rtnmain A charpwarpIntroducing some of the best public domain & shareware

disks available for the Amiga today. Go on. ..express yourself!

+ = Plws computable

UTILITIES
U001.

U006
U016

U017-.

U024_
U033..

U035..

U036..

U043 .

UW9
U050

UOM
U061

U062

U063

U073 .

U075

U076

U078
+1*084

U069

U092

U096

U104...

U106

U110...

U107 .

U110

U113.

U118

U120...

U121 ...

U122

U123

U124
U128.

U129

+U130

U134.

*U140

U140

U142

U144...

ui4y

U146

U149.

U150

U151

U152

U153.

+U154

mi ^

A-Gene (1 meg)

Amigazer

Bwhythms (1 meg)

Business pack (3 disks)

Catttogue Maker |2 disks)

Educaton 1

—

Education 3

Education 4 ....

Intfomaker

Mandiebrot Explorer

Master Virus-kaBet

Business Card Maker...

Games Music Creator ...

House Samples 2

House Samples 3

Sdvl.06 -

Spanish Tutor

Star Trekker

Text Plus.

Wordwnght

Journal

Cartoon Brushes

Database Master

—

— ....Trace your ancestors

For those astrotogists

Chart your leehngs

DVbase.Srsheet.W/P

finnd be pauent 1

learn German

Weather

Evolution

As it sounds Good

.._.Ette«ent picoes

Recognises over 100 viruses Essentia!

.__». Simple, but usetui

fav. composition writer

More acidic sounds

Even more acidic sounds

__.. Cti helper Very popular

.Bueno 1

8 channels, sampler Superb

Wort processor

Forallyoudiztecksicks'

Very good account-handler

^^.Lots ot famous characters

Guff Recorder (1 meg)

Medw3.11

Messysid v2

TSB Vector Design* «

Messysid v20

Spectrum Emulator .„

Amiga fox

ST Emulator..

.

TAB Utilities..

Perm Check*

IQ Tester

—

Chess Tutor .

Viz Clip Art.....

(^mpnjhensrve AMOS database

Excetent drsk. with pictures

Latest sequencer version

PC to Amiga die transfer

Special Brothers classic

PC to Amiga Ml ttanstof

0061

D062

D063

40075

D092

D099
D114

0146

0148
«0162

•0166

0177

0214.

0215

<022S

D226...

0237.

40248

0250

0251

0253

0254...

Etora Activities

5 Ways to Wl a mote

Fillet the fish

Girts of sport

How move her body'

iwny Hot for animal lovers

!

..The possible sequel to Puggs A must

Pretty shots of talented gins

Iraq demo (1 meg) Topical cartoon Bush meets Saddam' Bang'

Jesus loves Aoid MmdWowing music and graphics

Mike Tyson arum WeHcomprfed

Red Sector rnagademo (2 Asks) RSI's cfrsstt

The Run (1 meg) T. Fticfiter s car-chase anmabon Good

Stealthy Manoeuvres (1 meg) Exnlent demo

Star Trek Animations Anims. of USS Enterprise

Star Trek Animations Agatron no 17 More like above Good

Gulf War SWes

Jt pets sadder'Another 5 ways to K« a Mok*

Reincarnabon of Sot Pepper (2 disks, 1 meg) Beatles ebsse

Virtual World Best demo of year? 1

Simpsons decay demo Bart at his best

Pulling the Trigger Good demo compilation

Jmmy Hendra Slides and music

Debbie Harry (2 (too) Sudeshow BtonOe

WWF Wrestlers - _Jtog» & more

Ray of Hope AodicDemo

MUSIC

«!* tlltlttttt*

Reptty the crappy games

DTP Package

Emulate Atari programs

22 utilities

Checks poo's winnings

How thick are you'

The quest to become a Grand Master— Roger MonymD Part

Super Killers Kills 120 Virus's

Label Designer

Ann Cash

Amibase Prof ..

Text Engine

Super Fonts.

Various label printers

Best accounts package around

database

word processor

lots of Super Fonts

Samples Discs (4 disks)

New Super Killers

Edword—___—

—

The Man Event

. SourxJtracker Modules

Updated virus killers

..._..JxceJent text editor

L ...
He event etMor

Languages Spanish. German. Italian French dictionary

Impioder v40 File compresser

PC Task Emulates IBM PC programs

Filea-tax — As it sounds

0E0 Beginners word processor

DEMOS
0015 Agatron Star Wars (1 meg/2 drsks) Captivating QnpMcs

D016 ...Acid Music Some wicked museec & grapheecs!

0021 Budbrain 2 The equally Brilliant sequel

0021 ...Budbrain 2 The equally brftant sequel

0036 tonW&MMr^(lmeg) Cbssc tad-type demos

•M0Q6

M016
am
M038

M039

M059
M062

Batoance remu

Depechel

mm
illOBI

H ! 14

MOB
MQ86

M067

km
M090

41033
'.'_-

At** good drsk Catchy stuff

8 Tracks of reasonable quafcty

Godbrain loves the world -Great acid-house musak

Hugos Excentna This has to be one of the best house disks

I Love Technology Recent production from Beatmaster Good

Powerpack3(1meg) Includes Vanilla Ice Irack

Powerpack5(1Mb) 4 classy house tracks

Random Access Art of Hose and more Staring aad track

Special Brothers The Last intention

Pet Shop Boys ~..—.— Mamc mo
Miami Vice _ Theme music remu

The Wall ,
PmkRoydclassc

James Bond Remo CatchyStutf

Great Bans ot Fire Goodness graoous

Iron Maiden The Ides of March

500 thmgs come back demo .4 relaxing tunes

Led Zeppelin Stairway to Heaven etc

MC Hammer You Cant Touch Ths

Guns n Roses Heavy Metal Freaks

G049 Megaton (1 meg) Excaltnt game. Improved version

G050 Master of the Town Use mouse to smash windows Very addictive

4G053 Mayhem Wart shoot- em-up

G055 Mechfofce Strategy game

G059 . Nethack (fish 460) Good adventure game, recently appraised

G060 Pipeline .. , BwM an od pipeime

+G061 PckupapuzzJe(imegV2disks)_ftthepier»Go^

G062 30Pool Control cue with mouse, and its aH pot luck
1

G063 Pacman ....__ The dassc game still here

G065. Pixie Kingdom (2 disks)....

+G071 Return to Earth (1 meg).

G072 Star Trek Hex! Generation

4G076 StarFteet-

G077 Seven Tte.

•G081 TrekTfivia..-™.

...Tricky adventure game Good

Space adventure

HotasgoodasG005

i shoot em up

Excellent speeObaH game from Alpha

Test your Star Trek knowledge

Score three goals to wm

.Simple, but good fun bat 4 ball

. Good general knowledge qui?

Control baffle of robots

. Best version yet. Recommended

GAMES
G001.. Autobahn 3000.

4G003 Antep(lmeg)

G004 Airwar ____.

Control ball through tunnel. Hard

Adventure, also slot cars

.fighter simulation. Good shareware game

G005AI Hew Star Trek (2 drives) USS Enterprise dassc. Best one

G010 Breakout Classic bat & ball game

+G011 Btezartt Honzontal shoot- em-up. High quality

G013 Bullrun™ _ War-game, based on US Cml War. Control army

G014 Adventure Solutions (2 drsks) . Loads ot hints of commercial games

•G015 Crossfire (1 meg) bum* game wrtJen m AMOS

G019 Dungeon Delver (2 disks) .
.
DrfticuR adventure ojussl

.D058 Enterprise leaving dock famous animation

(hnri Tr* <*»**/ wiring h»rcrtM

•G021 Demolition Mission (1 meg) Similar to Balloonacy, good fun

G023 . Electronic Train Set (1 meg) Construct own train set

G029. Fiaschbire OW favourite Get to alarm dock

G031 Gravatxk Control spaces**, picking up keys

G043 learn and Ptoy t

G044 Learn & Play 2..

Good tor tne kids Blackboard maths etc

More fun lor thefcjds

G083. Wooden Ball (1 meg)

€064 Wet 8eaver Tennis

G086 WraMdOne

G098 BattWorce

G099 Cabaret Asteroids.

G101 Trucking On (2 disks, 2 drives) Role-playing, attack company

€102 Smuttbon 1 (1 meg) Recc*nmended 5 games inching Metro

G103 Mental Image One Gndrunrier.Rebound.Roierpede

G104 . .Hints Cheats on commercial games

G106 ...UamatTon Geoff Minters shoot- em-up

•G109 Wheel of Fortune TV Quiz, computerized

G110.. lady Bug Simtar to Pacman Good stuff

G115- Survwor Role-play an aken' Excetent

6117 Ifcjn^htThel Adoytrve text adventare

ttuiKtttmit*

6124 NapoiecocWartan!

G125 ADxAnac..-

G126 Poni Poffl^—^-^

G129. S!ocfcMartet_.

G130 Baffle Pong

G135 Ho Mans Land (1Mb)

G137 ..Skate Tnoe.-

G143 Card Shop

...ifcgh-quafcy simulation

Kill ghosts in house

Defend Pearl Harbour

atnonsk'

*G148. Galactic Food fight

4G149 Raoftatt Revenge

G151 HmninmTharsr«onD>Sytate.

G152 Lear>ng Larry

G153 Growth

G154 Jet Man

*G155-.llhssanX

G157 Ouadm

G165 Super Skooa Cutfwge

6170 AmosCnket

6171 Top Secret
,

G175 Whffi'

Tat* lerinis game-good

2 player shoot-"em-up

Skateboarding game

Well presented card games

Blow up those burgers

D<tficulptadormao\«*re

.—.—,— ....—AliOS adventure

Jump onto elevators

Destroy an expanding brain

Classic Game

6176 .WhttKagir

G180 TankMtacfc

G2M ^..Sopr League Manaoer

G208 Grand Pnx Simulator

Quafcty shoot- em-up

0*cu( puzzle game

Car racing game

- «>'Mtll» v "*o \

Quality platform game

NEW Word shooting game

HEWExceaerrtshoot'emupgame

World War 2 Simulation^

..Manage your own Soccer teanu

Excellent

-ixa600Compatabajf

Blank disks

1 for £4-99

or 52p each

CATALOGUE
DISKS

75p each

POSTAGE
UK orders : 70p
Europe: £1.25

World : £2.50

PRICES
PD....E1.25 per disk

or

£1 .00 each for 1 5 or more

Send cheque/postal order made payable to

SOFTWARE EXPRESSIONS,

44 Beavley Road, Southville,

Bristol BS3 1 PY

0272 639593
X

PACKS
ASSASSINS GAMES

1-24

GAMES GALORE
1-9

BUSINESS PACK
(6 DISKS)
+ COMPAT



Vou will receive the instructions for each of your

separate tasks from a talking dog. Hmmmm...
Once you arc inside the sub-sections, you must shoot the

Doodles and collect any objects*

Cartoon land has
gone bad. Can you
save the world?

The sub-scctioru in Cool World art al
pretty umcf and bastcalrf ^interesting

For a film that received so

much hype. Cool World was

a massive failure upon its

cinema release in America.

Apparently it is so bad that it may
not even make the cinema over

here, going straight onto video.

Artist Jack Deebs has

unwittingly created a parallel

universe whilst publishing an
underground comic. This land is

inhabited by strange cortoon

characters known as Doodles.

Put a sock in it

Apparently, according to the

packaging, "visual jokes and gags

punctuate your adventure as you

hop to and fro between reality and

Cool World". Sounds good doesn't

it? Well, I didn't exoctry find myself

rolling round the Floor and
reaching for the oxygen with

To rid the real

been provided
ol tfce tiruo—t Poodtet

laughter while

playing, but maybe I just haven't

got the right sense of humour!

The action is basically as

follows, run around the real world

shooting Doodles and collecting

coins. Once you have enough you

can gain access to one of the

portals into Cool World. Once you

have got into Cool World, you
have to run around shooting

Doodles. Thrilling stuff.

At this point you may be asking

yourself why? Why does our hero

have to risk life and limb? Well,

you must do all this in order to

redress the balance between Cool

World and the real world. The

Doodles are moving objects from

their world into yours, and
naturally, if they are not stopped

then the universe may explode. Oh
no, what a tragedy!

The more Doodles that make it

through, the higher the danger to

the real world. To complete each

level you must shoot all of the

Doodles and suck them up with

your pen, return the objects, and

then maintain the

balance for the duration of the time

limit you're up against.

Once again, this is another

wasted film license. When are the

software companies going to start

consistently producing the top

quality games we know they are

quite capable of?

THE LOW DOWN
PUBLISHER: Ocean

TEAM: In House £25.99

Cool World is a tragedy

all round. I'm sure, if the

effort had been put in,

someone could have
come up with a half

decent idea based
around the film. As it

stands, what we have

here is one of the worst

games I have seen in

recent times. I would
have to recommend that

unless you prefer your

games to be tedious and

boring then you should

steer well and truly clear

of this one. Steve
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Swim swim swim, everybody s in the

swim. Waterfalls arc tricky if your

surname isn't Goodhcw so climb as

fast as yoa dare, ooty don't look up!

r*V
•• <H

Oh no, not another caveman

platformer, I hear you cry.

Well yes and no. BC Kid is

no ordinary trip to prehistoria. For

starters, being only a kiddywink

you would not expect him to be on

a mission to rescue his lovely wife

or girlfriend (he certainly doesn't

look like an early developer that's

for sure), but he is as she has been

kidnapped by the fearsome

dinosaurs - the fiends!

BC Kid has, shall we say,

something of a curious

habit. He uses his head,

that much is true. Perhaps

"Yosser Kid" would have

been a more appropriate

name for our ancient infant

packs a head-butt that Mr Hughes

6 fi
O

himself would be proud of. This he

uses to excellent effect. He
certainly has the hardest

head in the biz it begs the

question of where he keeps

his brains really!

However, even a cranium

with the consistency of Kwik-

Dry cement is not always enough to

The prehistoric kiddie with no
hair has a mission. What could
he possibly want? Why not
follow him and find out.

s£\

Ycouch!! Volcanoes arc bod
as it is, but trying to bounce down
one head-first is not a food idea.

Good job our Kid's no intellectual!

TWs rather Larjc and colourful baddie may took gormlcsi and about
as difficult to beat as an €55, but much head-buttery is the order of

the day for this wolf in sheep's clothinj.
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Hoi stuff this dinosaur steak vindaloo

It gives the Kid enough energy to run

for miles and mites. Water, water!

My, what a fine pair of teeth you have! The

Kid waves two fingers at the dental world

and uses his teeth to grab him a bonus.

Remember kids, don't try this at home!

f
« e « e v»eg£g

get by on. Between the Kid and his

quarry are lots and lots of nasty

baddies who don't exactly have ol'

BC's best interests at heart. We
aren't just talking one or two either

as there are baddies in copious

amounts and varying forms.

Monster mash
BC must brave the crocs, fly in the

face of the creepy crawly things

and tweek the noses of the

bespectacled blue liverbirds Not to

mention the skeletal fishes, funny

red worm things and mutant

dragonflies that seem intent on

using the Kid to make a new and

novel rug for the living room

floor. So just beware and

pack plenty of Elastoplast

and Savlon!

In his favour though

are lots of yumptious fruits

to nourish and help him on

his quest (but watch out for the

Eoisons). Lots of power-ups too,

ut best of all is the special

dinosaur steak that has generous

amounts of Tabasco to spice it up.

This winds him up so much that

nothing can stop him at all. I'll

have a piece of that please!

Enough waffle about the Boy

Wonder himself, how does the

game measure up? Rest assured,

Don't be footed by the cutcness of these oversiscd caterpillars. They mean
and when you re only a kid, all business is bis business.

this is certainly no poor show of a

game we have here. The graphics

are smooth and the screen

scrolls dreamily along at a

good pace. There are five

worlds, each consisting of

a number of levels There's

lots of different scenarios

too, which is highly pleasing

and adds to the fun In true

platform style each level has a

chief baddie that must be

defeated. However, there is

a twist in that the 'baddies'

are really 'goodies' who
have been entrapped by

the evil 'saurs.

There are plenty of

quality tunes to accompany your

chivalrous yet lustful quest, so

You stupid kid.

Did your mother

never tell you not

to set into stranjc

dinosaurs mouths?

Shame Ustcrinc

hasn't been
invented yet.

choose from the

assortment of audio

pleasantries available at

the start. Can you dig it?

The game is actually a

conversion from the PC
and seems to have lost

nothing in the process. BC
Kid exploits the Amiga's

impressive abilities to a

high degree and should

appeal to young and

older Amiga addicts alike.

Captain Caveman eat your

heart out, BC Kid is cooler,

sexier and less hairy than

you (well he would be
seeing as he's bald) and

doesn't need an iffy collection of

Teen Angels in a van to pull an

Don't s«t pricked by the cacti kid, and
don't mess with ess-head or the

specky birds in blue. Make like a
banana and split

audience. This kid's going down in

prehistory and can be regarded as

one of Ubi Soft's finest products as

well as a great platforming

experience and achievement.

THE LOW-DOWN
PUBLISHER: Ubi Soft

TEAM: Hudson Soft £25.99

BC Kid has enough fun and originality to hold his own
against the likes of Chuck Rock and Caveman Ninja.

The rescuing his girlfriend bit is slightly suspect but

you grow up quickly in a world where dinosaurs roam
and cavemen really stand out from the boys. BC Kid\s

a real tough-nut in every sense of the word, yet has

an endearing cuteness that borders on the

nauseating. I would say this is certainly one of the

most enjoyable games of this particular genre, and
you can call me Susan if it isn't so. Huw.



Flight simulations were one of

the first games to become
available on the computer.

The Amiga in particular has been

targetted by companies trying to

woo the would-be Yeagers among
us with anything from airliners to

jet fighters. Fighter Duel Pro aims

to capture the Battle Of Britain

spirit that allegedly makes this

country so great with the inclusion

of the Spitfire in its menagerie of

WWII planes.

As with any flight sim worth its

salt. Fighter Duel Pro is no cinch to

get started on - after all, no-one

can just strap themselves into the

cockpit and go
can they? I

think not. The

trouble is, a

good computer

game can be

played to some
degree of comp-

etence within a few

minutes of starting

up. On this front, FDP
fails abysmally. The plane,

whichever you choose to fly (and

there are many) needs both mouse

and joystick controls.

Tnis can make matters rather

confusing. Of more concern though

The Batjle Of Britain is

on. ScramblSTScrmnble*
Roger and out.

Tom Cruise

has nothing on this carrier aviator.

The sea is no place for nervous flyers

who wet their suits casih/1 Shame
nobody (old the programmers that

carriers didn't look like this in WWII..

Chocks away! Thunder down that runway, avoid that inappropriately placed pyramid, reach

for the skies and, oh yes, don't crash, Iff one hell of a bummer if you do!

is the fact that your joystick is

critical in that if it is not absolutely

inch perfect (and not too many are)

you're likely to find yourself in

charred pieces at the end of the

runway. I tried auite a few and
only the Tomahawk measured up —

bad news indeed if you don't

happen to have one.

Big bogies
The actual combat stages are
impossibly difficult to find - fewer

bogies than you'll find at a

convention of people with no noses

in fact. The combat scenarios are

not too bad with good dogfights,

but if you have to spend ages
searching before you can engage

the enemy, you'll more than likely

give up and moan loudly to any
who'll listen.

FDP does cater for those who
|ant to control absolutely

ling on the plane, but for the

rest of us, it is a very unwelcome

and unnecessary distraction.

Real hard-core fryboys will like

this regardless, but the rest of us

are left with not a lot to keep our

heads in the clouds.

Available on import from
Jaeger Software, 7800 White
Cliff Terrace, Rockville, Md 20855,

United States of America.

THE LOW-DOWN
PUBLISHER: Jaeser Software

TEAM: In House $59.95

No barnstormer of a

game this one I'm afraid.

It looks like the writers of

FDP went for both
absolute realism and fun,

but have not really

ended up with either. I

doubt whether FDP is

going to win too many
fans as it's just too
ordinary and too difficult

to get to grips with.

When there are so many

other games of this type

around, FDP could find

itself left back in f"

proverbial hanger. Huw

31
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Here's a rather

attractive

screenful of

colours. Now
which one of my
wast array of

objects should I

colour?

Okay, you

guessed rt I'd

colour the fish

purple.

- I

Be constructive and
get your kit off in this

spanking new utility...

If
you've ever looked at flight

sims or real-time 3D games like

Carrier Command and wanted

to have a crack at 3D graphics for

yourself, 3D Construction Kit 2 has

quietly wandered onto the scene to

let you have a go.

The first thing you will be

confronted with when levering

open the box is the manual. Since

the thing weighs in at 200 pages

and must have taken a

considerable fraction of Brazil's

ecosystem to make, respect is due.

But is it any good?

The writers have attempted to

make it all easily understandable

for the beginner - unfortunately,

they've done this by liberally

sprinkling the text with jokes, one

liners and little comments in

brackets. This might have seemed

like a good idea at the time, but it

all gets in the way and you'll soon

be beating your head against a

wall in frustration as yet another

train of thought is spoiled by the

manual's musing about hippy

death rays and the like.

However, after some deep
breaths and counting to tens in

Swahili etc, you'll eventually get

around to constructing cubes and

Right on the button
«= I L E GENERRL RREP OBJECT COND I T I ONS

Sky

Objects arc created in

this 'cyberspace'

allowing you to walk

Vou can scroll

through the

information information
floor

Use this row of buttons

to manoeuvre around

your objects

P03 x4096 T
y 31© 24096

, ROT y y 2 O
4- MODE UflLK HEIGHT 270 rriTPi-wr^ >+-

other 3D thingies.

The controls look daunting and

are, at first. Construction of objects

takes place in a kind of cyberspace

environment, allowing you to rotate

them, fly around and walk through

them. You can build animations

and set conditions so that different

anim routines are run if something

like a collision happens.

Aimed at AMOS
There's also a compilable

language included in the package

which Domark are rather

interestingly pitching against

AMOS. However, the Europress

boys have little to worry about as

most of the commands are mainly

to do with the package's 3D
facilities. The language seems
pretty simple to use, although

computer science freaks will have

hysterics when they see how many

This menu selects an object to colour in.

Use any funky colours you like!
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Do...
Tim screen allows you

to stretch, route end
ecAcrofty oefomi your

lovingly created

objects. You can do
this over any axis yoo

like, and the buttons

ncm to the inform-

ation window arc the

ones for the job.

the...
And here I can prove

it ! Nonce that my
pyramid has been
turned upside down!

How that wasn't

difficult. Alright, this

may not seem like the

most excrune, of

manoeuvres, but at

least H works!

' 5 C RAM ID

u T Y-

SSL* CO

PREP IONS

FL i 1 HEIC-MT

51© =4096 |T""Tr* -

Twist!
iust to add to the fun,

I've also created a

sphere. Now, have I

rotated it or not?

You'll be pleased to

know that you can use

these bask shapes to

create anything you
want (like a boat), on
a much larger scale.

language design rules have been

broken or ignored!

However, what is most

important is the speed at which a

whole 3D creation might run, and

here lies the main problem. I

just cannot see anything

reasonably complex

running at anything

like the speed a game
might require. 3D
computations take a notoriously

long time to do, and I doubt it very

much that this package has the

required muscle.

3D Construction Kit 2 is a

worthy attempt, but the above

problem is going to limit the

potential number of users to

Sunday programmers and PD
people. Not that

there's anything

wrong with that, of

course, although it's

something Domark are

going to have to take into

account. To be honest, I can't see

many software houses ditching

their in-house 3D routines and
moving over to this.

THE LOW-DOWN
PUBLISHER: Domark

TEAM: Paul Gregory & Co. £39.99

This is a worthy product, but is let down by some
hazy market research. Who is going to want this

product? It's too slow for the professionals and too

complex for the beginner. Everything you might want

out of a 3D kit is here, but I have my reservations

nonetheless, mainly because of the speed and the

manual. Still, PD people will get something out of it

(anything to stop the flood of D-Paint shots and
sampled tunes) and it'll provide a useful introduction

to 3D graphics for the uninitiated. Nick.
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France is known for many
things: wine, fashion, food

and dirty racing drivers to

name but a few. However, Coktel

Vision are the people who may
well put La France on the Amiga
games map for a while to come.

Gobliins 2 (only two i's this

time) is, as you have doubtless

guessed already, the sequel to the

highly popular Gobliiins.

Two fine upstanding chappies

who go

Hang on to your sanity folks, "cos

Gobliins 2 is just about ready to
pounce with a vengeance!
by the dubious names of Fingus

and Winkle have been volunteered

by King Angoulafre to go on a

mission to rescue the Prince

Buffoon, King A's beloved if

somewhat stupid heir

apparent. The aptly

named prince is

firmly in the evil

clutches of the

demon Amoniak,

and to add insult

to injury has

been made to

become Jester to

the demonic court!

This is the vengeance

of defeat at the hands of the King

in hand to hand combat some half

a century ago - demons, like

elephants, never ever forget Only

the wise Modemus can

give any advice to the

intrepid twosome to

see them through the

perils that lie (not very

far) ahead.

The theme here is very

much that two heads are better

than one. Winkle and Fingus are at

either ends of the personality

spectrum. Fingus is the diplomat,

sensible to the last and the one who
thinks things through. Winkle is

quite a rogue with an evil sense of

japery and an eye for

what might loosely be

termed the finer

things in life. On the

interpersonal front,

Winkle has all the

subtlety of a Scud missile

- not the man for enlisting the help

of the unhelpful!

Much puzzle solving needs to

What bcc goirT on here? Fingus finally discovers thai Winkle really has a bee in his

bonnet. This really is a most tree-mendous action scene!
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Pointy ear and there

be done and upon yourself is this

task placed. Fingus and Winkle will

carry out your instructions in their

own idiosyncratic fashion,

occasionally politely

suggesting what might

be the best course of

action. If you still find

yourself in a permanent

state of bemusement you can play

one of your three jokers to gain

extra hints.

Bottoms up!P
;|f?So what of the game itself? It must

be said that the graphics are quite

beautiful and the animation is as

smooth as a baby goblin's

bottom. Problem is

that you have to

wait an eternity L

to load each

screen.

The actua

concept of the game is excellent.

Much thought is required and the

nature of the gameplay is very

interactive, even more

so than in most

adventure games
you'll find. Problem is,

many of the things you

have to do are not immediately

apparent - which in itself isn't a

problem. After all, if it was easy it

wouldn't last long but some of the

logic behind the problems is just

far too wacky for my liking.

For example, get past a difficult

dog by sticking a large sausage

down a hole in the road! Perhaps

this is de rigeur in France, but we
Brits are slightly less

insightful it would

seem. This kind of

trickery is enough to

mash your brains

and leave you dizzy

with an extremely

severe headache. THE LOW-DOWN
PUBLISHER: Coktcl Vision

TEAM: In House £29.99

This game is a real corker. The graphics are superb
and the background music no worse than anything

else. This is the stuff of adventure puzzlers' dreams,

and rightly so. I must say though that it is

unbelievably hard. Maybe I'm just stupid but there

you are. A fabulous adventure with plenty of
thought-provoking puzzles to make sure the chilly

wintry hours go by. Just make sure you pack a few
extra brains with your sandwiches and you will

probably be alright on the night. Huw



Tarftets 9 August Stand-by: 4

- I

If you decide 10 be a controller then this

screen is where you will find most of the

action taking pUcc.

As a controller you must coordinate your

side's war effort, weakening the enemy
through strategic thinking.

t *Hvt$

The target hai just reared its ujhr head
into it)ht. Get after him and blow him out

of the sky with a murderous cry.

Your plane is primed and ready to attach,

Pounce on any unsuspecting enemy plane
- tatty ho and all that!

Flight simulations are big

business these days, with

everyone trying to get in on

the act. Fortunately the

programmers behind Reach for the

Skies have a very good pedigree

and certainly know what they're

talking about when it comes to this

type of game. If you enjoyed
playing the absolutely marvellous

Flight of the Intruder then it's a
safe bet that you are going to love

Reach for the Skies. For this game,

Rowan Software

has chosen a

completely
different theatre

of war than the

Vietnam scenario

that was favoured

for their last

release. This time

they have gone
World War II, the

Battle of Britain to

be specific. The

reasons behind

this choice are fairly obvious.

For those utterly oblivious to

what happened in the Great War,

the Battle of Britain was the most

ferocious struggle for

supremacy in the whole

conflict. Reach for the

Skies attempts to re-

enact the whole
event, offering the

player the opportunity to

take on three different roles.

You can choose to be either a

British or German pilot, or for the

It's chocks away for
the latest in a line"^£

World War II fligh

simulations.

air

more strategically minded, you

can also choose to control the

battles. The latter option

puts you right at the

heart of a complete

campaign simulation

which includes the

production and distribution

of aircraft as well as keeping up

the morale of the pilots.

However, the part of the game
which will undoubtedly generate

the most interest is the actual flying

element. The basic scenario is

as follows: all of the battles are

fought over the English coastline,

hence the imaginative title, the

Battle of Britain!

Take off and intercept any of

the filthy Hun scum that are flying

their planes at top speedjowards

dear old Blighty. That

unless you have chosen to fly*

the Germans (traitor!). In this case
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u must heroically risk your life

r the glory of the Fatherland, in

order to bomb those irritating

British with their stiff upper lips and

unusual sense of humour.

Once up in the sky, your first

task is to find and intercept your

the real war this information is

often inaccurate, so don't be

surprised if the summary tells you

that there is only one plane, but

when you get there you find a

squadron of 15 parked behind a

cloud! Once you have identified

enemy. This is done via AMIGA ACTION vour ,ar9e*' s 'mp'y *v™

a handy map which \T«Ta)T# " W V »1 ' n '* s general direction

you can access by t ' Jp~ and head off As in

pressing M at any time On ^^ Jf most flight sims these days

the map, you will see your ^p. ^ an accelerated time feature

plane, any friendly aircraft ^^ has been incorporated to

and also any of the enemy who speed up any boring bite, such as

just happen to be in the vicinity.

Hick oh any of the dots on the

map A^f a_summary of that

particular squadron will be

displayed, Tfys will tell you how
many planes asmin the group as

*ii their herw, and various

fcwever, as in

travelling to your destination so

make good use of it. Don't worry

about overshooting your target

though as the feature automatically

turns itself off in times of trouble.

Once you have reached your

target it's simply a case of getting

behind and blasting it out of the

The map is where you will find the location of any enemies about to attack, as well as
enemy areas which arc to be bombed.
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Perhaps we underestimated the skill of the opposing pilot We've jot a
here in that we arc about three seconds from certain death!

problem

1 Spitfire aircraft scrambled from Lympne Airfield to
intercept Raid P which consists of 2 Ju87 and escorts.

TT Tr.t.ow»ftTA T-n-ftrf f^iv^l

Here you get to choose whether to be a leader or a wingmen, and also which airfield to
take off from. Decisions, decisions. I'd rather have a cup of tea.

sky. Well obviously it's not quite as

simple as that but what do you

think this is, an instruction book?

OK then, here's a bit more
detail just for you! It's a good idea

to make use of the excellent

exterior battle view, which shows

you both your plane and also the

nearest enemy This enables you to

quickly find and destroy any
enemies that are within range.

Once you have destroyed all of

your deadly foes then it's back to

base in time for tea!

If you prove to be a real

hotshot then it's possible to

complete a mission! 1
' without

destroying all of the enemy planes,

if you ore too much of a handful

for them and take out three within

the first 10 seconds then it is more

than likely that they will turn tail

and head back to where they

came from. The level of detail in

parts is incredible. I say in -J^
parts because most of the ^"1/
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—*\game is pretty terrible

~V landscape-wise, with just the

usual green and the odd splodge

of brown thrown in for good
measure. However, things such as

the golf courses,

which contain

fairways, greens and

bunkers will amaze
and astound you.

Flight of the

Intruder veterans will

recognise some of

the presentational

features as they are

virtually identical.

Features such as the

video recording of a

battle, and also the

ability to take still

photographs whilst

in flight. All you

have to do to access

the video recorder is press V at

any time, and then revel in glory

back at your base with the boys

and a few beers.

Although this is an excellent

feature, it does detract slightly from

the realism of the game. I mean,

how many people do you know

that had video recorders back in

one more enemy. That's another

one for your personal talry. At this rate

you could win the war single-handed.

STATISTICS:
5TEUE

Raid Total

Aircraft lost

Aircraft Kills

ground trgts hit
Flying hours
Kill rating

RAF strength:

i

i

D

DIB :

I

IB

IB

IB

o y.

After your mission, you will be given

statistics for your pilot. Peruse them at

your leisure then it's back to barracks to

wax your handlebar moustache.

HEtiDIMD

CHLL5IDX

PflHDE

ITBdec
BLUE U:

TO MILES

ALTITUDE

KftRIMC

many I can tell you! But1942?

then a

being pi

fault in wharfe»p.n almost faj|[tless

release. (Yesm Ed.)

perhaps thaf s me just

and trying to Fii

As a new pilot

you must

provide your

name as well

at a call sign.

Thinking caps

on chaps.

Hew clave

HOW DOES IT COMPARE?
• BAUlf OF BRITAIN by LucasArfs

Reach for the Skies basically takes Battle of Britain and
improves on it in every department Better sound, graphics and
gameplay - better game!

• FUGHT OF THE INTRUDER byMirrorsoft

This previous release from Rowan Software has many
similarities to Reach for the Skies. However, Rowan have
learned from their mistakes and vastly improved on almost

everything with this latest release.

• FALCON by Minorsoft

The grandaddy of all decent flight sims and still one of my own
personal favourites. Although beaten into oblivion by Reach, it

will always have a special place in my heart!

-M5 STRIKE EAGLE II by MkroPms*\><A^_ef •

This is an excellent game and pushes RFTS fairly close.

However, the decision has to go to the newer game, if only

because flight sims have moved on since it F-15 II released.

• F-19STEALmFKiHTERbyMkroProse
When this game first came out, I was convinced nothing would
ever come close to it. Unfortunately it suffers from being far

too easy with long periods of nothing to do. Beginners and
people with copious amounts of cash onlyl

At the beginning of the game you have the choke of practising, taking control of the

whole offensive or stepping into the pilot's shoes.

THE LOW-DOWN
PUBLISHER: Virgin

TEAM: In House £29.99

Reach for the Skies has done the impossible. It has

bettered the best flight sims available for the Amiga,

including my all-time favourite, Flight of the Intruder.

It maintains a high level of realism throughout what is

an extremely technical simulation. However don't let

that put you off because unlike most shoot'em-up

sims this one is actually fun to play and fairly easy to

pick up. It's hard enough so that when you succeed,

you know you're improving. This is without a doubt
the best flight sim available on the Amiga. Alan.



Explore English, Maths and French wilh AD1, the lovable extra-

terrestrial. As you learn, he'll entertain you with funny remark--,

whistly voice and weird faces.

He'll congratulate you when
you do well and cajole you
if you make mistakes.

There's one package for

each school year and tin-

software closely follows th

guidelines of the National
Curriculum, drawing on the

talents of some of the most
gifted teachers in the country.

As a result ADI ideally complements what students are learning
in school, and acts as a superb revision tool.

U»

Available NOW:

English®®
Having problems with your
nouns and adjectives? Can't

sort out your suffixes and
prefixes? You need ADI English,

covering all the basic elements
of English grammar required

by the National Curriculum
syllabus.

Moths©®©$
If your algebra and geometry
are causing you grief/ look no
further than ADI Maths. These
are just two of the topics

covered by the packages -

whatever your maths problem,
ADI's got the answer.

French ®®2'J
Say bonjour to French with
ADI! The ADI French 11/12

package introduces first year
students and beginners to

France and French, and older

students will find the 14/15

package ideal as a revision aid.

...and each pack costs just £25.99!
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Join the ADI family todayI

PWOPRESS^y SOFTWARE
Europa House, Adlington Park,

Macclesfield SK104NP
Telephone: 0625 859333

I Available for

the Amiga,

PC and SI

TOP50GAMESFOR YOURAMIGA:

3D Construction Kit 2

A10 Tank Killer

Addams Family

Airbus A320
Aquatic Games
Assassin

Beast 3

Big Box 2 (10 games)

Bug Bomber

Catch'Em

Champonship Manager
Qvilisation

Crazy Cars3

Curse of Enchantia

Dune

F1 Grand Prix

Fire & Ice

Golf (Microprose)

Hagar the Horrible

Harrier AV88
Head to Head (Mig29 vs F1 9)

Humans
Jaguar XJ220

Jimmy Whites Snooker

John Madden's

KickOff3

Kings Quest 5

Leisure Suit Larry 5

Lemmings 2

Lotus3

Lure of the Temptress

Megatornania/First Samurai

Monkey Island 2
Nigel Mansed GP
PGA Golf

Pinball Fantasies

Pool

Premiere

RailRoad Tycoon

Red Baron

Sensible Soccer

Silly Putty

Space Crusade

Space Shuttle

Special Forces

Street Fighter 2

Striker

Sword of Honour

Wing Commander

ZooJ

£34.99 *
£22.99 *
£15.99 A
£24.99

£15.99 *
£15.99 *
£19.99 jl

£19.99

£15.99 *
£15.99 *
£15.99 +
£22.99

~
£15.99 *
£22.99 *
£19.99

£22.99

£15.99

£22.99

£15.99

£27.99

£22.99 *

*
*
*
*

On sale at all good software

retailers including Bt\>t<.

Virgin and WH Smith.
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Gr*en the natured gamas puttshecy we can not guarantee tataltoabouawibereteasedbytotrneto JL
advert appears Please cal us to ctock avafcrfatfy toavod deappor* »ert

Post & Packaging £1.50 - Securicor £5
*

48 hour despatch (cheques 7 days) .

Cheques should be made payable to SoftStore ^
Access and VISA cards accepted ^

SoftStore, Dept DAA, PO Box 1720, Slough, SL3 OYX ^

£19.99

£15.99

£14.99

£15.99

£15.99

£25.99

£25.99

£15.99

£15.99

£19.99

£19.99

£24.99

£15.99

£19.99

£15.99

£15.99

£19.99

£22.99

£22.99

£15.99

£15.99

£15.99

£34.99

£22.99

£17.99

£15.99

£15.99

£19.99

£15.99
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Id
been playing Rampart for

little over five minutes when
some bod from ST Action

wandered over and asked me if I'd

ever played the arcade version

After the initial shock of this

question had knocked me to the

floor, I picked myself up and was

soon reassured that a coin-op

version does exist and this is

the official Domark
conversion.

I usually asso-

ciate arcade games

with monster shoot'em-

ups and graphically stunning

platformers, not strange strategy

games with a little bit of Tetris

thrown in.

Anyway, that's enough waffle

so what's Rampart all about? It's

actually about castles, lots of

castles, the sort of castles .

which get burned down

if some irresponsible

geek leaves an _ q O
inflammable liquid -*^f
too close to a

dodgy live wire. In

this game though,

the idea of it all is to build a castle,

defend it and make it bigger and

better. It all sounds rather simple

and that's because it is.

One or two players can take

part in the action. In two player

mode, both participants take

control of a castle and try to take

each other out. I'll explain how to

achieve this when I

describe the one
player game. Both

games are similar

apart from in two player

mode where you play against a

fellow human instead of several

computer controlled ships and
ground forces.

The first thing you must do is

choose a battle ground, each of

which have varying difficulty levels.

Then you must choose a home
castle (there's usually a

choice of about four

Help the royals restore
Windsor Castle...

or five). This is the main castle and

ony other castle must be enclosed

within the walls your main
building. After this, it's possible to

place a number of cannons within

the walls of your

castle. Placing

them closest to any

incoming enemies is

usually the best strategy.

This may sound a little

confusing, but there's very little

more to the strategic side of the

game than choosing your castle

and placing your cannons
depending on the whereabouts of

the enemy. The remainder of the

game is spent moving a cross-hair

around the screen and firing your

No surprises here. The second player won the connonbolls at the

human conflict by a hu 9 e margin, destroying enemy ground targets
player one's castle in under three minutes! j .11.

m ^m ^ ^ ^ ,
and rebuilding your

castle after

ceasefire.

If your castle is

damaged, which it

will be, you can use a

number of Tetris style

blocks to rebuild it or

make it bigger to

house more cannons.

The aim of this is to

stop the enemy
infiltrating your castle

and ultimately ending
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the game.

If you manage to wipe out the

enemy forces before they break

into your castle, you'll be granted

extra firepower which is crucially

important because it takes a long

time to fire a single cannon.

Skimpy briefings
However, don't let the above
description put you off too much. It

may all sound a bit strange but the

game really is very simple. This is

made plainly obvious by the brief

instructions which actually fail to

mention various (and very

important) parts of the game, and

the ludicrous time limits which give

you very little time to think or act.

Graphically, things are a bit

crude and little attempt has been

made to utilise the Amiga's
capabilities in any in-depth way.

Soundwise, Rampart is functional,

being mainly limited to little

between games tunes and the

sounds of cannons firing.

So long as you don't expect too

much from this title, you will be

okay, but don't expect to be

playing this for a great deal of time

after Boxing Day.

EE3
THE LOW-DOWN

PUBLISHER: Domark
TEAM: The Kremlin £25.99

For such a simple and plain idea, Rampart works
surprisingly well but it could have been a worthwhile

purchase if it wasn't for the strict time restrictions,

limited scope of gameplay and graphical crudeness.

Once you've completed one level, you'll find nothing

new or interesting to get excited about, so you'll

more than likely only get your money's worth out of

the fine two player option. If the coin-op turned you
on, go out and buy it! Otherwise I'd advise you to
exercise extreme caution. Pete.

Next stop, the World
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OUT CHRISTMAS EVE

Another great mag from the creaters of
AMIGA ACTION
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o those who know our
illustrious Editor, Alan Bunker,

this picture is a pretty fair

representation of what he looks like

after a hard night's boozing.

Horrifically, he plans to look just

like that all over again on Boxing Day,

so to save the planet from total

annihilation, we've invented a game
which is sure to wean you off

vegetable-like Christmas activities

like flopping in front of the TV with a
crate of beer, a party hat and that

wench you met at next door's party

the previous night.

Enter Blister, the new word in Party

games. All you have to do to play is

dump Grandma in the bathroom,
clear a space on the Christmas table

and turn the page.

Anyway, a very merry Christmas to

all our readers, and remember, if you

want to wind up your family, now's

the time to tell them you owe a loan

shark £5000. And don't forget,

Happy New Year!

s*
n

A





Fantastic fun for friends, family, funsters,
funky people and old fogeys.

^™ or those of you who think family

I entertainment involves dad
beating up your long lost uncle

ten minutes after he vomits over the

christmas turkey, you may like to

cast your eyes over a little

more old-fashioned fun.

Way back in the days
when TV was a not even

a neon glow in the eyes .

of John Logie Baird, 4
people used to gather

after the Dinner and sit

down to play board games.

Computer games addicts may
not be familiar with these ancient

forms of entertainment, so we at

Amiga Action have created a desktop

boardgame which has absolutely no
connection with the world of computer

games whatsoever.

To play Blister, all you need is a
couple of dice and this magazine,
open at these pages. You'll find a
couple of cut-out dice elsewhere on

the page if you happen to have run

out of the things.

The rules are incredibly easy to

follow and must be because it only

took us ten minutes to invent them.

To play:

You'll enjoy the game a lot more if you
rope a couple of friends in as well. To

really get things moving, you
could always hire a

nightclub and play it

V there, although this

>

f
will not be a viable

option for most
people. In fact, we'll

game person

him/herself playing it in the

weirdest place (see below for details).

Colour Dice:

; Red
2: Blue
3: Yellow
4: Green
5,6: Remove a finger

WIN A GAME!
Send in a photo of the strangest place

you've played Blister in and you might

win a free game! Write to: Sore
Fingers Thing, Amiga Action, Europa House, Adlington

Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP. Don't forget to say what
game you'd like to have.

Finger Dice:

1 : Thumb
2: Forefinger
3: Middle finger
... and so on
6: Nose corner

of the central coloured circles. Shake a

(The Colour Dice) to choose the colour

to put the finger on.

The winner is the person who lasts

fingers or crying out in agony.

Blister has some additional
features. If you throw a six with the

Finger Dice, you have to place your
nose in one of the nose corners. To get

out of this, you'll need to throw
another six on the Finger Dice.

If you throw a five or six on the

colour dice, you can remove a finger

from the board. Anyone who ends up
with no fingers on the board is a
flukey sod and loses.



LONDON AMIGA REPAIR CENTRE
REPAIRS, SPARES. SWITCH BOXES AND LEADS

Amiga 500 PCB repair - E49 95
Disc Drive replacement - £66.00

Keyboard replacement - £69.00

" Free estimates
- 3 Month's Warranty
' Fast turnaround

IF YOU PONT SEE WHAT YOU WANT JUST CALL
I Switchboxcs

|
Leads - General

Mouse/Joystick swttchbox - Manual . 1 1 3.95

Mouse/Joyswk switchbox - Auto U8.95

Parallel Pomwitchbox £18.95

2 computers to VGA Motkkv 174.95

2 computers to IBM suin&vd TIL. U4.95
Dual External drive witthbo* 118 95

Serial Port spline* \2 way) tlfl 95

Scan Switchbcm \2 way) U9 95

Stereo Headphone Adapcor tf playm) £1495

AB Datawtch 12 way) Mful/paraW) 1 1 4 .95

ABCD Oataswitch (4 way) Ser/Pjf £1995

X Dataw*th senal/paraitf £26 95

Swrtthboftcs made to order Can

Consumables!

Mouse/Joysoek twin ewension

Joystick extension lead
( 1 7m|

1 V Lt (JQ + . - * * . . *

TV modulate* lead ? phono* I phono
Modulate/On* Etfrnsron

4 Player Adaptor (25cm|

Hi>fi connecoon lead (I 2m|

Audio Port sptotpr (2 way!

Nun Modem cable |?m|

Rep*acememMousecaWe|l Sm|

Mrt nterface cable )3m)

Enemal Onve enenwn lead (lm|

Pn«erlead-ParafcJ|2m)

Pnncef lead- Serial l2mj

/Vmp - HP Laserjet |2mj

15 95

15 00

£1.50

. £1 50

£9 95

£6 95

£2 95

E3 95

£8 95

£5 9$

£2 99

£9 95

£5 95

£7 95

11195

Diskette 3:'M[>OOper 10 from £11 40

Printer Ribbons from £4 40

Oak Boxes... from £6.99

Mouse Macs £2 99

£4 99

£4 50

£4 99

. . . ^ l
.
, i^rvHn

Leads - Monitor
|

UUit (.oven ...... .

3'4" Cleaning Kit

Mouse HoWer

lilting Paper

Ubeis

* * * *»**

"*

Amiga Extras)

Anwga - TV/Monrior with Scarl ..£12.95

Ainqa - NEC Muftrsync 2A/30 £l?9$

Amiga - NEC Multisync RGB £10.95

Amiga - Commodore 1 0B4S £12.95

Amiga-CofnmodofeCI084SPl £1295

Amiga- Commodore C 1 084SD £1295

Amiga - Pnifips Colour Momtor £12.95

Am.g.1 - any monilor Call

A590 TV Modulator

3.5' internal Disk Drive

Power Supply

A500 « Mb RAM Upgrade

Soare parts

Opening Hours: Mon-F

Engineering Services
|

£29 95

£59 95

£45 00

£27 00

£1500

Cat

n 9.00am - 9.00pm. Sat 10.00am - 3pm

-Upgrades

-Wring

SPECIAL CABLES MADE TO ORDER

-Sokfcnrtg

-Dealer suppon

All prices include VAT. Please add El .50 postage lor small items.

E3.50 lor large items. Phone David to check stock availability.

COMPULINK r-

S 071-790 2424
E&OE Wickham Business Centre. 10 Cleveland Way, London El 4TR

GAMETEK is an international computer
games publisher is now hiring in the U.K.

We have positions available for the following

personnel.

Experienced 6502 and 68000 programmers.
Knowledge of 'C would be a useful

secondary skill. Positions are available

across all formats but in

particular SNES, GENESIS and PC
Computer graphics artists and animators.

We also have opportunities for paper artists

who are willing to be trained onto the computer.

Salaries are competitive and based upon
experience.

Please send CV's to:

Liz Curran,

GAMETEK INC.

2999 NE 191 ST STREET,

SUITE 800,

NORTH MIAMI BEACH, FL 33180.
FAX: 0101 305 932 8651

Mail Dril-zr b,x-p l [MstTihYrtion
P.O.Box 95, Woodford Green, Essex IG8 OPH

Call us on 081 559 1704 or 081 504 8377... 7 days 8.30am - 10pm

3D < obstruction KIU17.95 Fire & Ice £15.99
Addams Family £14.90 Flames of Freedom

i £14.99
Adventurers £15.99 Formula 1 Grand Prix £21.99

Air Warrior £21.99 Gobliins £15.99
Akatraz £15.99 Guy Spy £17.99
Amos Professional £*3.95 Ik iiml ill £13.99
Archer Mack-.uts Pool £17.99 Heart of China £22.99

BP Flying Fortress £21.99 Hook £12.99

Baltic of Britain £1 2.99 Humans £18.9*)

Black Crypt £15.99 Hunter £12.99
tjdlforala Game* 2 £15.99 Lshar £18.99
Campaign £21.99 Jaguar XJ220 £11.99
Captive £7.99 Kick Off 2 £9.99

tart lew*. < Juucngc A 1 5.99 Knights of (he Sky £21.99
< ]t«ii)*«rJ«|»\LBi.MT £12.99 Leisure Suit Larry' 5 £22.99
< ivillvuiion £21.99

Crazy Can 3 * 15.99

Cool Croc Twins *15.99
Cruise for a Corpse £19.99

Curse of Enchantta £21.99
DbzyS ExtvUmi Adv
D ( if i u r .il it ii i

l)ojo I>ufi

DtKKtlchiiK

Dune
l>\ na KLtMrr

Epic
l.spjnij I ..lines 9 J

Eye ofthe Beholder 2

IVrkmr
F15 Strike Fagle 2

linekar Collection £ 1 3.99

links £22.99
links Bountiful £1 3.99

links Firestone £ 1 3.99

Locus Turbo tJiall 2 £13-99
i .

.ihs Turbo Chall 3 £15.99
£14.99 Lure ofthe Temptress £19.99

£9.99 Max Compilation £13.99
£15.99 Megalomania £11.99
£15.99 MegaSports £15.99
£19.99 Microprose Golf £14.99
£18.99 Monkey Lsland £15.99

£21.99 Monkey Lsland 2 £22.99

£15.99 >agel Manscffs Form l£l 5-99

£15.99 Nova 9 £22.99
£22.99 Pacific Lslands £21.99
£15.99 Parasol Stars £ 1 2.99

£15.99 Pinhall Fantasies £15-99

Player Manager £9.99
Police Quest 3 £22.99
p. .(ml. .us 2 £17.99
PooLs of Darkness £20.99
Premier £19-99
Prince of Persia £10.99
Pro i < 1 1 1 1

is Tour 2 £15-99
Putty i 1 5.99

PPJfaowr £12.99
Quest A Glory £17.99
Railroad Tycoon £15-99
Realms £10.99
Kisk> Wood* £15.99
Rf>lling Ronny £11.99
Sabre Team £15.99
ScnsWc Soccer 92/93 £15.99
Sliackm-ofthcBca* * £15.99
Shuttle £22.99
Special Forces £21.99
Striker £15.99
Supremacy £10.99
Tennis Cup 2 £15.99
Thunderhawk £12.99
Titus the Fox £15-99
The Manager £17.99
I k'pia £11.99
I topla Data Disk £9.99
Vikings £15.99
Vrooni £15-99
Vmom Data DLsk £13.99
WLzkld £15-99
Tool £15-99

DISKS
25 11.30

50 20.50
100 36.90
200 68.95
300 103.45
500 167.50
DISK BOXES PAP
3.5 inch 20 Capacity 1.50 50p
3.5 inch 100 CapaciiN 4.-5 £1,00
150 Capacity Posso Box 13.49 £3-00
3.5 Inch 250 Capacity 22.99 £3.00
All Disks ( mm- \\ nil labels WW | M, | m l< ,|

1/2"

ACCESSORIES PAP
Power External Drive £49.99 £3-00
Zydcc ZyFI Speakers £36.99 £3.00
Zydec Handy Scanner 492.99 £3.00
Zydcc Vims Protector £5.99 25p
Alfa Data TrackcrbaU £22.99 £2.00
Vlfa Data Crystal Tracker! >.< 11 J&32.99 £2.00
Alfa Data MipinmiM £11.99 £1.50
1/2 meg t parade w/clock £21.95 £1.00
14 Inch Monilor Stand *9.99 £1.50
Mouse Pockets £1.45 *25p
Mouse Mats £1.99 25p
Mou.se Covers £1.99 25p
( leaning Kits £1.45 25p



Just like Hie best blue movies, we look at the
aked versions of games up and coming on the

Amiga before they reach feature length form.
Think of them as interesting photos before you
have a chance of a go at the real thing. We
know what you like to look at...

Please give a
round of

applause as
Team 1 7's new
beafem-up
prepares to do
combat with the

mighty
Streetfighfer II.

Seconds out...

tin
5406

)\ irrnnnniiif i

Joe A Mac - p70

Rock 'n' roll in a
prehistoric world
of hungry dinos
and psychotic

pterodactyls with
the cool cavemen
equivalent of The

Blues Brothers.

A

Armour-Geddon ff
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The end of the world is

nigh! In fact, it's only just

beginning for the

programmers of Armour-
Geddon II. Let's hope they
finish it in time!

-SM

B KT1

StfftKE
non

Psygnosis are busy
directing their latest in for

a safe landing. Then it's

down to you whether it

takes off again or sits idle

on the runway.
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1
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Perhaps switching on the engine and setting the rotors spinning would help you

to get airborne. C'mon, did you never play Thunderhawtft

Assign engineers and scientists to the tank building project in order to get the
manufacturing under way.

The flak Hew and the skies roared

with the sound of rockets when
Armour-Geddon first shot onto the

scene. It stayed in the spotlight for months

until eventually disappearing in a blaze of

well deserved glory.

And now the time has come for a

revival - a revival of arcade strategy

games that is set to propel the Amiga to

heights never reached before.

Armour-Geddon II is set to burst into

action early in the New Year and it's going

to explode with a mighty big bang! With a

number of enhancements and improve-

ments over the original, you can be sure of

another captivating, exciting product.

The original's qualities have been

maintained so prepare to tackle enemy
craft in your helicopters, tanks, aircraft and

ships. Can you complete the missions laid

down before you or are you destined for

an early grave?

Check out the following comparison

between the original Armour-Geddon and

the promising sequel:

1) A larger map of 65,536 square

kilometres in contrast with 6,400 in the

first Armour-Geddon.

2) Three bases to launch vehicles from

instead of one. The enemy now attacks

the bases in an attempt to ruin your

Practice the
art of global

warfare in

the safety of

your own
semi-detached
bunker.

strategies and plans.

3) All bases are defended by missile

launchers and self repair if damaged.

4) Even faster and smoother movement
over the original.

5) Extra vehicles including airships and
seafaring craft.

6) All vehicles and defence systems go
through three levels of development to

improve such areas as speed, range,

destructive power, armour, weight and
payload size. Vehicles are now allowed to

carry up to eight payloads at one time.

7) More scenic detail - expect to see

clouds, fields and more.

8) Extra view modes including target

tracking, fly-by and more again.

9) Optional analogue joystick controls for

Light tanks arc fast and agile whereas heavy tanks

arc slow but heavily armed and well protected.

You'd never think futuristic warfare would involve travel

about in hovercraft*. Sail, it's different!

There t^ a number of external views

which give you a good impression of the

immediate vicinity around your vehicles.

UEiaCITY -55 IIPH EXTERNAL VIEW 1



that extra dash of realism.

10) New high-tech devices such as

Recycle Telepods, Mini Cluster Rockets

and Auto Attack Missiles.

If this list isn't long enough,

there's even morel Yep. Armour-

Geddon II along with all its

missions has everything you could

want from a battle simulation.

Also, Psygnosis has taken care to cater

for A600 owners by redesigning the

controls so you don't need to use

a keypad.

Doesn't 1993 look to be

a fantastic year now you

know Armour-Geddon II

is waiting for you?

With Lemmings 2

and Walker scheduled

for then, it also seems

we already have an

early candidate for

software publisher of

the year!

So long as the

people at Psygnosis

inject enough variety

and differences over the

original into Armour
Geddon II, they'll surely have

another hit on their already

gold-plated hands.

a revival of arcade
strategy games that is

set to propel the Amiga
to heights never
reached before"

Armour-Geddon //features three allied bases instead

of just the one. Here, you have a bomber ready to

take-off and cause chaos.

Prom a behind the craft

perspective, you should

easily be able lo

recognise when you've

used up all the runway'

You've now sot men working on the latest

high-tech fighter aircraft Set you can't waft to

get that baby up in the air.

PROJECT: Armour-Geddon II

HOUSE: Psygnosis RELEASE: Jan '93

TEAM: Paul Hunter £29.99

WVmmcma. gathered together all the best elements from the

finest strategy and arcade action games. Psygnosis successfully

pulled off an ambitious project and Armour-Geddon II should
prove no different. It's more involved, more demanding and more
challenging. What else do you want from a sequel? Look about
you, there's a storm on the horizon and Armour-Geddon II has its

name crackling and thundering

from around it- INSPECTED BY: Alan

699



Bashing dinosaurs with a hard,
wooden club all day is not really

everybody's idea of good fun!

i

Lett: Ground based threats arc not all that you
need to be aware of. Joe and Mac can also be
attacked from the air by huge pterodactyls.

Below: Dinosaurs often come in handy to lift Joe

and Mac over danger on the ground. You can walk
straight along the back of any sleeping dinosaur.

You often hear people soy, "I wish I

could have lived in that period of

history". But I've never known
anyone who wanted to be around in the

Stone Age. This fact however doesn't

appear to worry software companies
because they are churning out more of

these games than you can shake a

particularly long stick at.

Remember those classic caveman
games of the past? Chuck Rock... Well,

actually that's about it really, but in a
couple of years we will all be able to reel

off a huge list of them. BC Kid, Bignose the

Caveman and now Joe & Mac Caveman
Ninja have all featured in this very issue of

everyone's favourite magazine.

The game itself is set millions of years

ago, before this beautiful planet of ours

was covered by deserts of ice in what is

now known as ' the big freeze'.

These were the days longs before

electricity and central heating, and when



tools and weapons were made of simple

materials such as wood and stone.

Life as a caveman wasn't all bad
though - it certainly had it's good points!

As much berry juice as you could drink,

plenty of dinosaurs B-. • ^^^^^B r fl|

Joe ana Mac come iit-

amuse you on those
I
OflO ftlOOfllff f1IC|nf,

cold some onther cavemen
arrive for piUaa&~

This is where our ^^H^^^^^^^^H
boys, Joe and Mac, come in. One night,

while hunting deep in the mountains, some

other less friendly cavemen arrive to pillage

their village. Nothing wrong in that you

may think, but they took it a step too far...

Lttt: Two player mode is great fun,

giving you the opportunity to bash

your friend over the head as well

as the opposition.

They commited the

ultimate atrocity against a

caveman. They kidnapped
their women-folk, dragging

them off to their village by

the hair.

Obviously, our two

neanderthal heroes were not

going to take this lying

down. So they took up their

clubs and set off since they

were the only men for the job

of rescuing the missing girls,

and of course, the only men
available.

You may have guessed that, as with all

of the other caveman games, this one is

another platform adventure. However, this

one has just a few added extras chucked in

for good measure.

The most

notable of these is

the simultaneous

two player mode.
Obviously there is

nothing staggeringly

original in this but it

does allow you to beat up the other player

as well as aiding him. This leads to great

two player excitement and rivalry.

Hopefully, when if is released, Joe &
Mac - Caveman Ninja will be the best of

the recent crop of Stone Age games. It

certainly has the looks and the potential to

achieve this.

We'll be reviewing the game in full in

next month's issue of AA.

At last, after literally hours of ceaseless pummeling,
the huge dinosaur finally collapses to the ground,

exhausted. Congratulations.

PROJECT: Joe & Mac Caveman Ninja

HOUSE: Elite

TEAM: In House

RELEASE: Dec '92

PRICE: £25.99

If loc or Mac comes up against an alert dinosaur,

then they arc in big trouble. These heavyweight

opponents arc a real pain and very difficult to kill.

Hit this fearsome fiend often enough and a stunned
look will cross his face. Take heart from this as it

means you arc ncarty there.

p
t

I don't know what the software industry's fixation

with cavemen is at the moment, but I don't really

care as it is comins with some fine dinosaur related products Joe
& Mac looks to be no different to all these others and win

hopefully climb to the top of the current pile when It is finally

released. Graphically, it looks up there with the best, but whether

the platform style is enoush will have to be seen. At this stage it

would certainly appear to mfncrrcn OV
be one to watch out for. InSPKlHl Br Steve
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More Saddam
bashing flight

sorties...

"The internal view is

impressive toe,
boasting a fully
illuminated instrument
display panel."

It's
neorry-two years since the war in the

Gulf dominatea^very news programme
and btgJUght

misery t»^ne lives

of millions. Since

then, a number of

software houses

have realised the

potential of such a

high profile conflict and produced gomes

with a more than similar scenario.

Combat Air Patrol [CAP as it's known for

short) goes straight for the jugular and,

from what we've seen so far, is strongly

based on the Gulf Region at the time of

operation Desert Storm. To follow the plot

of the war closely, which was really won in

the air, Psygnosis and programmer Ed Scio

have biased the game towards the flying of

either an Fl 4 or Fl 8 fighter aircraft.

What sets it apart from other flight

simulations though, is the ability you have

If this shot doesn't sell the same, no other will. The
fly-past camera-angle is mostly useless, but ii

provides some of the best visuals.

to command ground forces in true Stormin'

Norman style. From a full campaign map
you can organise land based units and

launch attacks which tie-in with your hands

on activities in the sky above. Your
effectiveness in the air can decide the

outcome of the ground assault.

Apart from the minimal strategic

sections then, CAP is very much a standard

flight simulation

which looks similar to

the likes of Falcon

and Flight of the

Intruder. All of the

expected views are

on offer, so it's

possible to view your aircraft using several

outside cameras and satellites.

The most spectacular of these is a

unique fly-past view which is very

Is it a bird? Nope, it's an F14 fighter plane viewed
from the rear using Just one of the eight outside

camera angles provided.

reminiscent of the sort of view you'd
witness at any airshow.

The internal view is impressive too,

boasting a fully illuminated instrument

panel and a scrolling cockpit feature which

works so much better than a standard flip

screen simulator.

From the cockpit you can access

multiple weapon systems including missiles

and laser bombs and you can choose to

begin any mission from either a carrier

catapult, a runway or (for those of you who
don't fancy the stress of launching an

aircraft) from 10,000 feet in the air.

All pilots have owl
tendencies. Usinj your fully

rotational head, it's possible

to scroll through the cockpit

controls and admire yi

PROJECT; Combat Air Patrol

HOUSE: Psygnosis RELEASE: TBA

TEAM: Ed Sdo

COMMENTS:

PRICE: £29.99

The full, illuminated M8 instrument panel. Once you've organised your ground

units, climb into the cockpit and take to the skies.

While CAP doesn't appear to break any new
Sround, it should prove to be a worthy addition

to any flight sim purist's collection. In the usual flisht simulation

tradition, the polysons which represent the outside world are

pretty slick and the sound FX, particularly the engine noises, are

quite incredible. It should be something to keep a close eye on,

but after Air Support and with Armourgeddon II taxiing towards

the runway, be sure to

J
read the fuB review first. INSPECTED BY: Pete



FREE! <MMw
SOFTWARE PACK
WHEN YOU BUY AN AMIGA

FROM SILICA

GFA BASIC <

PHOTON PAINT 2

TOTAL VALUE OVER

S*ca ire pleased to oner THE Software Pack gl the Year PREE **> ew> Anga
purchased at normal Silica prices H maudes the sensaDom) new We TOOL *t*n

ha* received rave revwws as the most onr/na/ oame ever seen on t» AmrOs

ZOOL • "Knocks the socks ofl Sonc ' 97\ - Amp r<*pi*v • N»»
STRIKER Tootbaeer* the Yea/ -art no mtfakf ' W\ CVA** .Jura*?

PINBALL ORE AMS It's ov« Sirpty sawtf - W\ Ad • Sapi *2

TRANS WRITE P-om«» wrxd oroceseor (UK verson) w* a 90K x«f chtcfcer

Pius wfth every Am«ja from Sea ne w> grve vou Photon Part 2 pant

and GFA Base prognmmn) language Aam of over £205 •joflhotfcee_ j

ZOOL PACK:
2001 .paSor-airfMfW ffiW
STMER-HKariMaaon Dt»
neWUDKAIfi-prtrimHiar. C»»
TRANSWWTf wrtpMMOf.. MM
PLUS!
QFAHKrii pogwwpgv^MgpDOOO
nCTONMSft? (VDcKUyr QBH5

DM

600

Dl LIU

:4/.\t 7/i

PLUS.'

A/EIV/ 4Mfc4 1200

INC VAT* Rod AMC1200

• Hrtin* 6M?0EC Proctssof

• 14 1MM; Ooc* Speed

• 32-M ArcTnleclur«

• 2Mb Cftip RAM Standard

• AmQiDOSv30
» AA Op S« 1(k Enhanced

Graphics

» t6 MAonCoiouf pa»t»

• ? 256 Colours on Sewn
• i - 3?*t CPU/RAM
Expansion Slot

• PCMCIA Smart Card Slot

• i*St?K 4MhPCCafds

ft Bui II m TVModuUtor

• 96 Key keyboard with

Nut t>«ftc Keypad

• '" Hard Dnve
Optional Fxtra

• i Vftjp On *.<te Maintenance

The new Am*ga 600 uses rtale-o* INhW
surface mount tecftnoWgy

.
tor manmum retabMy

and tealures a W Hoppy dm*, mouse, TV modulator and

smart card slot all as standard The innovative smart card slot

accepts games. ROM or RAM cards (Irom 1Mb up io 4Mb} and wfl lake

advantage of many future new developments. The very latest version ol the

operating system. KickslartWorkbench v2 05 ts ueed in the Amiga 600 and its

enhanced chip set lacAlm include improved graphics resolution, increased

genlock support and the facility lor up to 2Mb ol cfrp memory The Amiga 600 ts

tufly compatible with the A670 CO-ROM Dm* and Interlace which w* grve it

access to a tuH range ol CDTV titles and au&o CDs The Amiga 600 ts av*tab*e

from Stica m several configurations inducting a special 2Mb RAM upgrade

optional eitra - see me chart below

AMIGA 500 Plus CARTOOrT
PACK INCLUDES:
•i.*i*w cm*
•smi* ** o»* FHH
• *»r n •rauot ne

INC VAT flei AMCOMA

snjrm it* Amga MO f\*v

euftswWoafiencn »?04» ev
dtdng a txM-r IB-***

and Cannon
u tw isttast

av*Q9i Th»Amgi500*sai
anvtf

of

NEW!AMIGA 600 PACKS
M7LD, IVEWD & WCKED EWC 'HARD DRIVE' PACK

Pi
E-prci

PACK .HORC-ME ABOVE

The Wild. The Weird and The Wicked (WWW) is the

title ol Commodore's new Amiga 600 games pack.

Preed a! C349. it comes complete wtlfi Amiga 600
computer and mouso. plus a range ol high quality

entertainment software For pack

contems. plus a list ol the FREE

Clrom Silca with every Am»ga

M« the chart on the nght me v*' amc

yw vi *i*y** H U1,I"I

£349

PACI-UOAC -SEEiBOfE

For me more senous use', the £499 £oc Itrajag*
Pack is based around the A600HO. the A800 with

20Mb hard drive. It includes chaRengng adventure

games and software lor the ImgmKcaOy mmded1

Details are shown on the chart on
the nght along with a list of the

FREE ortts from Silica with every

Amiga BOO purchased hyvat
£499

3t ££ :t
AMIGA 600 COMPUTER OPTIONS

It* AMGA GU • HOUSE *r Dot r>>« TV MoOUMor Smart CanJ Stat

Xm HAPO DISK VsfytastmmstofaoftO'pioorarmandaeU
DELUXE PAW! U • Award «nwg arapfco Jrt

• LfHMMGS Sjw?tn#lm«wm«iei»wetop**)10OKrw*>»oldanpi»
• UKXOPROSE GMM) PRW -Jliong S«n »n al the tNtft 4 ipH otOW Dxk
• smv PUTTY WptuMaicarMaamtotinmrMplffyabaty
• PUSH OVER-AQjrn>o(pu/vm Can G I Art i#yf b»n Curly* Oown?
• EPiC-ASo-*a*nii*« Canw euA a ip*rf nwt acou ew wur mmri?
• ROME -Vourgoil a 10 Decern EmpawiKihM rait piayngaevarieart
• uvth C^^uiw^iP^WolMMWqu^KyirrwwOMfTwrtaor^oc-w'
• TRIVIAL PURSUIT« lmi ant Thi p«t Uw» *w oamt Io* B* »

• WORD PROCESSOR. DlCllOHAR* ,-*
• 1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY
PLUS! FREE FROM 5IUCA
• ZOOL PACK four lop Amiga t»M • im parwl
• PHOTON PAINT v? - An ait packaga w4h n.

• GTA BASIC INTERPRETER v35 Aiangwate

ivAmga
Fe* craahng docurwrts

TOTAL PACK VALUC
LESS PACK SAVING

SILICA PRICE:2D A M p#l,ct °* ^^m To i«b «AM
Mb rlMIVl WITH BATTERY BACKED CLCXIK

•

1 127 92
C89.9S
CSOJM

€673.M
C374.64

£299

C2S.99
C35.M

C 127.92
C89.9S
CSO.00

E 7 34 .82

C385 8^

£349
+£45
FUUG61Q

C45
|<*UHK

C29 99
C23.9V
C19.M

•

C 127.92
£89 95
£50.00

C972.82
C473.B2

£499
RrflMQeiU

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT • DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND
cntn? iff i *

( SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
• FWCf OVERNIGHT DELIVERY On all hardware orders shapped m the UK m*rtarvl

• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE Team ot techmcat eipeds at your service

• PfWCE UATCH We normaiy maWi compeneora on a "Same pfodud - Same pooe" t»as«

• ESTABLISHED U YEARS Proven track record * prole&sonal compmer talee

• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 at*tt) Sokd rekable and profttaWe

• BUSINESS * EDUCATION <. GOVERNMENT Volume discounts avaAatXe 081-306 08S8
• SHOWROOMS Demonstration and training laofetfes at our London & SkJcud branches

• THE PULL STOCK RANGE AJI ol your reomrements Irom one supplier

• FREE CATALOGUES. w«n De mailed Io you with oilers - software and penpheral dataea

• PAYMENT: MaKX credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms

Before you decide when to buy your new Amiga computer, we suggest you trunk very caretuty about
WHERE you buy it Consider whal it will be ake a few months ahor buying your Amiga, when you may
require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice with your new purchase And. will the

company you buy Irom contaci you wiih details ol new products? Al &kcn Systems, we ensure thai you
will have nothing to worry about. We have been established lor almost 14 years and, with our unnvased
expenence and oxporose. we can now claim to moet our customers' requirements w«i an understanexng
which is second to none. But don't rust take our word lor it Complete and return the coupon now lor our

lalesl FREE literature and begin io experience the 'Silica Systems Sorvioo".

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews. Hitfiertey Rd Srdcup. Kent, DAM 4DX lit H1-M9 1111
-*- m lit—, u... sm loo—aeBsw tm ut wen Op—

e

fw no obi ax mm
LONDON SHOP: 52 ToQenhefn Court Road. London. W1P 06A lit I71-5M 4000
OpaweHaw *fc>»a*essiiil8asii ss> us* least Opswai fm no en-aa «TP

LONDON SHOP: Setndoe n« hmti Odord Street London. W1A tAB let I71-629 1234asm La* issst nwsssv - as* r— mi bm
1-4 The Mew Hafterley Rd. SaJcup. Kent DA14 40X let K1-M2 M11
Pa* ua« »••• f«smy - n» Site eti Xm aji?

SIDCUP SHOP:
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The beat'em-up
competition hots up with
this forthcoming release.

Will it be a top contender
or an eight stone weakling?

eat'em-ups are nothing new but

boy are they gaining popularity at

the moment. Streetfighter II is

alreody out and doubtless selling like

umbrellas at a manure flinging competition.

How are the other software houses going to

respond? If Team 1 7 are anything to go by,

it appears that they will come out fighting.

Despite the controversial nature of this

format (i.e. so called 'experts' in

Psychology saying it makes kids want to kill

each other) there are no apparent
concessions made to the 'keep computers

clean' brigade. Indeed it seems that Body
Blows is at least as well equipped in the

mindless violence department as anything

else currently on the market.

Classic scenario
There are actually two different scenarios

involved in the game. You can take the

classic arcade scenario where you choose

to be one of four main heroes doing battle

with seven lethal advarsaries to defeat the

arch criminal - if you're hard enough to

get that far that is...

The second option is particularly good
for social players in that up to eight players

can take part. Each selects a character

from the 10 that are available and fight it

junior
~Thit British heavyweight

boner has forgotten all

the Quccnsbury rules.

Among his moves is a
deadly kick.

m

LO-RAY
This Buddhist monk has
mastered the ancient arts.

Combine this with magical

abilities for awesome power.

DAM
-Brother of Nik, this

young fighter draws
upon his inner power to

fight with energy bolts.

DUG
This massive American
wrestler has a few tricks

up his sleeve. Watch out
for the earthquake move.

NIK
'Brother of Dan, this tough
gangland fighter packs a meaty
punch. Like Dam, ho can
summon inner energies to lethal

MARIA
This sleek Spanish

Madonna packs a real

punch, not to mention

her vicious kicks and
lightning speed.

COSSACK
This huge Russian

makes even the

toughest fighters

quake. Watch out
for his incredible

high kicks and
special moves.

"

m-0
This Chinese challenger will

te you with his incredible

1. At times

he becomes
just a blur.

Watch
out!

MICK
This fleet-footed cnecutive

type relieves the stress with

the use of fine martial arts,

Donl get too close.'

MAX
-leader of the new
gang that has the

Mafia and Triad in

awe. His
rumoured that he
holds a terrible

secret within.

NIHSA
This Japanese wonder will defend his

stronghold to the very end. Watch oat for his

Samurai sword, a weapon well renowned for

lethal cutting edge and habit of separating

people's heads from their shoulders.'



I certainly wouldn't like lo be in their shoes! A bare knuckle fist ftjht at the top

of a hijhrisc building is not my idea of fun.

fighting does not just take place in crowded arenas though. Often the most
vicious fights occur behind closed doors.

out amongst themselves to see who wins

the Body Blows accolade.

There are a wide variety of characters

to choose from, anything from a

bloated American wrestler to a

sleek, seductive and highly potent

Spanish temptress. Definitely a

candidate for Gladiators* Many
different nationalities are

represented too: UK, Spain, USA,

Japan, Chino and Russia to name
but a few. It's always nice to have an

international flavour to any game and it

also serves to make the rivalry all the more

intense. After all, nothing sells boxing

match tickets like two opponents who
really hate each others guts!

The graphics in Body Blows look

really good with background
animation to boot. This certainly

justifies the memory use that

requires one meg of RAM (of

course all sensible people have that

already, don't they?). The sound is

also pretty good with Rave music the

order of the day. Good stuff!

Comparisons are inevitably going to be

made between Body Blows and
Streetfighter II, so I may as well set the ball

rolling. Streefighter II is not up to the same
standard as its SNES counterpart and the

suspicion is that it is perhaps relying on the

SNES version's reputation a little too much.

Body Blows, on the other hand, does seem

to have been approached in the knowledge

that it will be competing with Streetfighter II

and consequently much care has been paid

to detail which will possibly result in a

better product at the end of the day.

Lett: There arc a number
of special moves
incorporated into the

game. Many of these

would be considered
unfair practice under
Quccnsbury Rules.

PROJECT: Bod
HOUSE; Team 1

7

Blows
Early 93

TEAM:

COMMENTS:

Junior McMilUn and Alllitdlr

Brimblc PRICE: tba

L

Body Blows is lookins like it is goins to be the

definitive beat'em-up for the Amisa Streetfi$hter

II is going to have stiff competition with this one by the look of it

and will have to look to its laurels a little. The sraphics are very

excitins indeed and the multi-player option will make Body Blows

a dream to play. If you can stand the bruising, I think that you will

find that this little sem is soins to be one of the sreat success

stories of 1993. Team 17
|M#ffc-—-- nu ._

score asain! INSPECTED BY: Huw
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<er wanted a hard drive? How about a new A 1200? And think how
sexy your new computer would look with a colour printer by its

side... on top of a luxurious computer desk! In fact, everything you
ever possibly wanted could be a dream transformed into reality if

you win our unbelievable, completely over-the-top and unrivalled £2000
cash prize competition! Don't pick yourself up from the floor yet 'cos there's

more. "Cor blimey Guv'nor, whafs all this then?" Well, we have another

£1000 that we want you to have. No dodgy Daley dealings, no tall Trotter-

like tales - ifs all kosher and begging to be won in the form of 10 runners-

up prizes of£100 each. With all this dosh in your pocket, by this time next

year you could be a millionaire. So accept the challenge and win the prize

of a lifetime! Keep your fingers and toes crossed when you enter, bearing in

mind those immortal words, "He who dares wins". Good luck.

I If you've set your sights on the massive £2000
main cash prise, you must answer the questions

below concerning this month's coverdisk demos.
Now keep the coupon in a safe place - DON'T SEND IT

TO US JUST YET!

In next month's issue of Amiga Action, you will be asked
two more questions (Q3 and Q4). Complete the coupon by
answering the final two questions - THEN YOU CAN SEND THE
COUPON TO US. Your entry will now be placed in a draw for

the stupidly stupendous £2000.

If you choose to answer only two out of the four questions,

you will only be eligible to enter the draw for one of the ten

£100 runner-up prizes.

I The winner and runners-up will also receive a superb
selection of gifts and goodies from two of the country's top
software houses! Yes folks, Psygnosis and Gremlin are
offering posters, mugs, limited edition T-shirts, stickers,

badges and lots more. We guarantee you an armful!

l*&
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aanun hump
TO WIN £2000 CASH:
From the Road Rash coverdisk demo:

1) How many dollars do you win for finishing the race in first

position? It's not as much as YOU could win!

From the Gobliins 9 coverdisk demo:
9) What else, beside a rather attractive picture, is above the

fireplace in the magician's home?

The final two questions will appear in nent month's Issue of

Amiga Action. Can you handle it?

AMIGA ACTION £2000 GIVEAWAY COMPO
The answers to the questions are:

1) >»+»< >+*++++++« •• *i + **#***»**t*# + #** + .**

»»»»»»»»»»
2) >*••*•#••••*•*••••••

Remember, you must correctly answer all four questions to be entered

into the fantastic £2000 CASH PRIZE DRAW!

Please send your answers to: Grab A Couple of Grand Compo, Amiga Action,

Europress Direct, PO Box 2, Ellesmere Port, South Wirral, L65 3EA.

NAME

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE AGE

jn yyjn
I

I

I

O For entry into *he £2000 cash prize draw, you must buy both 4ms month and next month's issues of

Amiga Action . The Final part of the competition wil appear in ihe Feburary magazine. hhg<| are only

d|ajfctotryfa'eV£2fJro
and Feburary issues of Amiga Action.

• Readers just entering one part of #» competition from either ihe January issue or Feburary issue are only

eligible for entry into tve £100 runners-up prize draw Ptease note that correct entries for #>e main draw wil

also be entered into the runners-vp draw for 10 cash prizes of £100. The dosing date is the 19tS Feburary.

• No
(his

Europress Group of companies or their rel

iter's decision is final ana no horse-trading

NO mOTOCOf® ENTRY COUPONS ARE ACCOTABlE - ftr>SE U^ T>€ 0«K}WAI COUPON rTOM T>€ NUGAZhC

PLEASE TICK IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL
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TRIVIAL PURSUIT
£7.99

he back of the box

proudly lists

several points

which supposedly make
the computer version

special and superior to

the board game. These

bonus features are the

main areas of criticism.

Take, for instance, the

music questions where the

renditions are so terrible that even

the original composer may have

trouble recognising them.

The graphical questions suffer

in a similar manner and it makes

you wonder why the programmers

bothered at all. Trivial Pursuit - The

Computer Game could easily have

been just as much fun as the

original, but it's just too flawed to

hold your attention for any length

of time.

I'll guarantee that after a

couple of hours

you'll be
craving for

the good
old board

game.

Pete.

PP HAMMER
£7.99

Amiga Action raved over it

way back in iate '91, but

following that. Hammer
and his pneumatic weapon
seemed to disappear for good.
The expected budget reincarnation

is here, and for just under eight

quid it's a game you simply

cannot afford to miss out on.

Taking control of PP Hammer,

you must collect treasures,

negotiate obstacles, find keys,

open doors, solve puzzles, avoid

nasty creatures and complete just

about every other task you
associate with simple, run of the

mill platform games.

But then that's the whole
beauty of PP Hammer It's just so

simple and easy on the brain that

you'll be playing it for weeks on

end. And thanks to the easy to use

password system

and great difficulty

curve you'll rarely

find yourself in a

heated fluster.

Pete.

THE POWER PRINCE OF PERSIA
£7.99 £7.99

Looking very much like a

public domain puzzler with

a stomping sound track, The

Power sees you in the role of Max,

a lovesick blob who has been

cruelly separated from his beloved

other half, Mini.

To re-unite the separated

couple you must slide Max around

the screen using restricted

horizontal and vertical movements

and collect a number of love

hearts which are the key to your

broken relationship.

Using several moveable blocks

and walls to stop your sliding

lover, it's possible, with a bit of

thought, to guide him in the

correct direction.

It all sounds a touch tedious

then and I'm afraid that's the

painful truth. There's nothing

drastically wrong with it, but after

half an hour's play I was scouring

around the office looking for

something more
interesting to

do, like

making a

nice cup of

tea.

Pete.

Tff
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rince of Persia, one of the

all-time classics, has now
arrived on budget for the

Amiga. They call it a 'platform

adventure' and if anybody's
thinking, 'I hate adventure games

don't worry, you'll love this.

For those not familiar with the

game, the player takes the part of

a young adventurer trying to

rescue a beautiful princess. There

is a time limit and you have to

move at a cautiously fast rate

(there are traps

everywhere). Finding

your way through

hundreds of rooms will

keep you on the edge of

your seat whilst at the

same time test your

puzzle solving and sword

fighting skills.

If I had to say something

bad about the game, it would be

that for anybody playing it on the

A600, there is no numeric keypad,

making it rather more difficult.

In conclusion I would say Buy

It. It's the dreamiest game I have

played in a long

time and for

£7.99 what
are you sat

on your ass

for?

Alex.



WHITE SHARKS GEM'X
£7.99

The storyline behind

White Sharks is

fairly uncomp-
licated. In fact it is so

uncomplicated that there

doesn't appear to be one!

Your only goal in life as a

White Shark pilot is to stay

alive for as long as is

humanly possible, taking

as many opponents out as you con

before finally meeting your maker.

There are hordes of aliens

to possibly get through it all

in one piece.

It is a fairly basic shoot'em-up

screaming towards you all the with some slightly dodgy graphics

time, and it will take all of your and average gameplay. Having

skill and judgement if you are

N

said that though, for some
inexplicable reason it doesn't play

that badly and
can even be

pretty
enjoyable at

times. Worth

a look.

Steve.

£7.99

Made to look beautiful

by exotic looking, half-

naked women, Cem'X
is a simple German puzzle game
which looks decidedly Japanese.

And if that last sentence hasn't

convinced you that Cem'X is well

worth exchanging eight quid for,

the following comments just might.

Trying to match the wall of

gems on the left with the wall of

gems on the right is the name of

the game, and this can be

achieved by lowering the colour

valency of certain gems.

Unfortunately, when some gems

UDUiJiJiV

Mi'-V
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are changed, others are effected

too, so it all gets a tad tricky.

What I'm saying is Gem'X is

tough to describe and unless you

play it, you'll never know what the

blinkin' hell I'm waffling on about.

So, scrabble around in your

pocket for eight

gold

and

9 • •

BIGNOSE THE CAVEMAN
£7.99

Caveman games seem to be

all the rage lately, with

recent releases including

Joe and Mac, Caveman Ninja and

BC Kid. Bignase is Codemasters'

offering and while it won't

challenge either of the afore-

mentioned full pricers, it just about

justifies the £7.99 asking price.

Playing the part of Captain

Caveman-lookalike Bignose, the

aim of the game is to progress

through a series of one way,

hor i zontally
scrolling levels

(there are o

number of single

secret rooms,

which you may
stumble upon
from time to

time), making
mincemeat out of

the oncoming prehistoric baddies

using your trusty caveman club or

a handful of throwing stones.

To assist or hinder you in your

quest to provide the food for an up

and coming banquet, there's a

number of rocks lying around
which can be smashed open to

reveal the contents within. It could

be a power up, or a level warp,

but then again it could be

something really tedious which

reverses the left and right controls

of the joystick

It is features such as these that

make the game challenging and

highly frustrating, otherwise the

game appears (although I haven't

quite completed it) to be too

simple. Most of the trickier platform

obstacles are easily overcome and

the end-of-level baddies are an

unbelievable stroll.

I still enjoyed it though and if

you're not paying off a huge car

loan or something equally

expensive, it's definitely worth

checking out.

It won't knock you sideways,

but it should keep most of you

happy and content

for a couple of

weeks, unless

of course you

complete it

too soon.

Pete.



SOFTWARE
SUPREME

139 High Road, Loughton,
Essex IG10 4LT
Tel: 081 365 0344 (All lines)

Fax: 081 365 1650

24 HOUR ORDERING SERVICE f» PHONE FOR FREE CATALOGUE
Al*n Bf»«J Specui Ea*t*or> 9.49 F15 Strtk* Eagle 2

3D Construction Kit 2 35 49 F17Sleal1hFtgniet

40 Sports Driving 11.49 F19SlMl1h Fighh-i

4D Sports Boxing 11.49 F29 Retaliate
A Train 2349 Falcons
Addam* Family 16.49 Fantastic VoyageAm 16 49 Final Fight
Air Combat Ac*s 11.99 Fkealce
Air Support 16.49 Fke Force
Air Warrior 24.49 nratSanwrl
ttttftHd 16.49 Flight of the Intrude*

Akatrax 1649 Floor 13

Alpha Warns 1699 Football Crary
Altered Ocslmy 21.49 Fuuball
Amaring Spvdermsn 16.49 Formula 1 Grand Prli

Another Wortd 16.99 Fascination

Alton 3 19.49 Flag
Air Bucks 16.49 Fort Apache
Aquatic Games 16.99 Fun School 3 (under 5)

Aquaventurer 16.49 Fun School 3 f>7)
Armour Goddon 14.9* Fun School 3 (7*)

Armour Geddon 2 19.49 Fun School 4 <S-7)

ApKfya 1649 Fun School 4 (7*1

Arsenaf FC 16.99 Gateway to Sav/Frontiei

Astws of Empve 17.49 G.LocFt360
Aaaasm 16.99 Gauntlet 3

Avterlx 16.49 Global Effect

Archer Maclean* Pool 16.99 Goda
A.TAC, 23.49 Golden Shot
AV SB Harrier Assault 2449 Graham Gooch Cnctet
AKOAirtjus 26 49 Graham Taytor

Battle Hrrwfcs 10.99 Gunah«p2000
Monaster 1649 BJaMta
17 Frying Fortress 21.99 KarMJof SlJeme*
Back to the Future 3 11.49 HardOmtn 2

Sane of the Cosmic Forge 24.99 Harlequin

Barbarian 2 14.49 Harpoon 1 meg
MAT 2 22.49 Heimdail

Battle Chess 2 16 99 Head to Head
Battle Command 13.99 Heroa Ouect
Battle Isle 11.99 Home Atone
Battle Isle Data Disc 13.49 Hook
Better Maths 15.99 Hostile Breed
Better Spelling 15.99 Humana
BrgRun 16.49 Ian Bottoms Crtcket

BWs Tomato Game 20 99 IndyHeat
Birds ol Prey 23.49 Indy Action
Black Crypt 16.49 Indy Adv
Blue Max 16.49 lahar Legend Fortress

Blues Bros, 15.99 IJones Fate of Atlantis

Bountiful HD Scenery 13.99 Jaguar XJ220
Bonanza Bros. 16 49 Jimmy Whites Snooker
Battle Toads 1649 John Barnes
Cadaver 15.99 J Madden Football
California Games 2 16.49 Jim Power
Capture 15.99 Junto* Typist

Carl Lewis Challenge 15.99 Kid Gloves 2

CeetfM 16.49 Kings Quest V
Castle of Dr. Brain 17.49 K nightmare
Championship Manager 16.49 Knight of the Sky
Chaos Engine 17 99 Killing Game Show
Chuck Rock 9.99 Last Nmui 3

Centurion 16.49 Law Squad 2
Cisco Heat 6.99 Laande.
Celtic Legends 16.49 Legend
Convert Action 23.49 Larry2
Craiy Cars3 1649 Larry 3

Cruise lor a Corpse 17.49 Larry |
Cool Croc Twin* 16.99 La ivi si fuLTwer Isan

Contraption 15.99 LaatheJ Weapon 3
Cool World 16.99 Legend ol Valour

Curse of the Enchantia 23.49 Lemmings
Civilization 23.49 Lemmingt 2

Campaign* 20 99 Lemmmgs Data Disc

Calch 'Em 16.49 Lrnwnrnyt, Stand Akme
Creatures 2 16.49 Life A Death 2
Daily Double Horse Racing 13.99 Unks HD Scenery
Oark Queen of Krynn 22.49 Lotus Turtw Crvltengc «>

Das Boot 1099 Lotus Turtro ChaHenge 3

Devious Designs 15.99 Lure of the Temptress
Generation 11.99 Links HD,

Demonsgatc 22.49 Liverpool
Deluie Paint 4 56.49 McDonalds Land
Double Dragon 3 16.49 M 1 Tank Platoon
Dread Noughti 23.99 Magic Pocketi
Dune 19.99 Man Uld Europe
Dungeon Master/Chaos Strikes Back 16 99 Match of the Day
Dyna Blaster 19.49 Megamli
EH 16.49 Uegasports
Ehrtra Mistress ol the Dark 21.99 Megatwms
Elvira 2 - Cerberus 22.49 Mercenery 3
Elvira the Arcade 16.99 Merchant Colony
Ep*c 19.49 Microprote Golf

e uropcan Football Champ 16.99 Midwinter 2

Ey« of the Behoklw 19.49 Mig 29 Super Fulcrum
L y* ol the Sehoktor 2 22-49 Might A Magic 3

Eftpania Game* 92 19.99 Moonstone
FantathC Worlds 24.99 Monkey Island

FMTomCot 18.99 Monkey Island 2

22 49
21.49
19 49
1599
23 99
1699
1649
1599
1*99

1549
MJfJ
14 99
1399
22 99
1899
19 49
15 49
...

1699
1699
1699
1699
1149
1649
1199
1699
1649
16 99
70 99
16 49

2199
16 99
2149
1299
16 49
1199
23 49
23 99
1699
20 49
1599

1799
19*9
1699
16 99
76 99
70 49
17.49

16 49
16 99
1S99
1»«9

11.
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1699
71 49
199
1649
16 99
1599
1649
14 99
24 99
24*9
16 99
1649
24 49
1599
20 99
1149
1599
1649
13 99
1649
1699
1999
23 99
17.49

17 99
1999
IS99
15 99
17 49
70 99
16 99
16 49
20 99
70 99
23 49
23 4-i

1999
72 99
19 49
15 99
22 49

Mystical

Myth
Meg Lo Mania
Mega Fortress

Nara
N Mansells World Champ
No Greater Glory
Noddy
Nova*
Omar Sheriffs Bridge
Outrun Europe
Outlander
Orbrtus

CM
Psychos Soccer Sel
Palladln 2
Paper Boy 2
Paraaet Stars

Pegasus
Perfect General
PGA Goft Tour •

PGA Course Discs
Pmbalt Dreams
PmbaH Oreams 2
Pmoetl Fantasies
PiTftghte*

Plotting

Pol.ce Quest 3

Popukis/StmCrty

Popuhrs 7

Pnnoe of Persia

Prophecy of the Shadow
Pro Tenrvs Tour 2
PtoyaelX

Push Over
Plan 9 Outer Space
Pools of Darkness
Powermonger
Popu*us/S*m CI1y

Quest lor Glory

Raving Med
Race Ormn
Ra.»oed Tycoon

II

1549
1649
20.49

17.49

7.99

21.49

7349
16 49
1949
12 99
1599
21.99
19 49
0.49

1599
lMt

1099
1599
1649
17 99
8.49

15.49

22 49
2049
1949
15*9
21 .tt

RedZ<
R*ky Woods

19 49
17.99

1699
20 99
1499
11.49

22 49
1299
1 1 M

Road Rash 20 99
Room Hood 1599
Rooocod 1599
Robotop 7 1499
RobocopS 1599
fto*x**port» 22 49
Rome AO 92 20 99
ilOOAWI 1749
«Type2 1499
Rugby World Cup • 99
Ruws of Engagement 1699
Reach for the Skies Pi 49
Sabre Team 16 99
Scrabble Detuie 20 99
Scrooge 16.49
Secret of 9m Silver Blades 2199
SenseMe Soccer 1649
Shadowtande 1949
Srnjrtie the Sam 20 49
Shadow of the Paul 3 19.4*
Saen*. Service 2 21.4*
Srm Anl 27 99
San Earth h m
S*mpsons 15.**
Sarp Putty 1699
Smash TV 1599
Space Ace 2 32 4*
Space Gun 159*
Space Crusaoe 16*9
Sp*c* Durst 1

Spine* forces
Sp*r* ol Cita-ttKrr

Sleet £rnp*e
Stereo Mester

Storm Master
Streetleghler J
Strike Fleet

Striker

Super Tetm
Super Ski 2

Super Cars
Super Space
Su«p*ocHrs Cargo
Swofdof Honour
Silly Putty

Test Drive 3

Their Finest Hour
TheMerieger
ThondecHjw*
Thunilrf Jews
TippOtt
TennrsCupl

1tff

tiffMM

11.'

««
HA9
ISJ*
I'M,
MM
9.99

Terminator 2

The Games Etpanui
The Godfather
The Pertct General

TV. Sports Baseball
Treasure ol Sav Frontier

The Oath
Unnrersal Moniters

Ultima Under World
Ultrma V

UhrmaVt

UHS2
UMS Planet Editor

Under Pressure

Uridium 2
Utopia

Utopia The New World
UGH
Vengence ol Eicaltbur

Video Kid

Vroom

Winter Sport*

Wind m the Willows
Wu Kid

WoH Child

Wolf Pack
WWF
WWFJ
Wing Commander t

Willy Beamish
Zool
Zycon.i

MM

BUDGET TITLES

3D Pool
Altered Beast
Arkanoid

Arkanold 2

Atommo
Awesome
Bubble Bobble
Baal

Bards Tale 3
Batman The Movie
Beach Volley

Blood Money
Boulderdash
California Games
Carrier Command
Celtica GT4 Rally

Centrefold Squares
Chase HO
Cloud Kingdom
Colossus Chess
Conflict in Europe
Crazy Can
CJ in the USA
Defender of the Crown
Deluxe Strip Poker
Double Dragon 1 or 2
Emlyn Hughes Soccer
F16 Combat Pilot

Fantasy World Dizzy

Gauntlet 2

Ghouls n' Ghost*
Ghostbusters 2

Golden Axe
Hard Drivin*

Head over Heels
James Pond
Jet Set Willy

John Lowe Ultimate Darts
Kid Gloves
Licenced to Kill

19 49
12 4*
2149
1699
7249
16 49
• u-.

H H
19 99
20 49
20 99

23 49
20 99

17.49

17.49

19 99
11 49
IS 49
1299
1599
IS 49
20 99
17.4*

1599
15 99
1699
11 49
1599
1799
22 99
1599
16 49
1 1 BJ

COMPILATIONS

6.99

6.99

4.50

6.99

8.49

8.99

6.99

5.99

6.99

6.99

6.99

6 99
699
6.99

699
7.99

6.99

6.99

7.99

6.99

7.99

6.99

6.99

6.99

6.99

5.99

6.99

6.99
6.99

6.99

699
6 99

699
7.99

6.99

5.99

599

Award Winners 1699
#it Combat Aces 1899
Action Pack 1599
Aar Land and Sea 23 99
Bitmap Bros Vol 1 1699
Bitmap Bros. Vol 2 16 9*
Board Genius 17.99

Dream Team 17.**

Falcon Classic Collection 21.9*
Flight Command 14.99

Grandstand 17.**

Hollywood Collection 999
2 Hoi 2 Handle 14 99
UaiEatra 17 99
Magnum 4 16 99
UovteSlat* 12*9
Ntnja Collection 13.99

Power Up 16.99

Power Pack 14.99

Rainbow Collection 13 90
Soccer Mania 11.**

Super Fighter 17.**

Super Sim Pack 2199
Super Sega 20 99
Super Heroes 17.9*

Sports Best 20.99

TNT2 20.99

Tesl Drive 2 Collection 20.99

4 Wheel Drive 17.99

Quest lor Adventuie 23.0*

World Cup 90 9.00

Lombard RAC Rally 6.99

Lotus Esprit 6.99

Manchester United 6.99

Manic Minor 7.99

Micheal Jackson Moonwalker 6.99
Midnight Resistance 6.99

Moonshine Races 6.99

New Zealand Story 6.99

Operation Thunderbolt 6.99

Operation Wolt 6.99

Outrun 6.99

Pang 6.99

Panza Kick Boxing 6 99
Pipe Mania 6.99

Platoon 5.99

Predator 6.99

Pro Tennis Tour 6.99

Puzznic 6.99

Rainbow Islands 6.99

Rocket Ranger 8.49

Robocop 699
Rolling Ronny 9.99

R-Type 6.99

Run the Gauntlet 6.99

Shadow of the Beast 6.99

Shadow Warrior 6.99

Sky or Die 8.99

Speed ball 7.99

Stargltder 2 6.99

Superplex 6.99

Super Off Road 9.99

Shinobi 6.99

Shuttle Puck Cafe 6.99

Strike Force Harrier 6.99
Stunt Car Racer 6.99
Sleeping Godslie 6.99

Wiz Ball 6.99

Please make cheques & PO's payable to Software Supreme
P & P £1 per item UK. Elsewhere £3 per item.

New titles sent as released and subject to price reviews

Name
Address

/

Ch PO

SOFTWARE SUPREME
139 High Road. Loughton.

Essex IG10 4LT

24hr Ordering Service

081 - 365 0344 (All lines)

24hrFAX0«97 -365 1650
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RoboCod and Toyota Celica

GT Rally to swap - would like

Lotus III in exchange. Please

call Paul Gagen 0765-

606915

I have the trio of Creator, 3D
and Compiler. In exchange, I

would like A500 side

expansion (SupraRam) or

power dual disk drive. Phone

Philip Stott 06 1 -652-3448.

John Maddens, Populous II,

Lure of the Temptress to swap
for Jaguar XJ220, Apidya or

F- 1 5 II. Telephone Keith Ryan
0793-612515.

I'll swap Populous,

Corporation and Gremlins 2
for your Sensible Soccer,

D/Generation or Monkey
Island II. Contact Neal Yewis

0792-892965.

Wolfchild, Awesome and
Hero Quest (all in brilliant

condition) to swap for Jaguar

XJ220 or Zool. Phone

Richard Augustus 0206-

824206 or write to 11

Frances Close, Wivenhoe,

I will swap Nebulus 2 and
WWF for Curse Of Enchantia

or Monkey Island II. Two for

one - not bad, eh? Coil Lee

Ferris 061 -303-0708

I would like to swap Ultimo VI

for either Zool or lotus 111.

Pharmacy Flat, Lower House,

N

HD

Ant and 0f I wit

swap them for Eye Of The

Beholder and Celtic Legends

or Prehistorik. Will swap BOB
for both. Please telephone

Shaun Clark 0495-752082.

In Hook, where is the gold on
Hooks ship. This plea for

help is from Stephen

Harbridge 0895-678950.

Commodore 64 for sale with

Comp Pro joystick, 16

games, cassette recorder,

Chase HQ cartridge. Only
1 8 months old. #%90 ono.

Give Mark Howe a buzz on
08 1 -529-3 1 00 or write to 25
Balliol Avenue, Chingford,

Dynablaster, Indianapolis

500 and Lotus II to name a
few of the many games I'm

selling at bargain price. For a

Mark McDermott, 27 llvs

Neranys, Mold, Clwyd,

North Wales.

Gamer-Link! The pen pal club

for gamers run by gamers!

Free swap service! SAE for

details to 28 Churchfield,

Ware, Herts, SGI2 OEP.

Hook and Lemmings to swap
for Monkey Island II. Call

Anthony Williams 0744-

820234 or drop him a line to

77 Jane Street, Sutton, St

Helens, Meneyside, WA9
3LD.

PDk> swap lor 75p
'

|

disk which contains

theds and game
cheats. The name ond

§

address you need to write to

is Lisa Tyree, 5 Westbourne

Rd, Marsh, Huddersfield,

HD 1 4LQ.

Swap WWF, Pitfighter,

Another World, RoboCod,
Alien Storm and Turrican 2
for Monkey Island II, King's

Quest I, II and V, Moonstone,

Fire & Ice or Fireforce. Call

Stephen Cullen 0663-

744578.

Wanted: Armour-Geddon,
Thunderhawk, Eye Of The

Beholder. Write to Wayne
Clarke, 6 Uvedale Rd, South

Bank, Middlesbrough,

Cleveland.

I have Knightmare to swop
for Monkey Island II, Curse of

Enchantia, Heart Of China or

Might And Magic III. Contact

Elizabeth Obiorah, 105
Cilmore Rd, London,

Lewisham, SE13 5AB. Phone
081-31 8-3309.

I'll swap any three of these

games: Espania '92, Alien

Breed, WWF and Hunter for

either D/Generation, lotus III

or Zool. Write to Chris

Payment, 85 Prospect Rd,

Southborough, Tunbridge

Wells, Kent, TN4 Off.

Swop Hook or Gobliiins for

Monkey Island. I'H swap
Pitfighter or any of the above

Sensible Soccer. That's from

Rawe, 1

1

^ton Rd, New Milk,

Stockport, Cheshire, SKI

2

4D6. Ahemattveiy, telephone

0663746348.

Swap / Sell Psygnosis

Monster Pack 2, Cods, Magic
Pockets, Populous,

Corporation, Dungeon
Master, Chaos Strikes Back
for Fire & Ice, RoboCod, Eye
Of The Beholder 1 & 2. Will

separate. Telephone Anthony
0788-823823 between 6pm
to 9pm.

Swap / Sell Hook, Striker,

Batman, TV Sports Football,

TV Sports Basketball and
Cyberball for Jaguar XJ220
or any other offers. Contact

Scott Milner, 3 Bentley Green,

Harefield, Southampton,

Hants, S02 5GH.

Chase HQ 2, Hunter and
Kick Off 2 for Sensible

Soccer. Also, Powermonger
WWI Data Disk, Sly Spy
Secret Agent and Beast II for

MicroProse F 1 Grand Prix.

From David Hutcheon 04 1
-

558-2756.

Loads of games to swap.

D/Generation, Lemmings,

Indy Adventure, Supercars II

and lots of compilations.

Would prefer Monkey Island

and Another World ou\

anything considered. Call J

Colin 021 -373-9558.

Yamaha PSR500 Midi Data
Recorder. Save your songs /
rhythms onto Amiga disk

(needs 1 meg + interface). £4
including P&P Write to Paul

Timson, Dept STS, 56 St

Lawrence Rd, Ansley Village,

Nuneaton, CV10 9PW.

Swap Mig-29, PGA Tour

Golf, boxed in excellent

condition + Datachat 1 223
(GEC) modem for

Battlehawks 1 942 (boxed
with manual). Telephone P
Pike 0909-476678.

I have oo* Populous II,

SpeedbaU 2, Monkey
Island and F29 RekJhkx.
Prepared to swap for Castles,

Dune, Heimdfcrf,

Civilisafionor UMS If Please

call Robbie Wdllis

0406-26481

82



Player Manager, The

Simpsons Captain Planet

Headcoach V3, John Lowe's

Darts. Football Director 2,

Man Utd, Double Dragon 2.

To sell or swop for adventure

games. Keith Smith 081-310-

8871.

I will swap Dune and Block

Crypt both in mint condition

for Eye Of The Beholder 2.

Phone Dave after 5pm on
0703-474643.

CDTV for sale with keyboard,

disk drive and mouse with

Zool CDPD, Sherlock, G
Book, Lemmings,

Encyclopeodia. Worth £600.

Selffor £420 ono. Phone

Scott Mackinnon 0625-

873475.

Sell Vortex Amiga IBM

emulator for A500. Boxed
with manual and installation

instructions. Latest update.

One year old. £225.

Telephone Stephen Elves

0892-527869.

For sale! Ultima V and VI,

both together £15. Would
consider swap for Sim Earth.

Phone 0737-762416.

A600 for sale + 16 original

games. Workbench 2.5 and
1 7 disks. Manuals, diskbox

and joystick. Ring Jonathan

Copping 0394-450704 (after

6pm).

Amiga 500+ for $a/e. Boxed

as new and with joystick and
loads of original gomes. Only

£350 ono. Contact Dan
Worthy 0934-8521 24.

Swap Heroes Of The Lance,

Lost Ninja II, Xenon II, Driller,

Robot Monsters, Fantasy

Dizzy, F29 Retaliate and
DPaint II for Fliaht Of The

Intruder. That's from Ryan

Wigginton, 78 Nottin-'

Rd, Hucknoll, Notting,

thone Nottingham

1'H swop or sell Leander,

Harlequin and VideoKid for

Special Forces, Cobliiins Tiger, Megalomania and

would like Alien Breed or

Titus The Fox in exchange.

Write to Americo Cocace,

2160 74th Street Brooklyn,

NY, 11204. USA.

I've got Lure Of The Temptress

and would like to swap it for

Monkey Island II. Thankyou.

From Michael Hewitt, 12

Wallwood Rd. Ramsgate,

Kent a 11 8AS.

I would like to swap Espania
'92 for Epic or Arsenal or

Premiere. Drop a line to

Benjamin Beckwith, 1

1

Langside Crescent,

Southgate, London, N14
70S.

Urgently Wanted: Turtles II

the arcade game. Willing to

pay £ 1 ono, must be in

good condition. Please phone
after 6pm and ask for Angela
on 0705-593126.

Swap Shadow Of The Beast

for It Came From The Desert

or any flight sim. Contact D
Hubbard, 45 Doubting Rd,

Thornhill, Dewsbury, West
Yorkshire, WF1 2 OEU.

Pitfighter, Match of the Day,

Rampart, WWF, Graham
Taylor Soccer Challenge,

strategy games. Gavin

Stone 0983-520067.

Can my Commodore MPS
80 1 printer be used with

my new A600? If so, where

can I get a connecting lead

6 pin to 25 pin? Carl

Leonard needs your help!

Call 0782-302952.

I would like to sell a
Commodore MPS 1270 ink

jet printer (black and white)

for £90. Perfect condition

with box and manual.

Jonathan Moore 08 1 -520-

9923.

I've got a copy ofJaguar

XJ220 and an original of

Supercars II. I'd like Lotus II

in exchange. Telephone

Kevin Green 0536-

72562

1

.

/ will swap my Epic for

either Alien Breed, Dune,

Special Forces or Project-X.

Please phone 0204-

697381 between 6pm-
1 0pm daily.

Amiga 50Q+,GVP120mb
— __ _ r ^„ ^ —j.j

Zool and other games.

£570, no offers, but will

deliver anywhere within

reason. Telephone 08 1
•

655-2121 (7-9pm).

Could someone please t\

me cheats for Rick

Dangerous II, Gremlins 2,

Cabal, Captain Planet and
Total Recall. Thankyou very

much. Contact Mark Price

0269-860088.

Wanted: Amiga contacts

worldwide! 100%
guaranteed reply - fast and
reliable. Looking for a
contact in the USA, took no
further. Send disks, lists,

letters to: Jamie Edrich,

1 90O6 A 69th Avenue,

Fresh Meodows, NY,

11365, USA.

I've got a copy of Block

Man Utd Europe to swap

Kenny 081-695-6319.

sims or RPGs. 500+
compatible. Call John Shore

after 5pm on 0628-525822,

send it to: Peter

SKW4NP.Or

your message to

0625-876669,

marking your fax

for the attention

J Telephone _J Address



CHAPTER ONE - At Home

The Legend of
Kyrandia caused
quite a stir when
it first arrived in

the office. And
now, thanks to
Virgin, we can
provide the full

solution to this

excellent game.

CHAPTER TWO
- The Timbermist

Woods
Darm will request that you bring him

a quill. To acquire the quill you must

get the walnut from the songbird's

tree, pick an acorn at the Grove of

Oaks and find the pine cone in the

forest. These three must be planted in

the hole in Deadwood Glade. The

plant that grows from the planted

seeds will activate the yellow gem on

the amulet. Use of this gem will bring

you a healing ability which can be

used to heal the sick songbird.

The happy bird will then provide

Brandon with the quill he needs.

When you take the quill to Darm he

will write a scroll for you. You do not

need it now but you cannot get to the

castle without it.

The birthstone is your next quest.

The spell cast by Darm to summon the

stones is rather erratic and gems can

be found laying on the ground at any

time throughout the adventure.

Several stones will appear before you

even know that you are looking for

your birthstones. The first stone is the

sunstone which is in the lower part of

the bubbling spring. Collecting all the

stones and placing them correctly in

the gold dish at the marble altar

requires patience. There are nine other

Our story begins with the hero Brandon

returning home to find his grandfather

Kallak turned to stone. Brandon is

unable to do anything that will help his

grandfather at this point. You must pick

up the mysterious blank note on the

workbench and put it in your knapsack.

As you try and leave the tree, a

messenger appears. Listen to his

message then pick up the apple from

inside the purple pot and the huge

garnet from the bench. These items will

be used later on in the game. Other

gems may appear at various intervals

and when they do be sure to take them.

Leave the treehouse. Your first task

is to find Brynn at the temple. Show her

the note from the treehouse. She will

cause the enchanted message to appear

and Brandon will be able read the note.

Brynn will then request that you bring

her a purple rose. This can be found at

the forest altar. On the way you should

collect a teardrop from the Pool of

Sorrow. You can then heal the sick

Willow tree by putting the teardrop in

the indentation on the trunk.

Once you have healed the Willow,

Merith will appear and want to play

hide and seek with you. When you

catch him he will give you a purple

marble. You can then repair the altar by

placing the marble in the empty slot to

the left of the two other purple marbles.

At some point while you are doing

all this, you should make a point to visit

Herman at the ruined bridge in the

cave. You will need to cross the river

but first Herman must fix it. To do so

you must provide Herman with a saw to

enable him to repair the bridge. While

the bridge is under repair you must go

and find the amulet. You must take the

purple rose to Brynn who will convert it

to a silver rose that must be placed on

the repaired Forest altar to cause the

amulets appearance. You must now
cross the bridge and proceed to Darm's

house in the Timbermist Woods.

Notable

Misc

X = Herman's Tree

Z = Peridot appears

Purple roses at ahar

Crystal teardrop at pool

Saw under bench inside home
Apple in pot inside home

TO TIMBERMIST
WOODS

Scenes

A — Instac Hofnc

B = Outside Home
C = BelowHome
D = Willow

E = Outside Temple
F = Temple

G = Pool of Sorrow
H = SirverAhor

I Ruined Bridge

different types of gems laying about the

Timbermist Woods and all should be

collected.

The identities of the second and third

birthstones will vary with each new

game. The fourth and final birthstone is a

ruby. Rubies may be found at the Ruby

tree, but Brandon will get bitten by a

poisonous snake when he tries to pick

one. Even though he is poisoned, you

must try and pick one again. You can

wander into the Grove of Oaks when

you are poisoned but if you try and

venture further then you will die.

To rid yourself of the poison you must

employ the healing gem on the Amulet to

restore his health. Once the last

birthstone has been placed in the golden

bowl, the bowl will turn into a flute. If

Brandon goes back to Darm's with the

flute he will direct him to the

Shadowrealm, beyond which is the

Faeriewood, the home of Zanthia.

At some point during your travels in

the Timbermist Woods you will probably

find the grotesque cave entrance at the

serpent's grotto. When you try to enter

the cave, you will meet Malcolm for the

first time. Malcolm will throw a knife that

just misses you. You will be killed unless

you throw it back at him. Malcolm will

then retreat, but not before sealing up

the entrance to the cave with ice. You

can shatter the ice by playing the shrill

flute. You will then be allowed into the

labyrinth of Shadowrealm.



CHAPTER THREE - Shodowrealm

A = Mineral Pool

B = The Iron Gate
Cs The Chasm

ofEverfol

D = The Pantheon

of Moonlight

E = The Cavern

or Twilight

F = The Emerald Cave

G = FB = Fireberry bush locations

R = Rock Locations

(Key) = Key to Castle Gate

The Shadowrealm is a large labyrinth

made up primarily of mysterious caverns

strung together with a variety of

entrances and exits. Fireberry bushes

grow in some of the caverns.

You must pick the fireberries and

carry them with you to avoid the shadow

wraiths. If you do enter a mysterious

cavern without a fireberry to light the

way, the shadow wraiths will devour

you in the darkness.

Unfortunately the fireberries only last

for three caverns when you are carrying

them. You must therefore work your way
from one bush to another constantly

replenishing your supply. The map
shows you the most direct route

available to you.

A useful little tip is to leave extra

fireberries on the floor behind you.

Fireberries left on the ground will not be

extinguished and will also serve as

markers for the return trip.

Once you have crossed the cavern

with the iron gate, the gate will close

behind you and prevent you leaving the

Shadowrealm. To open the gate, you

must find rocks in the labyrinth to throw

into the counterbalance. There are five

suitable rocks and you must find them

all. Three are to be found along the main

path, one is in the Cavern of Twilight,

and the last one is in the mysterious

cavern up and to the right from the

Emerald Cave

To be able to cross the Chasm of

Everfall and proceed to Faeriewood, you

will need to complete the Pantheon of

Moonlight. To do so you must pick up the

coin in the Cavern of Twilight and take it

ItS 1 TO BPtIDGE

[2

Notable 1

Scenes 1

A Outside Dorm's 1

w {A

Myjin D
B = Inside Dorm's 1
C = The Statue

D = The Songbird's Nest 1
E = The Ancient

fSSrt^j

Oak Tree

F = The Wishing Well

G = The Bubbling Spring

H = Deadwood Giode

1 = The Serpent's Grotto

J = The Marble Altar

K = The Grove of Oaks
L = The Ruby Tree

m
¥

TOLADVBRINTH 1

back out of the labyrinth to the

Wishing Well near Darm's.

When you throw the coin into the

well, a moonstone will appear. You
can then complete the Pantheon of

Moonlight by placing the moonstone in

the pedestal base. When you do, the

Will-o-wisps will activate the purple

Amulet gem. Because the Will-o-wisps

have their own illumination, using the

purple amulet gem allows Brandon to

float about the labyrinth without

requiring fireberries.

Once you have the Will-o-wisp

ability you can float across the cavern

of Everfall, but you should spend a

little more time in the labyrinth to

acquire the key to the castle gate. The

key is in a mysterious cavern located

across the Volcanic River. This river is

to the right of the Cavern of Twilight,

but out of reach unless you explore

that area in the Will-o-wisp form. If

you cross the Volcanic River, you'll be

burned up unless you apply the scroll

you got from Darm to freeze the river.

Other useful items in the labyrinth are

the emeralds which you can pick up in

the Emerald Cave. These could come in

useful later so you may find it

convenient to take one with you.



CHAPTER FOUR - Faeriewood
When you enter Faeriewood, you may
wander only slightly before you will be

knocked unconscious by a falling tree

branch. Zanthia the Alchemist will find

you in the woods and drag you to her

laboratory, where you will wake up.

Zanthia will discuss the state of your

quest and will ask that you retrieve

magic water from the fountain. When
you go to fetch the water you will again

encounter Malcolm. This time Malcolm

will be unusually nice and instead of

harming you directly, he will merely

ruin the fountain by removing one of

the set of encircling crystal orbs.

You can repair the fountain by

retrieving the orb from within the

flaming tree. If you use Darm's scroll on

the flames you can then pick up the

missing orb and return it to the

fountain. Replacing the orb will

rejuvenate the fountain and allow you

to fill a flask.(You must find flasks in

Zanthia's laboratory.)

Drinking some magic water will

activate the amulet's blue gem. Using

the blue gem will allow you to dispel

some small enchantments.

When You return to Zanthia with

magic water she will tell you more

about your royal heritage, give a few

clues concerning the powers of her

potions, and then request blueberries to

mix into a potion that might help you.

You can find blueberries at the

Sparkling Waterfall. When you return

to Zanthia's though she'll be gone. The

rug on the floor will be rumpled, and if

you move the rug you will discover a

trapdoor that leads to an area of

Faeriewood behind Zanthia's home.

Your principle problem in this

chapter will be in making the required

potions. You can make red, blue and

yellow potions by placing ingredients in

the cauldron. A flower and a gemstone

of the same colour will generally

produce a potion of that colour. A
blueberry and a blue gem will yield a

blue potion, a yellow tulip and a topaz

or an emerald will make a yellow

potion. For some reason, a purple rose

and a purple amethyst will not produce

a purple potion.

Some of the required gems will

appear in Faeriewood, but you may
have to retrace your previous steps to

obtain all the ingredients you need. To

make a red potion, you must explore

beyond the trapdoor to find the Tropical

lagoon. There you will find the red

orchids needed to make red potions.

In the woods beyond Zanthia's,

Brandon can find the Crystals of

Alchemy. These enable you to mix

different colours of different potions.

Putting a blue potion in one slot and a

red potion in the other will result in the

creation of a useful purple potion. Red

and Yellow potions can be mixed to

produce a useful orange potion. Yellow

and blue potions will combine to make
a poisonous green potion.

Once you have mastered the art of

potion making, you must obtain the

Royal Chalice. You can find the Chalice

hovering in mid air near the fountain,

and can release the Chalice by using

the blue gem on your amulet.

Unfortunately, you are not the only

one interested in possessing the

Chalice. As soon as it is released, the

faun will scamper by and take it foi

himself. You can chase the faun to his

tiny home, but then you will need to

drink a purple potion in order to shrink

himself and enter the faun's house.

Once in the faun's home, you will

have to negotiate a trade with the faun

in order to obtain the Chalice. The faun

will only trade for an apple though. If

you have brought the apple from your

home this will work fine. If you need to

find another apple, you can find one
that was laying on the ground just after

you exited the labyrinth. If you have

eaten or lost both of these apples,

another can be found in the woods
behind Zanthia's.

Once you have the Chalice, you are

ready to go to the castle. By drinking an

orange potion while at the Tropical

Lagoon, you will become a winged
horse (naturally!) and fly across the

water to the castle.

Before you fry to the castle you

should check to see that you have

everything you will need, because you

will be unable to return once you have

flown over the water. You will need the

key, the Royal Chalice and a flower.

In addition to the poisonous green

potion, there are two other dangerous

situations in Faeriewood. Just outside

Zanthia's door there is a huge frog

lurking in the swamp. Only the eyes will

show but if you try and investigate, the

frog will eat you. At the Tropical

lagoon, you may be tempted to float

across the water using by using his Will-

o-wisp ability. A giant fish will jump

out of the water and devour any Will-o-

wisps that come along.

NotabU Sc#n#s

A s Zanthia's Laboratory

B = Outside Zanthia's

C The Fountain of Magic
D = The Flaming Tree

E = The SpoHding Waterfall

F = The Royal Choke
G = The Faun's Home
H = The Crystals of Alchemy

I = The Tropical Lagoon



CHAPTER FIVE - Castle Kyrandia

A = The Landing Pod
B = The Misty Grove

C = The Casrte Gate
D Bottom of the Stairs

E= The library

F = The Great Hal
G = The Kitchen

H = The Royal Foyer

I = The Kyrogem Chamber

You will discover the grave of your

parents soon after landing. If you have

a flower then place it on the grave. The

ghost of your mother will appear. She

will tell you that you will need the

Chalice. This advice is late in coming,

for now you cannot return to

Faeriewood. The ghost will activate the

red amulet gem which gives you the

ability to briefly turn invisible.

The castle gate will be guarded by

two inhospitable gargoyles. You will

need to turn yourself invisible before

you try the key in the lock. Any other

procedure at the gate is likely to result

in a horrible end.

Once inside the castle, you must

ignore Malcolm's house rules and

locate the Royal Foyer at the far end of

the Great Hall. You will need to find the

two keys that unlock the doors. The first

key can be found in the catacombs. To

get there you need to find the library,

and ride the revolving fireplace into the

darkness.

At the far end of the catacombs,

you will encounter a Force Field which

can be removed using the blue amulet

gem. Several rooms beyond, there is a

rock on the floor under which will be a

gold key. You may have to wait a few

minutes after employing the blue gem
until his amulet power is restored. Then

you can explore the catacombs in Will-

o-wisp form and benefit from the

illumination to locate the rock.

In the hallway near the Music room

you will meet Herman again. Herman

will be entranced by Malcolm, and

threaten to return the saw in an

unfriendly manner!

Herman will cut you in half if you get

too close. Fortunately you can make
Herman fall asleep if you use the yellow

healing gem on the amulet.

The other key is upstairs in the music

room. You must play 'Do-Fa-Mi-Re' on

the bells. (Bottom, top, second to top,

second to bottom). This will expose the

second gold key behind a picture.

Among the utensils in the kitchen

there is a sceptre that you must use in

the Royal Foyer. He will also need the

Crown that can be found on the reverse

side of the revolving fireplace in the

library.

To expose the reverse side of the

fireplace, you will need to pull

out certain books from the

shelves. You must pull out the

books so that the first letters

of the titles spell out O-P-E-N.

Once the fireplace has turned,

you can retrieve the Crown

from inside the grate.

Several non-essential

items are to be found in the

bedrooms. When the Royal

Foyer is opened, you can

place the sceptre, the Crown

and the Chalke (in that order from left to

right) on the red cushions in the alcoves.

This will open the door to the chamber
of the Kyragem, and cause Malcolm to

arrive with more cruel taunts about your

manhood and outfit. Despite your

mother's warning, you will punch

Malcolm out.

Once in the room with the Kyragem,

you must position yourself in front of the

mirror on the right side, and then turn

yourself invisible before Malcolm enters

the room and hurts the turn to stone

spell. If all goes well, Malcolm will get

hit by the rebound from the mirror and
turn himself to stone.

A = Top of the Stairs

B = The Musk Room
C = Brynn's Old Bedroom
D = Zanthio's Old Bedroom

E = Darm's Old Bedroom
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Any film that has a
reputation for being
worse than Home
Alone must be really
bad and that's what
Plan 9 is* However, as
a game it is a pretty
tough adventure that
requires plenty of
thought and possesses
that usual Gremlin
sparkle. Here's the
Amiga Action GTGA
giving you the
complete solution if

you're stuck and need
some help....

Examine the left most picture on the hack wall and
rou'll discover an address. Go back to the foyer

and ask the doorman to call a taxi. Co out, climb

into the taxi and tell the driver to 90 to Lot •

.

When you arrive, go through the cemetery gates

and enter the crypt Examine Beta's body and you'll

find his house key. Collect the himiner lying on the

floor then make a sharp cxrt

Head straight out of the movie studio and go to

the Hub Cap Bar. Once there, talk to the strange

female and she'll mention where Bela Lugosi used

to live. Before you leave the bar, buy a bottle of

rum from the barman. Next call in at the cafe

nearby and collect the balloon off the table.

wrww

Examine the fryer on the table to discover the

address of the man, lake the picture of Bela that

lies on the table next to the flyer. Now before you

leave the house push the trophy on the left of the

study wall to get a credit card.

ianm
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60 back So the "reducer's office and you should

find it vacant. Examine the desk a«d you'll

discover a key for the editing room. Mow 90 into

the private room at the bach.

Co to the malt m the taxi and press the elevator

call button. Now head up to the second floor and

buy the mask from the horror shop. Ivimiae the

mask and you'll discover a small key hidden inside

wtabaBtoe

Co up to the third floor (the travel agents) and
ask to buy a flight ticket. They'll tell you the onry

available flight is to Rio so accept it. Now leave

and go up to the fifth

You'll find yourself in a hardware sSore now, so
examine the spade on the back wall then ask to

boy h. Use the passport you have on the

photocopier to the right which should give you a
replica of your photo-

Co to the bank on the sixth floor and tell the

cashier you need to change some cash. Cet all

four currencies available to you (Australia,

Washington, Hong Kong and Bran!) then examine
the credit card and make note of the number on
the back. Give the small key from inside the mask
to the cashier and she'll ask you for the number to

your safety deposit box. Tell her ifs 530143.

You'll now appear in the deposit box room with

your box in front of you, open it to discover the

first film reel. Examine the reel and if you want
to check what's on the reel there's a cinema

down on the fourth floor.



Now head b*ck to Lot f
of the lul. Head to the crypt

left to find a
on it U»c the

ci4min« the horn to read

this then bead off

wrth the help

veer off to th*

name J Karris

Vbcn

reel, limine

Fry bach home and 30 to the pilot's house oa
Aviation Way- Use the credit card 00 the doof

enter the house. Coll ect the scuba sear lying in the

hallway (yoeH have lo drop some Hems to do this,

make sore they're items you've used like the

hamm er or spade). Mow 90 out into the bach
garden and collect the fourth reel.

Fry to Hong Hon? and talk to the movie mogul, he**

•ell you about the Netsuke that has been stolen

from him. Board a plane bound for Washington

and yet into the taxi. You'l 1 now get roped into a
mission in Cuba where you'll Meet up with a guard
who doesn't speak English. Use the dictionary to

translate what be says and after a long
conversation you'll receive a cigar and a potter

before returning to America.

Show your ticket at the counter

the plane. Before take -off, go

Ask Mm if he knows anywhere
Take note of his name and go

head out to

». to the p«
to stay in Rio

60 back to the storeroom in the studio and collect

the love beads off the statue on the left Now go
to the airport and fry to Australia. Show the pilot's

ID at the airport to get on the plane. When you
arrive go to the beach and talk to the bikini clad

bether. Say "Hi there, nice weather" then ask her if

she'd like the love beads - shell accept and show
you a path lo the hrppy commune.

When you arrive in Rio get into the cab and you'll

automatically be taken to the hotel. Examine the

register and take note of the room the pilot stayed

In, ask for the same room then head up the stairs

and take the pilot's ID off the dresser. Examine rt

to find his address then use your passport photo

with the ID to make it your own.

Give the poster and cigars to the chief back at the

White House and you'll get told about the museum.
You'll automatically appear in the museum
entrance. Give the pupa to the curator then head
into the warehouse at the back.

Head out to the cave across the beach and upon

entry the bats will take the ptcturc of tela from
you, allowing you to pick up another Mm reel.

Once again examine the film, there's a cinema m
the hotel if you want to watch the reels.

Fly back home and go to the building site

(opposite the movie studio) and talk to the guy
there about Australia. Go into the store room in

the studio and collect the dictionary then fly back
to the hippy commune in Ox. Talk to them about
Fred and they'll give you the fifth film reel-

Search for a crate marked O.K. Venial, Hong Kong
and prise H open using the crowbar. Inside will be
the Netsuke and the final film reel. Now return to

Hong Kong and give back the movie mogul his

possession to receive a talisman. Now wander opt
to the border and try to get to China.

to the airport and you'll thrown into jail.

Core the mm ftp the prison guard and hell leave,

afawmi you to escape - before you do collect w*

he dropped and smash rt open with the

tr to get a slimy

Go to the bridge (left of the opera house) and
to the painter, this forces you to fall into the

Quickly use the scuba gear before you die and
collect the crowbar. To get out of the water, use

00 the scuba gear.

will jump you and whisk you off to

vicious looking monks. Give them the

and the end sequence will begin.

you've just cempltud the game!
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DIAL-A-TIP
CHEATS, TIPS ANDGAMESOLUTIONS
THE AMIGA GAMES LINE 0891 445 786

CHEATS GALORE (SAY YES' TO AMIGA) 0897 101 234

THE AMIGA HOTLINE 0891 44S 98S

ALL CHEATLINES UPDATED WEEKLY

INTERACTIVE HELPLINES

STREETFIGHTER 2 GAMER'S GUIDE 0891 445 927

THE FIRST SAMURAI 0891 445 926

SHADOW OF THE BEAST 1,26 3 0891 442 022

EYE OF THE BEHOLDER 0891 442 030

THE IMMORTAL 0891 445 928

FOR OUR FULL INDEX OF

HELPLINES DIAL

0891 445 904
THE WHIZZ KID COMPUTER QUIZ 0891 101255

THE DISK WORLD CLUB 0891 445 925

GUIDING LIGHT COMPUTER SERVICES LTD

PO BOX 17, ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE,OL7 OWW
CALLS COST 36p/MIN CHEAP RATE ASp/MIN ALL OTHER TIMES

;
TERMINATION

H you are under 18 years of age please obtain permission of whoever pays the phone bill Ma* cost of call C2 70 Cheap.

£3.60 AH other times INFOD1AL, PO Box 36, LSI 4TN Call charges 36p per mm cheap, 48p per mm all other times

r
CHEETAH'S POST BOX"

1

STUCK ON YOUR FAVORITE GAME?
Don't despair we have tips, cheats and

solutions for over 500 games to help you.

For a complete list send a stamped
addressed envelope to:

Cheetah's Post Box AA40
P.O.Box 339

Beckenham

Kent BR3 4UG

URPLUS STOCK SELL-OFF!!
TOP SELLING GAMES
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SMALL T I P

Yet another bulging mail
bag. A big thankyou to

everyone who took the time
to write in and thanks also
to all the software houses
for their latest hints, tips,

cheats and level codes. It's

a shame that most of the
cheats had something to do
with a certain ninja from the
Nth dimension, but thanks
for the thought anyway. So,
no more Zool cheats please
(unless of course it's

different to the one we're
about to print very shorty),

but any others are more
than welcome.

Ivanhoe
Some strange character called Ace from London

has sent in mis marvellous cheat for the recently

re-released budget game, Ivanhoe. All you have

to do is type in ZOBINETTE while playing Then

press N to skip to the next level and Del to erase

all the bad guys from the screen.

z,OO

Pinball Fantasies
Fancy a couple of extra balls or an invisible

force field which stops the ball between the

flippers? Of course you do. To start a game
with five balls type-in: EXTRA BALLS (with a

space). To play for ever type in: DIGITAL

ILLUSIONS (again, with a space) and when
the ball stops between the flippers just nudge

the table by pressing space to get going

again Type in both of these cheats before you

press the function keys to select the number of

players and a message should scroll across

the dot-matrix scoreboard informing you
which cheat has been activated. Thanks to KC
Quinlan from Reading.

Hen's a quick competition. The first person

to provide At TrodoHers codes for levels 39
and 56 will win any one of the following

Saks Curve gomes: Swhrf Rodland, Double

Dragon ff, final Blow, indy Heat or Big Run.

Send your entries to the usual GJGA Small

i «» -•» -#» -•»
Since this cheat was featured on the Bod Influence! television

program, fifty percent of the world's population have sent it

to us. For the sake of those who haven't heard, if you wait for

the second title page to appear (the one which says press

fire to play) ond you type in the word GOLDFISH, good old

Zool will activate

a very special

cheot mode.

Pressing any of

the first functions

keys will take you to that world and hitting either one,

two or three will take you to the requested stage.

Make sure you select the desired level before you

press fire to start. In the game, press 1 for invincibility,
]

2 to skip worlds and 3 to skip stages. Now tell us this

isn't useful. Didn't think you would!

Risky Woods
Press Fl to increase your lifeforce, F2 to gain

massive helpings of cash and F3 to skip stages.

Many thanks to Dave Meredith of Edgeley for

that particular offering.

Monkey Island 2
Picture this. You've just purchased Monkey
Island 2 for the huge sum of £38. You read this

issue of Amiga Action and discover that if you

hold down the ALT key and tap W, you'll

immediately complete the game. £38 and 1 1

disks for a poxy credits sequence. Personally, I'd

play the game until you get stuck and then

consult Amiga Action's past player's guide.

Troddlers
We promised you these last month, but as the

game had only just been released we decided

against it. Here we go then with the codes for

levels 36 to 56:

36: COLDCROSS
37: STONEM
38: HARDROUND
39:?

40: FIRSTGUNS

41: CROSSFIRE

42: NORULES
43: NOFARFALL
44: RUNAROUND
45: BADBIRD

46: COVERTHEM

47: SAVEBLOCKS
48: TWENTfSIX

49: UPTOYOU
50: ALOTODO
51:UPSIDEOUT
52: DROPEMIN
53: TOUGHTIMES
54: CLOSEUP
55: FOOLSRUN
56?

Jaguar XJ220
Yes, I know we've printed cheats for this in the

past, but this one's a touch different. Beating the

lap record is a real cinch if you turn on the

radio instead of the compact disc player and

tune it to a frequency of 065.4.
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Now AMOS has

turned Professional!
AMOS The Creator has brought programming within the

reach of over 50,000 Amiga users. Now it has been given a

complete overhaul and the result is a vastly enhanced
product - AMOS Professional - designed for all experienced

Amiga programmers.

AMOS Professional has 2CK1 now commands, taking the total to over

700. Included in the package is a 650-pagc manual written by Mel

Croucher who wrote the highly-praised Easy AMOS manual, and
Stephen Hill who wrote the original AMOS manual. Programs

written using earlier versions of AMOS and Easy AMOS can be

loaded into AMOS Professional for amendment or enhancement.

- • x
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On-line help provides details of the command at the

cursor position - another click takes you to a fully

documented working example.

A new editor with drop-down menus, keyboard macros,

advanced undo/redo, and multiple windows on screen.

IFF animation playback that runs faster than in DPaint.

MED music library support with MIDI data send. Noise

Tracker support, easier access to the printer, serial and
parallel ports and much more.

MOUTH commands to link sprites to speech output

from the SAY command to create a realistic talking head.

• Two discs crammed with working examples, and tutorials

demonstrating AMAL, the new AMOS Interface system,

collision detection and other key topics.

• A selection of new highly-finished programs,
including Planet Zybex (a scrolling shoot'em up),

File O'Facts (electronic data organiser), Qualm (puzzle

game) and DitheU'a Wonderland (an eight-way
scrolling platform gamei

Tlte result is a package which will more than satisfy home
and professional AMOS users. It's fun to use, lots to learn -

it's essential for the Amiga.

An easy introduction...
If you're a complete beginner to programming you can make your
Amiga really work for you! Easy AMOS is a simplified, ultra-friendly

version of the best-selling AMOS Basic programming language, and it

will propel you into a fascinating world.

You will learn how to: • Produce impressive graphical effects • Create

and animate colourful objects •Scroll large text across the -crcen Cmteeye<atchmg animations

• Make your Amiga actually talk • Add music to your creations with the powerful ft* Editor

Turn your ideas into reality - arcade games, adventures, computer art, cartoon animations, home
finance, educational software, demos... the list is endless!

Packed with ready-to-run programs, you can quickly understand how they work, and use the ideas

in your own programs. There's a 20-lesson course to take you through the steps of programming.

Easu AMOS's stett-bv-step and fun approach is the simplest

and easiest route to writing your own software.

EASY AMOS REQUIRES 1 MB OR MORE OF RAM ANDTURK BLANK
I HSCS AMOS PROFESSIONAL REQUIRES 1MB OR MORE OF RAM

lO UPliRAI N It I ami >S PROFESSIONAL CONTACT DATABASh I>IKI i I

ON 051 W72961. AMOS PROFESSIONAL AND EASY AMOS ARE SUVkED
HY MOST ' i >MIVTTR SOFTWARE RETAILERS.

PW'OPRESS
^/S O F T W A R E

I im>pj Hihim', Adlmgton Park.

M.u.Usih-MSKUHNP
Tel UMSHWW Fjv UfclS K7*tt£



Commodore Conundrum

The dilemma which I am on
the horns of is A500+, A600
or Al 200? Games playing
will be the machine's main
occupation initially,

although its future will lie in

word processing.

The A 1200 seems most
attractive, being newer and
more powerful, although
I've heard rumours of

software incompatibility. I

also have a deep seated
fear of purchasing a new
model computer. Will it

meet the same fate as my
last home computer, a
Toshiba MSX?

Richard OHey, Doncaster,

With Christmas coming up
fast. Commodore are
obviously very keen to

have their share of the

market. They have come up
with very attractive packs
based on the A600, and
have slashed their CDTV
prices by £100. They have
also come up with another
model the A1200.

I own a pretty basic

A500 and to be honest all

these changes have left me
a bit worried: has the A500
still got some life in it? The
last thing I want to see is it

flushed from the scene as 8*

bits are now. So:
1. AreA500and A600

games all compatible?
2. Will Al 200 games be

compatible with A500
games?

3. Will software houses
Ignore the A500 and
concentrate on the newer
machines?

4. Do you think CDs pose
a threat to disks?

Vincent Chuilon, Harwell.

We've had a few letters on the

above theme, as you can probably

guess. To answer the above points

hrst: Basically, the ASOCTs days

ore numbered. How long it lasts

depends very much on how well it

sells, and this Christmas will be a
vital deciding point. As for Amigas

going the way of 8-bits - well,

that's harder to tell, but you can be

sure that the fact that the A1200 is

32-bit is a pointer to the future.

Unfortunately, the 16-bit

market is in about the same shape

as the 8-bit market was when the

Atari ST was released, and we all

know what happened after that.

As for the other points: A500
and A600 games will not all be

compatible. About 30% ofA500
games will not work on the

A 1 200. And which will those be?

Nobody knows. You'll have to wait

until Commodore or the software

companies compile a list. And you
can be sure that games written for

the A 1200 will not work on the

A500 or A600.
Software companies will

probably be making plans about

the A 1 200 after Christmas, when
they've seen how it does. But you

can be sure that the A500,

squeezed between the A 1 200 and

the Super Nmtendos and the

MegaDrives, realty hasn't got a

long term future.

As for whether CDs pose a
threat to disks - well, if you mean
hard disks, within the next couple

ofyears • no, but after that, I'd put

a tenner on CD-ROMs.

Streetiighter frightener

I am writing to you on the

subject of Streetiighter II. I

was just wondering if

StreetHghter II will be the

Champion Edition where
you can play the bosses.
Please answer this letter as
it is driving me insane.

Dean Ealey, Liverpool.

The quick answer is Nol

Hardy Boy Blast

I read with interest the

letter by James Redburn in

last month's issue of Amiga
Action and I must admit
that I have not laughed out
loud as much in agesl

What does he mean that

I have recently been ousted
from other magazines? If he
referring to either The One
or Amiga Power, it may
interest him to know (if he
was man enough to look)

that I am still having my

letters published in both on
a regular basis. ^.^

So a child of five can
write my letters? Well then
James, if I send my ideas to

you will you write them out
for me? a^aT ^IKalW^

There's nothing more
childish than his 'I don't like

him so don't print his

letters' attitude and this is

going to get him nowhere
in life. (Steady onl I can't
see the Civil Service far

example waving a copy of
Amiga Action under his

nose in ten years time and
refusing him a jobl - Ed.)

If James (or for any
other readers for that

matter) do not wish to read
my letters, THEN DONT!
Perhaps I should state now
that I've had ALL my letters

published on my own merit
and NOT because I know

Violence
I am the mother of a lad who is badgering me constantly
to get him an Amiga for his Christmas present. There are
a couple of points which I would like to ask you:

The price of the Amiga seems a little high compared to
the Super NES. Do you think it would be a better move
buying a SNES then, as my budget is going to be a bit

limited this Christmas?
Secondly, many of these games seem to be rather

violent. I'm not happy about giving my son these sorts of
games, but I'm interested in your opinion on the matter.

S. McDonald, Cardiff.

Well, those are two tricky ones. Firstly, although you might think I'd be
biased towards the Amiga, the SNES prices do look attractive, and it is

a good games machine. However, there are some factors which can
bump up the total price that you may not be aware of.

Although the price of the Amiga may seem a little high, the price of

the software is comparatively cheap. This is not the case for me
consoles. If you buy a SNES with Strcctfighter 2, there's an even chance
that by New Year's Day, your son will be crying out for another game.
If so, you'll have to be prepare<l to shell out anything between £50 60
You can sec that if you're spending that soil of money on a regular

basis, the costs soon start to dwarf that of the Amiga,

On the violence point, while it is true that many games could be
considered violent there aie many tlwt arc not One of the best selling

games ever, Tctris. hasn't a hint of the stuff So. like renting a video

cassette, the choice is up to you Besides, much of the violence has a
cartoon like quality, which may be something else to consider

i

o

Streettishter II. Violent, vicious or a very clever marketing ploy?



somebody in the magazine
industry. If people like

James Redburn wrote lots

of interesting letters then
they might have most of

them printed tool

Instead, James merely
writes feeble insults about
my middle name (all of

them unjustified) and if he
really wants to know what
it is, then tough, he'll have
to work it out for himself.

I've chastised the kid

enough. He's entitled to his

own opinion as much as
anyone else, but I just hope
he grows up before sending
in his next letter, because
then it might be of some
interest - just like minel

Stvart N. Hardy, Sheffield.

Hmmmm... Looks like I con see a

fight coming. Ah well, boys will be

boys.

Why Oh Why?

I have just gone out to buy
Amiga Action because I

particularly wanted to see
your review of Arsenal -

The Computer Game, which
you said would be in the

December issue. It wasn't,

which meant £3.50 that I

spent to see a review of the

game was partly wasted.
I really wanted to see

the review because I am an
Arsenal fan, which make it

even more of a necessity for

my games collection.

I do buy Amiga Action

because I think ifs the best

computer magazine, but
when you say you are
going to feature particular

games, I feel it is

misleading you haven't
done so.

I would be grateful if

you could tell me why the

game wasn't reviewed and
when it will be.

companies don't send us the stuff

in time. In the case of Arsenal,

Thalamus have pushed back the

release date by a month to finish

development work, so hopefully

we'll get it for the next issue. But

remember, there's nothing to stop

you checking the mag at the

newsagents before you buy it!

On other occasions, we might

not print stuff because of the

deadlines we have to work to.

You'll remember we promised a

new Buyer's Guide, ranked like a

Super League. We're still working

on this, but have had to put it back

to the next issue because of the

inevitable rush we experience in

putting the magazine together

during the Christmas period.

But rest assured, we do try to

keep our promises to you!

Not Sensible

I am writing to complain
about the spelling of

Sensible Soccer on the

GTGA booklet you gave
away with the last issue.

Everyone knows ifs spelled

'Sensible' and not
'Senbible', so is this

another example of the
Amiga Action team's well-

known bias towards a
certain footy game, and ^^
against the outrageously
good 'Senbible'?

Alex Bond (no relation),

Taunton.

Ahem. Unfortunately, due to

technical problems with one of our

Macintoshes a day before we had

to send the book to the printers,

the odd error did slip through. But

I would have thought Sensi Soccer

fans everywhere would have been

proud to have the title of the

world's best-selling book and
inspiration to millions incorporated

into this religious experience ofa

footy game. Or something.

Benjamin BecJcwrm, London. Bible Bosftffig

We're sony it we sometimes

promise games reviews and then

don't print them, but this is

invariably because software

I am writing in to complain
about the use of the word
'Bible' in the title to

Sensible Soccer, which

occurred in the free book
given away last issue.

Everyone knows that

Christianity is a dying
religion, so surely it would
have been better to use the

word 'Torah' to reflect the

dynamic growth in Judaism
over the last decade?
Please ensure that you
accurately reflect the

religious mix of the World's
population in all future

spelling mistakes.

James Parker, Woking.

Sorry about that. We will ensure

all future mistakes are utterly

incomprehensible and bear no

resemblance to any religion,

living, dead or in a 1 000 year

cyclic period of rebirth.

Shitty Subs

After recently looking in the

December '92 issue at the

subscriptions pages, I have
a few questions:

1

)

On page 60, the mag
without coverdisks costs

£23 per year. The mag with
supposedly FREE disks costs

a further £6. This seems to

mean that the FREE disks

actually cost £6?
2) On page 88, you say

that you give a FREE £30
game when you subscribe

for £39. When you take a
look back to page 60, the

subscription without the

FREE £30 game is £10
cheaper. Does this really

mean that the FREE £30
game costs £10?

Paul R. Bethell, Cumbria.

One of our staff members was

nicked by our sister mag Bad
Influence! to help launch it, which

meant the odd mistake did slip in.

Unfortunately we used an older ad
and a newer ad by accident.

Send your letters to:

Nick Merritt, Talkback,
Amiga Action, Europa
House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield,
SK7 4NP.



DISCOUNT MAIL ORDER COMPUTER SUPPLIES
THIS IS ONLY A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR STOCK - SO IF

YOU CANT FIND WHAT YOU WANT BELOW - PHONE
AmiptWIMMfe
Amiga 60Q/1 MfrTOttbHD

szn
£439

SpaaeteKrt012P|eltaftpita. AHC15

Amra 600 PfcartMBOrtaiiOrbs £369

OnV/lnJ«rtiTOX*Wcrto«t-134l4«j* 1366

CDTV Multimedia /brbo«d/Fdd/Fnd Rib £469
Atmga120O/ZMB/14SfiC/AGAa-»pbJCsWB3 L37S

Anugal500/1MBWB IfThe WartaMotB Paint

3/HooeAccounis/DLToaVPuxmc 1429

Amiga 300Q/25IOG/52MB HDrtMB RAM £177$

Amna300(V2SMHZ/10SMBHLVlMBRAM £1575

Amiga 400Q/25MHZ/AGAGractuaWMB KD£1969
Ami3B4a»2SaCffi/AGAQa(*aa.l30l«H)
Amna400Q?&MKlAaACkafftap«0=bW £M79

Many otfw 300CV4000 nfyiiami Anflabla

VIDEO DIGITISERS * ENHANCEMENTS
OpaMfloaMB
OpaMtftnnm
Opuhnsicn Raaater -

CXjatflatoOanaai

iori&nlBDsaaBm £699

i__ fTONE
PW3NE

Opalvsm QuadnpnpmoxXDD
SmbPiiwHlUiartiiii
GVP tasactVtacn 24 BiOmn
HariBon VLABIWTtae YUVlamwi.

£19
£1639

£2S9

pas dotalkm rUTmdO £3M9
HartQWBiTVPan32BlCVafftaPBaBa* —£729

Hafequx ISOOFramatxdki £1149

KntaquD3000Framdxda! £1299

ACCELERATORS
SOLID STATE LEISURE (A5OO/A1SOO/A2O00).

A5OO0 68020/68881 16MHZ/1MBRAM..- X159
A5000 68020/6888116MH2^MBRAM £189

B5000 68030/68882 25MHZ/4MB RAM £368
B6OO0 68030/68882 25*00/8*0 RAM £499
B6O0068O3CV68882 33MKZ/4MBRAM £446

BS0006803(VC8882 33UH2>8MBRAM £689

GVPG-F(ice68C30EC«8B22a«fc'lMbRAM £639
CWGftro?6aa30EW888240»Oa»4MB RAM .1779
GVPG-Faw 68030*8882 50MHi/4Mi 1 1 099

GVPG-Farce 68040 33MH2V2MB RAM— £1149

GVPA53DGmto 6BO30B: 40MKZAMB52MBHD 1629

GVP ASSOOamboauto* but with 80MBH) X649

GVPA5X Combo aeatowbuiwRh 120MBHD £726

FUSION 660W38MHZ/4MB RAM £1149

A2620 14MHZOMB 68020{A15OO2O0CT) £189

HARD CARDS
GVP Impact Scries II HC8 • No hard drive

.

GVP Impact Series HC8 * /42MB HD

GVTIaeaaSermQHCS'/WMBHD

£119

£229

Om GV? Impact SenesDHCS- '120MB HD

£325

_£»
GVP Impact Serw D HC8-/2U MB HD £626

HARD DRIVES (A500)

GVP Series II HD8-42MB HD (A500) „_£269

GVP Series II HDB'BOMB HD (A500) £359

GVPSenesIIHD8*120M8HD(A500> £399

GVPSenesDHD8*213MBHD(A500} £625

QUANTUM 120MB HD (No cooDoOer)

,

£309

MAXTOR 213MB HD (No conuoiie) £479

KDAdSCSIFiame(150lV2000) £75

MlCROBOnCS H*ed Frame Card (1500/2000) £129

ROCTEC Romate exuroal HD case __ £89

A570CDRQMDn»e 1319

ZAPPO40MB HD/OMB RAM £279

ZAPPO60MB HD/OMB RAM £339

RAM EXPANSION BOARDS/SIMMS
GVP Series RAM8AJMB populated _ £96

GVP Sone$nRAM8/2MB populated £139

aMM321Bffl60mPAMjp3rade|A63OGFO30|_-£S6

SUU 324MB 60uRAM jpandelA53tKff-030|„£169

3MM321MB4Or»RAMw»*(Gftra040)-_£149

9aMM9Bt/1MB80n(HC8WHt«*/RAMB) £45

SBBI9BK/4UB80n(HD8*) £129

All prices include VAT and full warranty. Postage £8 (up to 6 items).

Credit/Debit Card Orders 081-546 4522. 9am - 8pm 7 days.

Cheque/Postal Orders to:

Millenium Micros. 30 Fernhill Gardens, Kingston, Surrey KT2 5DL

We also stock: Acros. Wordstar, Borland. Toshiba. Pacific Data Products.

Omnipage. Aldus. Microsoft. Lotus. Samna. Ashton-Tate. Corel Draw. Roland.

Citizen. Seikosha. Psion, Goldstar, Sharp. Star. Panasonic, Epson and many more'

YEWTREE LEISURE
MAIL ORDER SUPPLIES

F2VMCAPUBUCCX)MAM99^
f ISM DISKS

UP TO 720
OtlA-VU
UP TO 85

OF T-BAG 99p
Large range of P.d.m stock

new titles arriving daily

from all over the world.Tell

us your interest, games,
demos etc, and we will fill

your disk up

PERIPHERALS
1.5 Meg Upgrade £75.00
15.25 Drive £70.00
3.25 I Meg Drive £49.00
Amiga Mouse £30.001

Upgrade with Clock £32.00
Upgrade without Clock £24.00
Amioo Power Supply „ £24.00
Trackball Mouse £38.00
Drive Cleaners £2.00
Mouse Mats £2.00
Disks £0.40
.Labels lp each

|

Disks phone for buftc price

GAMES UNLIMITEDW GAMES MACHINES
Far too many titles to list hundreds of|

clearout titles between £l-£5
WINTER CLEAROUT

All at £5 each or 3 for £12
9 LI VIS HUDSON HAWK
•AOCANOS INTtBPMASI

CADAVI* MIDWINTER
CMALlINGi GOlf RADK> CONTROUM
OATS Of THUNDIR SMASH TV
DIE HARD 2 WINGS
H AMI'. Of FRiEDOM XINON V

GOLDIN AXE ZORK3

We stock MEGADRrVE, MASTER
SYSTEM & NINTENDO Machines.
We also have a large range of

games to date at very
competatrve prices.

Joysticks, Converters, Control

Pods, Carry Cases Etc.

PHONE OR WRITE
FOR LIST STATING
REQUIREMENTS

MANY MORE AVAILABLE
INCLUDING LATEST RELEASES

ANDREW
14 Y«wtr*« Road. AMl.borouqh

NORFOLK. NR17 3RD0953 452803 NO CALLERS

QUALITY PUBLIC DOMAIN 1

The ultimate mllcLiton of

PI) games. hMHighi to you on

10 great disks. Over 130

fMHrCS U> ClltHlSC IIIMil dl 1"C

bargain price

£27.95

Clip Art
This 7 disk sci of clipart

contains everything from
fonts to faiu> borders and

textures liimdfids ol pics

just wailing In he loaded int*»

your faviiufiie »hi i»r DTP
package.

7Dnkft.. „.. .£6.95

Emulator*
Now you can run ST. PC,
Spectrum. CM and QL
software on your Amiga ss uh

5 disk pack 1*4 •73

Dcja Vu Licenseware
The complete IJcja Vu range

is not* available from us.

This is professional v>fts*anr.

with a fee going rath
to the author p m i\i\
AIIDcja Vu is dbe3aW

Animations Utilities CatMogu*
A20 Amy H WaAar IW IVIMHH Dhk
A22 liaiitttun ihc Muvir UOI Mm Kippers

A26 Ai tlicMi>vici3l4i i i: s(*j
ill 1 LllaMafi

AM AOb> AUihrhcactif2t \m .r- RlOtl
ln ! l ^TTui» am (an

A4A SpJkc Ace U23 Noi\h( **UmW\ If

A*7 OaM W4i ( •niut U40 KamKi MM
AM Oiyinr Sinkrs Bad U9I HowUntaics IMI1 i-T*

lwi rviar.<r#»H MadtifcU
Domos U63 Hardl>an.K

*™^k* ^ ^»^ ^

OIO ^»flcUIV^4jrr% U67 Ml Wtvitimfi IUd> rmfaaiaai

DI7 U.ttv han Mm WW Samp4ctMaAn disk\ JVC «***

DI9 ttfiliqur InliMy 1 VI AriikWi upimeA
Ml Marti WMvcfci IMS PniwlWaiifc csrrv wrri

DM trxv|*-tjtum >\ Nitntf UI09 SMII

£1.00DM OyiuwtiK I>rm*n4 i:iio Homkwtowhch

DM
Virtual Wt*kK
S>surt» VukUtHm

UI22 SWttpl HMUlft

uim Mnd MAoa Wcirr l***tftf

EM0 llirmirnrtiii, Im^mj UI44 Ri-npcs forCcukfs

D99 Diyiul Inm^adHin UI45 Woflhr#khlLn CtrapOK Artist*

DM Akj<rj/(Ws\Aj <1\ UI4X PMMdW 1 1 rfHmcWa^
DM IU0»im3i:i U149 VtfeoMm+ct ajJUOSjfXfffJaYv

r*? Urx\i>+«t {***><:> UI5) UUk—HI-*. saVMxaM
D7I
ny

TV W«II 161 UI61 KNMsit, tatilate-v en* kit

TJtt\ hst rcfTrsrn)^ imls 4 smjJl iR?kcix«ti irf

Di«7 \uhiimunl VWoa dUtvavrihbta Wfeaiocfcov*

rn*w tulrs *nn*n/ r«Lh ^rck

i (OPOdttbtiMi
11 tl _r
If ihcfc is -

Disk Prices piiftKuU p*ojff4m >iki rcsjgir ft,
plcasr i)-* H

i-io u.nraxh hcsiuie m ci*a«aLl us II «A mi have H, well

II ?0 Li l^r*:h ffft ti fm Yl«j Jl fHU'UriO^ Wc brlvvr *h

lla iii*tjc«.fc fo ioj: Ihr l*f > Suscf thr Mgklsi qujlx> terser

Joysticks v>chM*t*iMtfe<*ocioimvKi.>.* x4.95r> fc I

b-|

Ml diUtt vc VIRUS HIH. ud aredaeaKtiod »«hin 24 houn

llcinc «k) 75p lololal tvilci (<>*anls |»'ajfi' and |v*imjr

riuw null- 1 hctjucvKh puyaMc B S VS II ( PI) utvl send lu

? Ridge Rum). LfcTOmoKI H. Hens, SGh IPN (0462)684372

We slock

FISH and

TBAG disks.

RECT SOFTWARE

RRE YOU PRYING TOO MUCH?
k ORDER DIRECT NOW!!! an

CIUILIIHTION 121.99
GRAND PHIH C2 1.99
HUMRNS 1 16.99
2001 1 1 4.99
101US TURBO 3 £ I 4.99
NIGEl MRNSELl GRAND PR I

H

£14.99
PUTTV £ I 4.99
(URE OF THE TEMPTRESS £14.99
DUNC 1 1 4.99
J.UJHITE S SNOOKER £14.99
1EGEND 0E KVRRNDIR £15.99
SMUnil £ I 4.99
RRCHIE MACLEANS P001 £14.99
CEASAR £ I 8.99
D00DL EBUG £ 1 1 .99
.IflGUAR HJ200 £9.99
CURSE Of ENCHRNTIR £14.99
PRI MIE R £ 1 4.99
lal l™UnLl •••••••*•••••• a *••••*••** L I ^*fr
DREAM TE HM £ I 4.99
•i""n )itttttt**i(t«tt*tttt*it»t»tt#»itttiitt(i I t»" *

RDDflMS fRMILY £ I 4.99
COOl UIORIO £14.99
UlUlf 2 £ 1 4.99
PGH G01E • COURSES £19.99
P0PUI OtlS 2 £ I 9.99
P0PU10US 2 • ORTR DISK £21.99
ROAD RRSH £ 1 6.99
JOHN MR0DEN F00T8RU £16.99
R0URI TIE GAMES £16.99
MICR0PROSE GOLF £21.99
SILENT SERUICE 2 £21.99
GUNSHIP .JOQO £21.99
FRNIRSIIC UIOR10S £ I 9.99
FUN SCHOOL 4 1UNDER 51 £15.99
FUN SCHOOL 4 15-71 £15.99
FUN SCHOOL 4 I0UER 7) £15.99
FOOTBALL CRR2V £9.99
LEMMINGS 2 , ...CI 7.99

\l\ V

PROJECT H £ 16.99
fll IEN BREED SPEC IRE EBITION £9.99
SRBBE TERM £15.99
MANCHESTER UID EUROPE £9.99
FIREF0RCE „. £14.99

~ iiiiiinMtiM(tt*tt(iiirttittuL I Oi77

NAME
I ADDRESS

I

P0STC00E.
TELEPHONE
ITEM
It M • •
ITEM
ITEM

•* ••••*•*••».

»•«••••

ff it«»tm '

HLI PRICES INC URT
TOTAL
CAEDIT CAAD NO:
" ' I I I M I I I I M M

I

I

I

I

I MRU EHPIRY NUMBER:

SIGNATURE
TEL: 0908 379550
0IRECT SOFTWARE LTD.
UNIT 3. CA0SS KEYS SHOP
PING MALL,
ST NE0TS,
CAMBRIDGESHIRE.
PE19 2RU M



PLUS £6 OFF, PLUS EARLY DELIVERY WHEN YOU SUBSCRIBE
TO AMIGA ACTION

Get the BEST SELLING Amiga
mag plus coverdisks

delivered FREE, direct to your
door, days before it's on sale

at your newsagent

SAVE a full £6 off the
normal cover price

|- worm £30
our choice between 3

of the latest releases

PINBALL FANTASIES

NIGEL MANSELL
i

UNI

l

'In the world of platform games, this ranks up
there among the very best! With excellent
graphics and smashing animation. Premiere la

mmdbiowingly easy to play and supremely
challenging' AA Review September 92

'The action is good enough to make you want to

get out your old tatty balaclava and put a
saucepan on your head Fast, smooth, playable'

AA Prev»ew November 92

Contains all the playabHity and realism of
original but has been improved even more. You'll

be playing it for years to come and that's a fact'

AA Review Hovember&Z

subscribe to AMIGA ACTION, simply pick up the phone and dial 051
Or just complete the form below and post it to us. Thanks.

357 1275

My choice of FREE game is:-

PREMIERE

a
NIGEL MANSELL

Please tick one appropriate Do*

PINBALL FANTAStS

o
Please send me my mags & coverdisks

Tick appropriate box New Sub Renewal

6 Months - £1 9.50 (No free game - UK only) i *

1 2 Months £39* (Free game + £6 saving) I 1

24 Months - £72 (Free game * £18 saving - UK only) » I

*UK price C39 • if in Europe add E8 D If outside Europe add £18 D
Please itch it you do not wsft 10 receive promotional material from other companies

I I

METHOD OF PAYMENT
Visa Accass Postal Order (UK Only) Cheque (UK Only) •

Credit card no. rmmmmmrm
Credit card expires:

Signature Date.....

Mad* payable to Europress Interactive

YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS

NAME

ADDRESS -*.•*•*•****•*«•***»..,•***.*.*. *•••••••••*« »****«****•» *..

ltftf4l**««MMfltf«**lllltll«ttftft4lf

.POSTCODE,

SEND YOUR COMPLETED DETAILS TO:-
d : 1 4 =4 :X«i--V

Ellesmere Port, South Wirral, C65 3EB



AMIGA INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA \ AMIGA
CDTVWHAT IS CDTV?

Simply put. CDTV maes CD sound and Amiga type software in one

easily controlled unit and aitows you to 'interact* with the results

through your tetevtscn On the outside the CDTV Standalone

Ptayer is a sleeK elegant Wac* 001 Insxje it contains the worVings

o* the UK's most popular home computer, the Commodoce Amiga,

but with two map oaTetanoas. Instead of a keyboard and mouse it

uses a video sty* remae oontrofter tor strip*? operation and.

instead ot a floppy drt flnve. there's a compact disc dnve

MUSIC & SOFTWARE
As well as bang atfe to ptey standard studio compact discs m high

quality stereo sound, the CDTV can also use software stored on

CD. This is similar to A/ruga softwre. with thousands ot Amiga

programs avaiable You also get much, much more - a CDTV Disc

is equal to over 600 fioopy desks in capacity

WHAT CAN rr DO?
With CDTV you can hston to your favourite pop group, look up

history, play the latest arcade games, have a Karaoke ntght or learn

French In one unt. CDTV can do things you would otherwise need

a video. CD player and computer to do! You can watch as Ned

Armstrong wafts on the moon, listen to htm speak and read the

fascinating detafe ol how Apollo got there'

INTERACTIVE MOVIES
A new kind ot movie, hi-li sound tracks and moving pictures just like

cinema films, but you determine the outcome and how the ptol turns

out! Will Batman realty save Gotham City7 Interactive mowes are

set to amve on a CDTV near you soon.

EDUCATION
W<h its huge storage capacity, colour graphics and easy control.

COTV e ideal tor education Levels from primary education to aoufl

foreign language courses are available.

ENTERTAINMENT
Packed with masses of colourful graphics, hi-fi sound and huge

levels, CDTV games aie set to dwarl their Amiga counterparts The

CDTV award winning version of Sim City for instance, has 10

Megabytes of extra graphics, studio recorded sound lor CD Audio

quabty, more detailed game play (new zoom mode) and 4 drrlerert

eras (Medieval, Western, Actual and Future).

REFERENCE
Imagine that you could refer to several encydopaeda s at once.

without having to constanOy swap between puttcattons fsp pages

or refer to lengthy indexes across mufcple books'' CDTV netererce

titles enable you to do this plus a lot more1

MORE FORMATS
CDTV can play CDTV software, CD audio discs. CD+G (audio (fees

with lyncs and pictures), CDtMIDI (special tracks along side the

audio tracks control MIDI irtstruments attached to the CDTV) With

the aid ol a floppy Ask dnve and keyooard. COTV can also run

most Armga software.

tkhkmMcnirm »c—

w

iw rnsa * &**»»— *»bbo
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A NEW AGE IN

HOME ENTERTAINMENT
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FREE FROM SILICA
SIM CITY CD

R you have mi played Sm C*y
on a normal Amga. you wM be
amwed when you m, baton to

and play Vw Amiga CO vaneon"

Now evan more aotftcUva, with

studio recorded aound and a
massive 10Mb ol graphic*, Sim

City COTV is a Ma vmutatton

game thai has to ba teen to ha
beaeved* &m Cfly cornea tree wti

every COTV or A570 horn S*ca

WORTH E29.99

\-/ tewsao

ADD-ON FOR AMIGA OWNERS
AMIGA A570 FOR THE A500

SSSN*
v^^V^

cow»es ** u » !h# A57Q n

nffjSSpi
a an eaaandal add-on tor your Amiga 500 CD-ROM at

replace daAs as Vw standaid format tor games and senou*

not too ttaunt Mure Moaf eoftware companies have
atom to ratoaae CO vefcna o* aw

si/* ol a CO 16OO

• Enables your Amiga to run CDTV software

• Plays normal audio CD discs

• Storage capacity equal to 600 floppy disks

• Internal RAM expansion option .<-«««am
• Internal hard drive option <c-~**<*»

• Compatible with CD + G and CD + MIDI
formats

• Transfer time 153Kb/second

• Compatible with CD-ROM industry

standard ISO9660

• Comes with Fred Fish CDPD collection

+ Sim City FREE from Silica

Note lift ol Chip RAMvFAT Agnus is required tor lull compalrtwltly

wrth «ll CDTV software S*ca otter an upgrade aorvtoa.

Please can and quota REA 1000
RRP

SAVE C50!

N£ABLV

) means tut uafeig

^game ptay •

and larger rat to •Jptony And tmrg tnrymt* w* au*o
CD* the sound quality from CO fpmat a unrivaled' S*m C*ty

tor ratanca has ovar 10M> ol data lor to graphics atone and
hat music rtcordad m a atudto* S*ca § new low pnee ol £209
meains thai there » no better ima to buy the A570 and, wrth

the award winning S*m City mduded FREE wrth weey A570
^om SAca. thems no better place lo buy rt from 1

computer users tvy mm »o \m
and art up The COTV
Atone peck tfenek r
you standan] home tmenammtnt
equbmenl and » ideal tw the

whole family

COWES WITH

EN
ptUS!
FROW siucft'

fiMC^v

Baaed on t» batf aaing Arnqa oompuHr

Cpaxnad tow remote hand haW coraraaar

Piays CD auto dates

Compafeble ««i CD.G A CO.HO lormau

Uporaoaat* to a luP computer

Over 100 COTV Waa avaaaM
Includes - Lammngi Tr» etMdWf

.
aeanj

avwggania NJchnaorv* A vad encvcupeOa

CDTVPiaye* C3W.99
Letnmmgs C34 99
SanCOy C29 99
Hmchmsons Encydopecfc* C49 99

Torav P*ck Va*o#: CS14.M
UssPaokSa-mp f 145 96

SMca Prte«: £369.00

£369
Be* CCQiOOQ

AMIGA vQ^re MULTIMEDIA
SYSTEM

• £jptofimi
•MfMCM
• Smticidn^
• M^OQaVI 4a^*ttiTO«aW«
e Bwd en fe Mli*qM9 coa«U»

en^COitfSDdaa

a CMpbtttt *C0*G 4 a>*uan>fc^a»

eGW tOO CDTV ttniitftt

• Conc«»er >CuicrAA9Pc«JM

eFMF^OVfDaa

coiaes wrrw

FBES^.- -_ FISH

si^1 ci^

zooi.
»HCtUWa^

WOflTH

HEW"-!

A corr0aia COTV
cerfxavd and dee. dnvt C Uy
compattae wan t* Amga WO and atte to

run at Anvga games and appacatem

softawe Wen v» penpnarak evajded.

you can untaash Vie ful power ol your

Commodore CDTV

COTV Player C399.99

CDTV KeytKWa C49.99

COTV Disk Drive £99.99

Fred Far. CDPD CI 9 99
S«mCrty £2999
ZoolP»Cli C12792

ToUl Rsck Vakm: C727J7

less Padt Savrtg £22887

SWWaPrtct: £499,00

g80JE4 • I •

OVER 100
SOFTWARE TITLES AND call for

PERIPHERALS AVAILABLE price ust

Rft CCD IJ50

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND
2i ton woo

[
SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU

rR£E -. On a» hardware Ofdmjh|J|aKl nflwUKmlnlnl
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPt/A/F Team ol technical experts al your service.

PRtCE MATCH We normilry match competitors on a "Same product - Same prtoa" basis.

ESTABUS • I YEARS Proven track record in prolessional computer sales.

taUK)N TURNOVER .mih 60 stiff; Solid, reliable and profitable

BUSttESS . EOUCATKm - GOVERNMENT Volume discounts avaiable 081-308 0888
SHOWROOMS Denoawaaun and mamnfl taoaftes al our London & S«dcup branches
THE FULL STOCK RANGE AM o* your reg^emeoa from one suppeer
FREE CATALOGUES W* De mated to you wrm oflers • software and peripheral details

PAYMENT y^ctMMcM&.ca&.cr**jewrTionr*fitm$
Beaore you deode arhan lo buy you new Ar«ga computer, wo suggest you tranfc very careMry about
WHERE you buy « Cone-Ser what a we be Mm a tew momhs after buying your Amtga. when you may
require addraonai penpheratt or software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And. we the

company you buy from contact you *«h detaas ot new products7 Al S*ca Systems, we ensure that you
will have noffwig lo worry about We have been eatabashed lor almost 14 years and, with our unnvaaad
experience and expertise, we can now daim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding

which is second lo none. But doni rust take our word tor rt Complete and return the coupon now lor oui

latest FREE litoraturo nnd begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

i"

52 Tottenham Court Road, London. W1P 06A W; 171-5M 4000
Pip IMm MajN Opemnq f a* No Q71-3TO 4777

MAIL ORDER: M The Mews. HalDertey Rd. Sidcup. Kent 0A14 4DX W: 081 3W 1111

LONDON SHOP:

LONDON SHOP: SeHridges *ist noori. Oxford Street, London. W1A 1AB Tel: 071-619 1234
Qpettwq Hem Mon-Fn t30aW»7^Xapm (Sa>1 dpa>t 6 30pm( tm Wghr Thtfwky * flpm Lik^*-

SIDCUP SHOP: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd. Sidcup. Keni."DAf4"4bx Tel: 081-302 8811
OparanQ Has* i*»>6ai tOOMwiJOpm Ule W»e Fna»y - 7p» fm Na anJP» OBt7

ESSEX SHOP: Keddies (M for) High Street. Southend-on-Sea. Essex, SSI iiA Tel: 0702 462426
Opeiwaj hbi Mnr»#e aXianvSKtr»iSM90OaP*6fXc"l Na ua» MgM Opving fa tt SVMDD

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

081-309 1111
SILICA

SYSTEMS

To: Silica SyMtMm AMACI 1292-99 1-4 The Mews. Hatherley Rd Sidcup Kent 0A14 40X

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON AMIGA CDTV

0X1

Mr/Mrs-MisvMs initials: _...

Company Name (il applicable):

'M*"*i Ot/*»l4J*l *v tret if #*•***« *

rA(JOTCSi»
. + t^» »*•,.*.*„.* 4 .„ ....... . h r »....* m

Tel (Home)

Which computer (s) rl

Tel (Wert).
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nother year has finished, another 104

moaning and groaning episodes of

i EastEnders has passed by and we all

have the odd one or two Sinbad movie repeats

to look forward to over Christmas.

Now then, now then, now then! What's all

this then? Well, we thought it was only fair that

you have your say about 1992. Ifs a big task

but somebody's got to do it. (You don't actually

have to but we'd like you to... if you don't

mind... please.)

And we're not asking you to tell us where

you were when Frank Bough was caught with

his leather suspenders down, because we
believe you really were helplessly swept along

in the heat of the moment.

All we ask is that you send your votes in to

us for the categories below by the 15th

January, 1993. We'll then collate all the info,

printing the results in the March issue of AA (on

the shelves in February). So here goes...

1. Most Wonderful Game Of 1992.

2. Most Gruesome Game of 1992.

3. Which game made you utter, "Gosh! What
fantastic graphics"?

4. Which game made you yell, "Wow! That's

what I call music to my ears"?

5. Best racing game. - g^—
6. Best adventure game.

7. Best arcade adventure game.

8. Best RPG.

9. Best sports game.

10. Best simulation.

1 1

.

Best shoot'em-up.

1 2. Best puzzle game.

13. Best bat 'n' ball game.

14. Funkiest computer character of the year.

15. Most overrated game of the year.

16. Most underrated game of the year.

17. Software publisher of the year.

18. Fascist neo-Nazi pig of the year.

1 9. Most luscious, lovely person on the planet

during 1992.

20. Most embarrassing thing you got up to

during 1992.

Asussin by Team 1f
Ah*** rated

pUtform game bmt if

rt im^hrr enough to

overcome Gremlin's

Everyone who sends in their votes will be

entered into a draw. One lucky person will win

a game of their choice * generous, eh? So start

scribbling and we look forward to hearing

from you!

Send your entries to Amiga Action 1992

Votes, Europa House, Adlington Park,

Macclesfield, SK10 4NP.

Left Monkey tstsmd t by US Goto
Ctultcftjins lor Advcturc Game of

Vear but up ijjiftsl VtrtjirTs

Legend of Krrandia jnd Lure of

the Temptress*

No Second Prtt€ br Thshoa

A surprise attack against Gremlin's racinj *

Has it upstaged Lotus III?
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e Boggi
meaningful questions!

e answers? What do yo it ink?
tere you are noi

the dark curtains of Winter drawing in

— und the bouse and shutting out the

es of the Summer? Take heart for

there is a place where the Winter's chil

never reaches. Here in the Great Wood,
Winter is banished and the sun's ra

continually shine through the leafy L

fill your eyes with sparkling sunbeams an

warm your heart.

Of course Christmas Day is an

exception for then it is allowed to snow,

but it's got to be crisp and white, and if*

s

all got to be gone by Boxing Day

uture

. . at do you want from a Computer

Show? Do you go looking for a bargain or

* do you make the journey to view what's

new in the world of hardware and

software entertainment? Lately the shows

^e simply become a huge shop where

D can pick up floppy disk labels and

pens that can write upside down in six

^m fathoms of water.

Last month I packed my plastic carrier

_ bag with mutton pies and made the long

trip by cart through the Great Wood and
• up to the city to visit the Future Show. I

was very pleased to find that this

particular show was a well balanced

mixture of bargains and exhibitions which

made the trip really worthwhile.

For the first time I managed to kkk my

ft

1 fucss vrfccrc mis tcrvcnshoi umi from?
quips

way to the front of a queue which allowed

you to have a quick blast in a Virtual

Reality machine. It wasn't as exciting as I

had hoped it would be, but it certainly has

possibilities. The screen is still too small to

give you the feeling of being there, but

once they solve that problem, things will

start to get really exciting.

Of course the majority of the show was
comprised of Sega and Nintendo stands

zapping and blasting their brains out.

When I'm in a good mood I can tolerate

arcade freaks for a little whHe, but I just

wish someone would explain to them that

the peak of a baseball cap is supposed to

be at the front of their heads!

I enjoyed riding in the 1 2-seater

simulators but I should warn you that

these should be avoided if you have drunk

a bottle of spiced elderberry wine
beforehand. It looked like an abattoir

when I got out!

I did see droves of humans struggling

through the crowds clutching Amiga 1200s

to their chests, so it looks as if the new
machine has caught the imagination of the

punters. If s faster, has more colours, and
is onfy a little more expensive than the



A600, so it is sure to sell well.

The one piece of technology which still

refuses to sell is the CD ROM drive. Interested

crowds were clustered around one which was

displaying an impressive demo, but that is just

the trouble with it. The only things which are
- -I • • 1 vl— — w

are no games or other pieces of useful software

which the public desperately want and which is

only available on the CD ROM. Who is going to

buy a CD ROM to play Lemmings when they

can play the game equally well on the

computer they already own?

BOGGIT'S
MAILBAC

taking the right moves
in EOB II.

I have just fought and finally beaten the dragon

in Eye of the Beholder II. / have watched the

light break over Darkmoon and witnessed the

final destruction of the temple by Khelben's

mages. It's a good end sequence!

However, there remains a couple of

questions to which I seek answers. In the final

tower where Dran resides, in a lower room

with all the moving walls, there is a force field

with a corridor turning left beyond, I never

worked out how to open this area.

Again in the final tower, just before going

up the flight of stairs to confront Dran, a dying

mage leaves a holy stone symbol. I did not

encounter a portal in an area of the game
accessible from this point. Perhaps having

killed the dragon I've lost the motivation to

apply my little grey cells sufficiently!

' Finally, having battled through EOBI and II, /

really feel quite attached to my party of heroes.

Is there any word yet of an EOB III?

P. Woods, Cleveland.

A picture is worth a

thousand words. From

your letter I don't really

know where you are

stuck. I know you are cm

Level One of the Crimsc

which force wall you

speak of.

There are two red

disks on the wall in this

area which causes force

walls to appear and

disappear, so I assume

you are talking about

those. If you spin both

disks so that their notches

then one wall of force disappears.

Spinning the disks to put both notches down
gets rid of another wall. Finally spinning the

disks so that both notches are up gets rid of the

last wall. Good, eh?

I have searched beneath my cot for the EOB
II map scrolls which I stuffed there, (I also found

my old lollipop, so thanks very much!) and
looked for a magic portal which needs the

stone cross, but I couldn't spot one either. One
piece of helpful advice I will give to heroes

arriving at the entrance to Level Two of the

Crimson Tower is to rest before you enter it.

Resting your party inside the level causes extra

mind flayers to be generated.

I know naught of an FOB /// game which is

probably just as well because I'm still

recovering from the last one!

Lure of the Temptress.

After writing to you before, I have great hopes

that you may be able to answer another one of

my questions (I'm not French by the way). I am
stuck in the caves of Lure of the Temptress.

Every time I try to get past the dragon guard

I get killed no matter how many defend or

attack moves I make. I would also like some

advice on what Role Playing Game I should

haven't got a clue.

S. Yardham. Southampton.

I recall that I too had trouble with that

miserable specimen of a monster. There is no

•I«W
_

m
of months naming seems

rve met with the approval of our grumpy

, but at last he has uncovered a

kling gem in his postbag.

ie Legend of Kyrandia
Virgin Software.

i't mind emeralds as they tend to blend

ifh the grass and the bushes. On the

er hand, rubies and gold nuggets lying

md on the ground are o real pain

tuse they spoil the look of the garden.

f also attract hordes of adventurers who
bble about in the flowerbeds and trample

£tunias. It's not all fun and elderberry

living here in the Great Wood you
ow. I'm unfortunately condemned to spend

up glittering stones and pieces

^^ i the rain washes out of the

it soil. What a life!

thought that my problems with precious

es was peculiar to the Great Wood until I

. a trip to Kyrandia this month and found

that they have just the same trouble,

jtiful forests bursting with blooms, plus

bushes glittering with diamonds. It mode
feel quite at home. The place is filled with

rds, dragons and magic and looks very

f. The animation and sound effects are

class, and the puzzles are not too difficult.

ing created this fabled land, the game
decided all that was needed to

plete the package was a young hero who
M set out on a quest. What a pity they

kked some streetwise, smart-alec from o

M Angles suburb to be their prince.

Infortunatery someone out there r

•ded that all new adventures must
| _^^^

lorous, but whereas Guybrush



easy answer to your question. You've either

got lightning reactions and split second timing

like me or you haven't.

Obviously you have the reactions of a

striking slug! I think I simply decided to

abandon all subnet/ and just go for the brute.

In the matter of suitable RPGs, I suggest you

ovoid the 'real-time' games which require fast

action,
( you being a slug and all) and instead

go for a game such as Crusaders of the Dank

Savant from U.S. Gold. I prophecise that this

ime will be a 'big' hit. At the time of writing

s scroll, the Amiga version has not actually

hit the shops, but I am absolutory sure it will be

available by Christmas.

If for some reason it isn't, you con pick up

Might and Magic II for a budget price - I've

seen it advertised for a fiver! Then again, the

twin pack of Dungeon Master and Chaos

Strikes Back should also be available from

Psygnosis and that's something everyone

should have a copy of. The Dungeon Master

series does require you to move your fingers

, , r on occasions, but ifs child's play computer explodes, operate Otto. Once you
compared with arcade action speeds. have finished fighting use the compact disk on

the laser reader.

** , i * * * 's comical ob

Monkey Island were amusing, this guy's

witncisms are infantile and out of character

f There are a number of tricky puzzles at the
IJ

| game, and the first of these is

tistoH it or your hard disk. Typically,

^^^ umentorion makes no mention of the

fact that you can install it on a hard disk so

you are left wondering if it is even possible If

you open' the floppy disk on your

workbench, (and I don't mean prise it open

with pliers)) you'll see an 'WutoM' icon which

you'll probably double-cUck'

This wil appear to begin installing the

game but soon it will halt and inform you that

you do not have enough room on your disk to

carry out the installation.

If you are a foolish mortal you will start

deleting files from your hard disk to make
^pome room and then retry the install

nmond. Sure enough you will get the same
or message. Eventually, when you have

emptied your hard disk, you wiU finally

realise that the stupid program is attempting

la install the game onto the floppy disk where

the original files are. ^jj

Don" i «Mit nme ihcddin) • tear tor the landscape

Kvrsndu but place a tear in ttw bark of tfec rotten willow

tree to curt n of the evil spell.

A Bottle of the Right
Steffi for Indy Jones.

Dear Boggit, phase help me with Indy Jones

ond the Lost Crusade. / have the Grail diary,

the book on Hying and the book from the

in Henry's room. 1
I have entered the library in Venice and

broken through the V slab in the floor with

the metal post, but here it seems my quest has

ended as I don't have a torch. Please help me
find one as I like the look of the game so far.

ps

V. Mills, Eastleigh.

Well I'm not surprised that you like the look of

the game as I thought it was one of the best

adventure games I had seen up until then. You

might also be interested to know that I think

the next Indy adventure [Fate of Atlantis) will

be the best adventure since then.

The good but confusing thing about this

game is that there is more than one solution to

many of the problems. The torch you want is

the one which is stuck to the wall with a lump

of mud. To get the torch you must first wet the

dry mud to loosen it. What is needed is the

empty wine bottle from the cafe beside the

library. There is a ladder which leads up
through a manhole cover to the cafe above.

You get the bottle by telling the man that it is a

lousy vintage. Take the bottle to the

underground lake and fill it with water.

The library contains more than one useful

book which you can 'borrow'. You'll find that a

copy of Hitler's Mein Kampf is also available.

I've never read the book myself because ifs

written in German, but from the title I assume
it's about Kamping' and Boy Scouts. I have

seen pictures of Hitler wearing 'long shorts'

and wearing silly hats. Perhaps if you read it, it

will help you to 'Be Prepared'.

Operation Stealth.

/ need your help with Operation Stealth. / can

get into the Control Room after putting the

electric razor in the wastepaper basket to

create a diversion, but what do I do then? I

have been stuck here for five weeks! If you can

help me I will be very grateful.

Robert Flemming, Surrey.

Well I should think you will be very grateful to

get out of there after being stuck for five

weeks. What have you been using for a toilet?

I would think all of your pockets would be full

by now! (I've just had a thought, did you wash
your hands before writing to me?)

Use the razor on the wastepaper basket and
then go to the exit on the right. Wait for the

message from the razor, 'Explode, one, two./

As soon as the message appears, use the

cigarette (red) on the computer. As soon as the

Connina the Sho
Monkey Isl

/ am writing about the directions you gave
previously to find the Swordmaster in Monkey
Island II. An easier way to find the

Swordmaster is to ask the shopkeeper and
when he leaves you just follow him.

Another hint concerning the shopkeeper is to

ask him about the credit note, then watch the

movement he makes with the safe handle. He
won't give you the note, so just ask him about

the Swordmaster again and when he leaves

push and pull the safe handle in the same way.

Please send me a prize. Remember, many
innocents died to send you this information.

Christopher Cook, Chislehurst.

Yeah, and many little devils got a gruesome

thick lip for being so cheeky!

Kwilc Kwip
you know that I hove

vented a shampoo for bus
nchmen?

It's simply called - *Wr^

Curse of the
Azure Bonds.

I've got some hints for Curse of the Azure

Bonds for you. Remove your bonds in this

order:- Tilverton (Fire Knives), Yulash

(Moander), Hap (Dracandross), Zhentil Keep
(Fzoul/Dexam the Beholder) and finally

Tyranthrxus at Myth Dranor.

In Yulash, use the Wand of Defoliation by
the cleric's body on Moader and his plant-

based creatures. Make sure there is a female in

your party as when you are in the caves near

Hap you can join a band called Swanmays (by

going left when you enter, then left and right

until you meet a woman with a curiously funny

hair-do). This will guarantee you get a reward
when you return. Go back to the caves when
you have killed Dtacandros.

Also remember to check all the pots in the

Salamander's room as one contains an
extremely useful sword called Dragon Slayer.

When in Myth Dranor look out for Rakshasa.

He is in disguise, but you can trust the one you
first meet on entering the second section.

If you wish to avoid combat with Thrikreen

(if you want to be soft, that is) tell them you
serve the Tyranthraxus.

Before you enter for the final confrontation
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with Tyranthraxus, cast a lot of good magic on

your party including Haste. Once into combat

spread your party out, send an invisible Ranger

around to attack Tyranthraxus and repeatedly

hit the margoyles and the priests with fireballs.

P.S. If anyone knows how to get down that

blasted tunnel in the dark Elven caves, TELL ME!

C. Roberts, Wre

I'm afraid I don't know what your problem

with the tunnel is. According to my scribbled

scrolls there were lots of monsters to defeat, but

there was no particular problems to solve.

From the point which says, "Great Danger

Ahead" you really should save the game and

rest up. Memorise all your spells and be

prepared to save your game every time you

ike some progress.

Stopping the
Bloodsuckers
in Elvira II.

'm no genius when it comes to solving

\enture games, but I admit that I am
dieted tothem and have been known to

have my moments of inspiration when it comes

to solving a particularly sneaky puzzle that

some nasty sadistic programmer has included

in his adventure.

However I am totally stuck in Elvira - Jaws of

Ceberus. Whenever I go into the attic at the top

of the stairs (where else would an attic be you

dodo! - Bogg.)

I get killed by the Dracula-type vampire. I

of al, I can promise you that (Ivira is aot Ire

c*d, she u a warm-blooded, 019-bosomcd Am
beauty who admires me ercattf.

• r
•

« 1 .

have tried to cast every available spell I can

muster, but to no avail.

As you have such wondrous knowledge

beyond all understanding (snigger), please tell

me how to rid myself of this vampire and I will

promise to read Amiga Action for ever and
ever. (Well... almost.)

Ken Green, Northwich.

I saw the box containing the game Jaws of

Cerberus, but I didn't take it because I thought

it was a packet of salt. I have also seen the

gruesome screenshots which come from it and

they were so full of blood and guts that I

decided that they might affect my cheerful

disposition if I played with it.

There is a musical answer to the vampire

problem. Use the tuning fork, and the high

pitched note that it gives out will shatter the

glass in the skylight and kill the blood- sucking

monster. Pretty obvious I thought.

Top Ten List.

Here is my Top Five Adventures.

1. Secret of Monkey Island.

2. Secret of Monkey Island II.

3. Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade.

4. Rise of the Dragon.

5. Zak McKracken and the Alien Mindbenders.

David Arnholm, Maglebraende.

Forcing your way into
Draklchen.

Could you help an elderly adventurer? I would

like some help with Draklchen, (pause while

Boggit falls about in hysterical laughter).

I have taken the bad news to Prince

Hordtkhen regarding his sister. Now he has

sent me to sort out Prince Haagkkan and the

human. I can find no trace of this Prince but

have found his sister. Now is this a typical

piece of French trickery or have I messed it up?

When I go to the Princess's palace, although

I have placated the grunting guards by telling

them what nice chaps they are, I just can't

break the force field to explore any further, so I

am stuck in the entrance hall.

I have just bought Captive for £6.99
it
don't

you think that's a ba,

Yours is the best £

magazine. Good lucmond lots o. .. _^
' mutton pies.

Prince as he's not important at this point. When
you arrive at the palace you must quickly nipV
inside and operate the symbol which you will

find on the right of the doorway as this shuts

off the force field.

I agree that you got a bargain with Captive

as it really is a great game. I did think that

things were getting a bit too tricky when the

dragons on rocket bikes arrived, but needless

to say I defeated them eventually. But then you

never doubted that I would, did you?

Kwik Kwip
nock, knock.
Who's there?

Cost moi uno French

Well Bogg Off!

When is the
Knightmare's
Well not Well?

/ bought Knightmare after having read about it

in your column and now I'm in the Quest for

the Sword. While everybody else is apparently

having having problems flicking switches

somewhere on Quest Four, I'm on the second

level. Having failed to solve the riddle of the

well I just moved on looking for monsters to

zap. I've found some keys, but after opening

doors andzappiqa&round the portals I have

used up rrrfl Titkey only to fmd that f need

another. What is the answer to the riddle.

I would also like to know if Bane of the

mn in

pussell, Margate.
I

i't I worn my gu

>u about these

masterpieces r

ts I should

'ou to stew

Coq au

Kit's French

:ock-up).

J>n't worry

) the lost
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the Mad Frenchmen which I believe are in the

game. And yes, all Frenchmen are madl

P.P.S. Don't eat the goose which delivers
_

_

1 M t

mail from over here.

Tomas Krag, Denmark.

someming n not well' then it is sick! The

well needs to be cured by using the magical

Heal Stone before it con lower you down to

the next area. I suspect that this will not solve

your problem because if you still need a key

upstairs then you are not going to find it by

even found the Heal Stone yet.

Did you find your way through the

transporter rooms and get the two keys that

K9
in there |N,N,VV,S,N,E,S,W)? Did you get

5 coin from the jester by throwing the Funny

Stick at him? There are also a couple of

sneaky door switches on this level in the shape

-of skulls which are difficult to spot.

I too have ployed some of the Bards Tale

nes and I must confess that they didn't gral

interest either.

They did have the interest of developing

our characters, but the view of the

urrounding world was small and crude, (a bit

like me I suppose!) The control over the

cteraiters was also very basic.

Bane is a nice compromise between the two

game types because it has much better

graphics and sound, and it has lots of really

interesting menus to help you develop and

control your characters. Believe me I am not a

fan of armour-class statistics or boring tables, *

so if I got hooked by it then most other
'

adventurers will too.

Another important point is that there an
many handicapped people who love RPGs but

h
% theycoh't handle the fast action required in

te situations. Gomes like Bone could

well be a perfect solution for them.

Having said all that, we have been

tnised thot the next game in the series wil

rven better - Crusaders of the Dark Savant

so why not try that one first?

More Monkey business
on Monkey Island M

a dm* bod

HHMe^L^t^e^llnCeEL_^^^
rfie good nev (hot the beoetmjl, blue-

jyed blonde' Atson who wrote to you in the

November issue con relax for I know the

answer to her problem. /Oram on laddie, it

was mo she wrote to - Bogg.!

Trie bod news is for the person who sent

me ongmoi solution as they obviously

k-d it from mot which was published in the

Whted ACE magazine.

Anyway here is me correct solution to the

problem of getting Kate arrested. Remember

the leaflet with the picture of Captain Kate on

it which the gives you when you first meet

her? Still got it? If not get another one m
her. Now go to Phatt Island and find the

wanted poster on the wall. 'Use' the leaflet on

the poster so that it now has a picture of her

instead of Guybrush. Leave the island again

and Kate will be arrested. I'm hoping for a big

reward*

Leo Pitt, Surrey.

It's not fair. When people write and say that

they are hoping for a big reward I get my fun

out of disappointing them. How you come

along with the correct answer and ask for

something. Okay, I will send you a prezzie,

but don't expect me to be happy about it.

Rise of the Dragon*

/ have managed to complete Rise of the

Dragon, but in the process f get the girl Karyn

kUkd, (which rather defeats the object), h it

possible to save the city and the girl? I have

cohmckfd the screwdriver and a bunch of

wires. I have oho shut off the security system

although the receptionist does reset it later,

I can tell you in response to Martin Fellas' s

letter (Issue 3B) that the Mayor g'rves you the

LAPD pass. You must give him the video tape

then refuse to help him when he asks you to

investigate further.

He will then persuade you by giving you

the pass, allowing you to get some heavy

weaponry from the police armoury.

James Kendall, Twickenham.

Your problem relates directly to the fact that

you are human. It is a well known fact that

humans don't spend enough time in the

bathroom (especially the French). I wash and

change my underwear every month whether I

need to or not.

In your bathroom you would have found the

Napent which can be used like a gun and

deals very effectively with difficult people. To

rescue Karyn you must first use the Napent on

the receptionist to get her out of the way.

Now you can use the screwdriver on the

bottom electrical panel in the Janitor's Closet.

Get the wires and go through the left hand

door to find the girl.

Place the wires over the girl and click.

Magnify the collar on the girl and then remove

the wires. There is a time-limit on this section,

so get the lead out of your butt and move it.

Wed I think I'll finish this scroll now as I'm not

feeling all that great. I fear that it is true what

is written in the old scrolls, Contact with

humans can seriously damage your brain'. I

will finish with this final piece of odvice:-

Should you ever find yourself walking

through the Great Wood and come upon a
giant Blackthorn Tree with the door in the

trunk opened invitingly, keep walking!

Boggit's Domain,

The Old Blackthorn Tree,

29 Blackthorn Drive,

Larkfield,

Aylesford,

Kent,

ME20 6NR.
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You may well have
wondered just who those
competition winners are.

Why they win, where they
live and how you can
break into their house to
nick their outrageously
fine prizes. Well, we at

Amiga Action are the
people with the answers
(to most of the above
anyway), so read on to
discover who won the
Sony Hi-Fi in the Beast III

compo a couple of
issues ago.

The runners-up, who all received a

copy of Beast III, were as follows:

\lan Bearwood %Stephan Boteman

Kris Milne %Roy Davies

Carl Faddish •Kevin Gentry

%Graham Chisnell 9Martin Smith

^Richard Cooke %Greg Selentis.

Congratulations to you all!

NEXT MONTH, WE'LL BE PUNTING
THE WINNER OF THE RADIO

SCANNER AND THE LIFETIME SUPPLY
OF CHUPA CHUPS. NOW HERE ARE
THE CANON CAMERA WINNERS:

The winners of the Canon Cameras, courtesy of Gremlin, ore

Francis D. Smith, Bolton; Nick Draper, Ampfield and Peler

Bloomer, Leeds. The 10 runners-up are Adam Barry,

Australia, Ion Maxwell, Scotland; Stephen Whealcroh, Essex,

P. Beal, Didcot; Charles Smith, Ayrshire; R.S. Cairns, Eastney.

Borry Dunne, Kent; Brian Bimie, llford; James Allen, Solihull

and G. Miles, Didcot. More on them next month!

TT
r es indeed! This man was responsible for depriving the

rest of the country of the chance of winning a fabulous

Sony Hi-Fi. His partner on the right, Andrew Bogue, is

currently negotiating with Mr T. Bear on the chances of

occasionally being able to play a few of his tapes on the thing.

J

Oh, alright, the real winner was in fact Andrew Bogue
himself. Andrew is a schoolteacher whose penance for various

crimes committed in a previous life is to teach a class of nine

rear olds at Buriish Middle School in Stourport on Severn. He's

>een in teaching for a far too long 17 years and is a
committed Boggit's fan. One has to ask how much punishment

a human can withstand!

His sidekick, Teddy, has been used in many a classroom

demonstration, although Andrew assures us he's never ritually

disembowelled him as a warning about late homework.
If you can remember, we asked people to complete the

following and particularly tricky tie-breaker: "I wish I was
Fergie's shadow because..."

Andrew said "it might be 'andy to re-cover her after she'd

been toed away" so we gave him the prize!

Anyway, congratulations to Andrew and we hope the Hi-Fi

lives up to your expectations!
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AMIGA PERIPHERALS
GREAT
VALLEY
PRODUCTS

QUALITY AMIGA PERIPHERALS

WITH A 2 YEAR WARRANTY
Shea Systems art ptoastt 10 pre*** me GVP range

of peripherals GVP are me wontfs largest trurf party

manufacturer erf pet'*'** Vy me Amiga range and

have a reputation tor high spec'ication. quality

products The comoarry was toumted onry tour years

ago oy a mar « now* about the Amiga.
Cc<nmodores e«-Vce P»as«dent of Technology He.

along with a team <y Amga eiperts mobdng other ex-

Convnodore staff, undarstand me add-on requirements

of Amiga owners Detier than anyone Not only do

GVP provide peripherals mga owners want

they also oWer peace of mmd. with a 2 year warranty

on the products they manufacture So. il you are

looking for the very best m peripherals for you' Amiga

computer, look no further men GVP

FREE BROCHURE
RETURN THE COUPON FOR YOUR COPY

GvPs HD8- nartf dnwe and AS30 hart anve wrth 40MHz aocelerelor represent

the highest qua»ty Amiga 500 penpnerets. at very affordable pnees Each
mcorporales a fast action hard dnve. RAM expansion capabtlly custom
VLSI chip and FaaaSTROM SCSI dnver. for unbeatable performance »

The MD8* hard dnve often* up fo 8Mb of standard Vsvs^s*
V

internal Fast RAM expansion and ire v v\\\^
A530 Combo up to 8Mb of 32-brt wide

'asi HAM expanse Both feature a
SCSI controller, which supports up to

6 additional devices and an
AutocooiGame cut-off switch. Both

are available m 80. 120 and 213Mb
hard dnve versions

In addition the A530 Combo zooms
the Amiga forward with an 030
accelerator running at a blistering

40MHz Th«s enables you' Amiga 500
to run at an incredible 12.1 MIPS, faster

than an Amiga 3000! No other product in

the world combines aN the features found m
the A530 Combo' A plug-in PC emulator option,

shown below * available for

the HD8- and A530 Combo

HARD DRIVE

W^
NOW IN STOCK!

HARD
Mb DRIVE

• 16MHz 80286 processor

• 287 Maths Co-Processor socket

• 51 2K of PC RAM plus the use Of Amiga RAM
• Supports Hercules. CGA, EGAjVGA

(monochrome) and T3100 video modes
• Runs MS-DOS (3.2 and upwards) plus

thousands of other PC programs

This powerful 286 emulator module simply plugs m»
the "mini-slot" of the GVP HD8* or A530 (without

invalidating the warranty) It has full access to the

Amiga's resources and aHows
you to run PC and Amiga P°>
grama at the same tme. gwg
you two computers in one

KeHURDDIWE
m m minimum*** • •

iATU VIST itCTU • !•
r

• •

ACCELERATOR
JOMHiMtMECCN •
0FTI0MIUW MATHS CO PW0CISSW •
nuns at 17 1 mn WOT '^uunri •
himww tumnn n> uv **mstwt mtq
3JW W0C 'AIT RAH F{» *UTtA CPWIATWH
**ji>D»»G:t<OTMTBcyvgTai

I

•

RAM BOARD
Lif TO |H| 0' * W » M F«T MM
Iff 0A **« tfiK SJMWS - 1KN Oft CTJOi^ •

Uf TO ftt Of MM WIM FAIT Ull
e

1 Ml WVLUI
1

|e|

OTHER FEATURES
HOOACCfURATOB CUT 0T SWITCH FM
lOr.CAMI COM^ATitiLiTT • •

K*KO*TflOUIfl'0*U*Tfjl
AOOiTtOHAl OttfrtFJ •

VI 11 CUSTOM CHIP • •
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PRESS COMMENT:
Si/ptrb build excellent aesthetes

ond bttftdna speed moke this th$

best ASOQ hard drive
4

.

WtGA$H0t>P£f)tHi>8<}

XftPdoirv this is the bstest hard

dnve in the wodd and none of our

tests could prove that wrong m
Untouchable THEchofce'

AMIGA SHOPPER {KOT*|

'Still the best hard c/riwl 92%

'GVP hove done it agoing 94%
AMIGA FORMAT 992 (A53QI

'- the build quality is excellent »
in terms of performance, their

geor is the best m their

equipment a worth every perm/,

HARD DRIVES & ACCELERATORS
PRICES FROM:

MODEL 40Mb 80Mb 120Mb 213Mb
HARD DRIVE

HD8* £349 £449 £529
ft* HAftOtt?

£699
R#f HAU

A530 COMBO
HARD 0H -

- £849 £929 £1099

FOR ALL AMIGAS

SOUND SAMPLER
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MMM|Crt^eF>MaS0 6GC 1KC «0
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2500 £49.95

NEW! ACCELERATORS
030 030 030 \ 040
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VIDEO GENLOCK
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HARD CARDS
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0Mb «^^.,« £129
120Mb ^ma«.«3
213Mb MHM £699

VIDEO ENHANCER

V4t0 AOKfcr «NUm 16 "Ay* Cobm on

«ahm Scu . ;j amo «ng ioImw ou
U*:r; P|M 2*0* ^rt pKHn A1U0OD30
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Mt musMma - £1499
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RAM BOARDS
^i * Ul
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ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
• Wf OVtftNlGHT OCUVC9V O" all fta'dwafe orders shipped m me UK ma.nland

• TECHNICAL SUPPORT helpline Team of tecftmcaJ expefis ai your service

• PRICE match we no'many maicft competiiors on a "Same product • Same once" bass
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS Prove" fac* record rf> pio*ets-on* computer sales

• £12 million TURNOVER (with 60 staff) Sofcd. ratable and profitable

• BUSINESS * EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT Volume discounts avattbie 061 -301 0M8.
• SHOWROOMS PamOfttUalJOf i and fratrung lacurftes at our London & &dcup tranches

• THE FULL STOCK RANGE All of your requirements from one suppbtr

• FREE CATALOGUES w>« C* mailed to you votn offes • software and petpne'ij dela«
• PAYMENT Ma/ex cede caros cas^ cheooe or monmiy temis

Before you deode when to buy your new Arn^a pfoducts. we suooest you Bw* very carefuty aboui
WHERE you buy m#m Confco*f what rt wtf oe Ute a few momh* aner you nave made your purchase
wh*n you may require addrtortw penchenVs and somvare or help and advice And wrii the companv
you buy from contact you wcth detail of new products "> At S"ca Systems we ensure thai you wA have
nothing to worry about We have been entabiithad for almost 14 years and. with our unrivalled

eipenenoa and eipen.se we can now dam to meet our customers' requirements with an understand*^
which is second to none But donl just take our word tor rt Complete and return the coupon now tor our
Lateet FREE ueraajre and beo" to eapenence the ~S*ca Systems Service'

MAIL ORDER:
.-3» lw» Op>- UqvSO gO&y^OOy-

10ND0N SHOP
Owl **X.-» Ua^SM S30v»4tten

14 4DX Tel: B81-3N 11lA
-c urn nycop-^ " ru no cei-CT m*

52
•:-

Court Road. London WtP OSA Tel. 071-580 4000
*« uh fwr* Op^no r*. No

LONDON SHOP: Se^'iooes :.+ocd Street. London W1A 1AB W: 171-629 12M

sidcup Shop 1-4 Tne Mews HaflBM Rd Srdcup. Kent DAu -. Tel 081-302 8811
O—^NOT yc^SW SOOr^ftr- JNNWFW. 7pm Fit No c*' xe

ESSEX SHOP: Kedd«s jthend-on-Sca. Essex. SSI ilA W: 0702 4*2426
0»—g Haw l*y> *- 9 X»- ! 5^- i** » Xw-f : No IjH MM Opewg >u No O^CC

To Silica S/siems AMIAC-0193-6 ^ Hatneriey Rd S»dcup Kent. 0A14 JDXn

MAIL OROER HOTLINE

081-309 1111
SILICAN

SYSTEMS Ŵ l

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE GVP RANGE

Mr V' Ms iranais

Company Name (rt app»cab*

*^V^*^ »••*• - *.*.••.

+-*----.»"* ^,».
.

-
. -

"'*" ,.,,,,,..,, "OSTCO(W

^ * •
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Whtch computertsi »f any, do you own? 66Q



come
once again
to the best
Buyer's
Guide! Check
out what
we think of
all the older
nd new
antes**.

arcade adventure

BEAST III

Psygnosis ARCADE ADVENTURE

£25*99
Absolutely superb final instalment

in the Beast series. But don't shout

'you utter Beast' too loudly at the

screen or the n

wonder what you'£9"%
SWORD OF HONOUR
Global ARCADE ADVENTURE

£25.99
There are two ways to become a

Ninja. One is to travel to Japan

and spend 14 years tied to a

wooden pole while everyone

breaks paving stones over your

head, the other is to buy this game.

Put your feet up JJci ©niojIjKe
excellent graphics mi atmospbe©

ROBOCOP 3
Ocean ARCADE ADVENTURE

£25.99
A vector graphic arcade adventure

where Chase HO meets Operation

Wolf in the only koboCop gome
truly worthy of accMD). JW /O
ELF
Ocean ARCADE ADVENTURE

£24.99
A pixie-lated hero in its true sense,

this turned out to be a surprising

stormer from Ocean. And ft' s nor a

movie licence, eithStl **V /O
THE NEVERENDING
STORY II

£25.99
Linel ARCADE ADVENTURE

Pass the sick buck)

feeling quite ill...

MERCENARY
ma Software ARCADE ADVENTURE

he saAe inWr©/D
ame.mbit boring©

THE RETURN OF

ADVENTURE

(eon Master clone,

all before and to a

standard You're

\y well away /

EYE OF THE
BEHOLDER II

US Gold ARCADE ADVENTURE

£32.99
It's the sequel to the amazing
Eye of the Beholder, it's bigger

and better than its predecessor.

It's an absolute essential so

Hippin' well run to your software

store and buy it now Definitely

numero uno.

HARE RAISING
HAVOC
Disney Software ARCADE ADVENTURE

£34.99
Roger Rabbit, what a guy, what a

game. Good cartoon style

puzzle/adventure. Plenty of custard

pies and fiery bPBTn#fcaes ^ith

this one.

>^Pnfl jopdJ^itf

STORM MASTER
Silmarils ARCADE ADVENTURE

£29.99
Very weird, very different strategy

game. Nonethelefl -.n 4xQIL£nt

release. Well wortn Ire wione)f ^9

ASHES OF EMPIRE
Mirage arcade adventure

£29.99
Civil wars have never been so

much fun! Basically a crossover of

arcade adventure and strategy

Wicked man. O /©

3t)%

Mindscape ARCADE ADVENTURE

£30.99
Dungeons and Dragons games
tend to be too complex for the

beginner, yet too easy for the

expert. Not the case with teger

Suave, fresh, cool We lite it.

BLACK
Electronic Arts arcade adventure

£25.99
Has Dungeon Master met its

match? You decide with this

classic dungeon game

D/GENERATION
Mindscape ARCADE ADVENTURE

£25.99
Intially the graphics may not

appeal, due to the fact that they're

isometric. We assure you that after

just a COuple of gomes you'll be

completely hookedJ^P m /O
INDIANA JONES
AND THE FATE OF
ATLANTIS
US Gold ARCADE ADVENTURE

£25.99
Indiana Jones cracks his whip and

the odd joke in this slick arcade

adventure game, based on the

famous film series. And you'd

better not be afraidEf snakesl/©

LORDS OF TIME
Hollyware ARCADE ADVENTURE

£25.99
Quit your job 'coz there's no way
you'll ever want f© go outside

again. An excellent adventure (sic).

GUY SPY
Readysoft ARCADE ADVENTURE

£29.99
Some ace graphjjj£d4H't rea'ly

save this overpriced spy scenario.

WEEN -
THE PROPHECY
Coktel Vision ADVENTURE

£25.99
Very weird, very different game.

Nonetheless, an

Well worth the m
e.

*<«iii1



MHBH

THE LEGEND OF
KYRANDIA
Virgin ADVENTURE

£25.99
A great adventure but on nine

disks? Aren't things ore porting a

bit out of hand... 2F Jm* /©
FLAMES OF
FREEDOM
MicroProse ADVENTURE

£34.99
Abso-bloody-lutely huge adventure

incorporating hundreds of

locations, thousands of characters

and a fair old seletfori o* weapons

and vehicles. In a *mAd of its own.

THE LOST TREASURES
OF INFOCOM
Activision ADVENTURE

IN/A
Fantastic collection of some of the

best text-based adventures around.

Worth buying for fhe Hilchhn

Guide alone. /O
BATH
Ubi Soft ADVENTURE

£34.99
If you're into difficult, lengthy

adventures, the BAT men at Ubi

Soft may have something for you.

Climb into your adventuring

trousers and checlWu* ufirOjl^"*
product. # W /O

MONKEY
ISLAND 2
US Gold ADVENTURE

£37.99
Shiver me timbers, pieces of eight,

and how much wood would a

wood chuck chuck if he could

chuck wood? Classy, amusing,

graphically excellent, sonically

brilliant. Probably the best

Adventure game in the world.

WILLY BEAMISH
Dynomix ADVENTURE

£34.99
Cartoon-style point 'n' click game,

excellent once you get into it but

beware, without a harorrve you're

wasting your time.%# %# /O
HEART OF CHINA
Dynomix ADVENTURE

£34.99
Join Jake Masters on a rescue

mission to save AecjflkdfK ate

Lomax on this odveHDre^&ne/O

CURSE OF ENCHANTIA
Core Design adventure

£34.99
The best adventure g ..me ajjfte

Amiga to date. So wme^9 /O
LEISURE SUIT
LARRY 5
Sierra ADVENTURE

£34.99
The man in the dodgy suit is bock,

and he's still afterJfe igjftffty
fun. Adults only. W9 /O
LURE OF THE
TEMPTRESS
Virgin ADVENTURE

£29.99
Ooh, gorgeous graphics, gorgeous

sound, and you will not believe this

it also has gre^lpc i^frVlf

you haven't got WtjPdo^ toujglO

shoot'em-up

HOOK
Ocean ADVENTURE

£25.99
The film was a flop, the game isn't

as good as the film. Nuff soid.

DUNE
Virgin ADVENTURE

£29.99
Interesting crossover of adventure

and strategy. Dune fans will love

this so if you don't know what

Dune is about, now'syaur chance.

FASCINATION
Digital Integration ADVENTURE

£29.99
Poor graphics, lousy puzzles and

needless porn sequences flush this

one down the toilelrf

AQUAVENTURA
Psygnosis SHOOT'EM-UP

£25.99
A sea of disappointment awaits in

this ocean-based shoot'em-up.

Play Aquaventura and get that

sinking feeling. Four years out of

date and just too sluggish, O^gp
crashes into a watery grove. /9

CYBERBLAST
Innerprise Software SHOOT'EM-UP

£25.99
Equip yourself with a variety of

anti-alien weaponry and go in

search of inhuman activity in tfiis

great slaughterhouse- favourite.

G-LOC
US Gold SHOOT'EM-UP

£25.99
The F14 flight simulator without the

simulator. A fighter plane shoot

'em up, nothing more, nothing less.

ALIEN STORM
US Gold SHOOT'EM-UP

£25.99
It doesn't and never really could

have lived up to the superlative

action and excitement of the

arcade original. One of those

games that was never going to

make a decent conversion. /O
FIREFORCE
ICE SHOOT'EM-UP

£25.99
If, in a few years time, your kids

ask you what you did in the war,

you can invent some pretty

convincing stories after playing this

a few times. Definitely a game for

those who'd like to cut a few

throats but are always slicing their

fingers when buttering bread./©

5%
EPIC
Ocean SHOOT'EM-UP

£29.99
It certainly is. Buy I

WRECKERS
Audiogenic SHOOT'EM-UP

£24.99
An intriguing storyline enhanced

by atmospheric graphics is ruined

by over-simplistic gomeploy

WOLFCHILD
Core Design SHOOT'EM-UP

£24.99
US Gold's disappointing Strider

series might have been the

inspiration, but that doesn't stop

this being a Fojffc>j^^ IQffc
Technically peerles*P»cWrwm-Wf©

ROBOZONE
Image Works SHOOT'EM-UP

£19.99 00/
A blithering idiot or a (jUM. /O

SUPER SPACE
INVADERS
Domark SHOOT'EMUP

£24.99
The classic game still retains its

buzz. We like it for reasons other

than the original cieotmg ir>

industry and giving i r jobjfO
AMNIOS
Psygnosis SHOOT'EM-UP

£24.99
Multi-directional shoot'am-up with

spectacular effects to offer y<tauX'

VIDEOKID
Gremlin SHOOT'EM-UP

£25.99
Cuddly kid action with this

platformy shooty numtser A fcjVbf

an in-between game really.

FANTASTIC VOYAGE
Centaur Software SHOOT'EM-UP

£25.99
Novel approach to the shoot'em-

up genre, flying around the inside

of a body in a mini-sub de.srra.r-

anti-bodies. Body good Ojor <_.

RUBICON
2 / sf Century Enterfainment

SHOOT'EMUP

£25.99
Superb graphics*tfecen? sofe/d.

sadly lacking in gaMepfoy.

SPACE GUN
Ocean SHOOT'EMUP

£25.99 OAO/
Aliens meets Operation M^lfVW

mi



ames have been reqraded on

BONANZA
BROTHERS
US Gold SHOOT'EM-UP

£25.99
Jolly arcade conversion that

makes up for graphical

inconsistencies with o lively set of

action sequences.

sports simulation

steve McQueen -

westphaser
Loriciel SHOOT'EM-UP

£25.99
Basically what you've got here is

an enjoyable cowboys ond injuns

Operation Wolf rip-off.W /O

ALCATRAZ
Infogrames SHOOT'Em-UP

£25.99
Alcatraz has been converted into a

hiding place for a top drug baron.

Armed police must penatrate the

prison and bring him to justice.

HOSTILE BREED
Palace SHOOT'EM-UP

£25.99
Attempts to be original can be very

successful, or disastrous This

manages to fall in between the two

THE OATH
Soundware SHOO'i 1M-UP

£25.99
Why is it called The Oath? Is it

because you'll spend most of your

time cussing at the miserable spaed

and the predictable gameploy?

PROJECT-

X

Team / 7 SHOOT'EM-UP

£25.99
Truly explosive blast with superior

graphics, sound and gameplay. It's

so hard, you'll probably never

finish it. But then, we're so herd,

did! 5r jL /O

PREMIER MANAGER
Gremlin SPORTS SIMULATION

£25.99
This slide tackles other

management sims off the pitch and

avoids the red card by a wide
margin. Excellent. \m

CALIFORNIA
GAMES II

US Gold SPORTS SIMULATION

£25.99
I wish we could all be Californian.

Erm, we'd rather bury ourselves in

an ant hill. Certainly this game
doesn't moke us wont to walk

around in ridiculous clothes and

start riots in Los Angeles.

CARL LEWIS
CHALLENGE
Psygnosis SPORTS SIMULATION

£25.99
Athletics Ace Carl lends his name
to this neat track and field game.

Not the best in its class, but then

old Carl himself couldn't get in the

US 1 00 metres tean«# '

THE AQUATIC GAMES
Millenium SHOOT'EM-UP

£25.99
Indeed, this game is a tad fishy.

Not really up to the standard we've

come to expect from James Pond, it

seems like a bit of a space filler

(Shouldn't that be piece tiiiet'? -

Hilarious Ed.) MJk/€

WILD WHEELS
Ocean SPORTS SIMULATION

£24.99
Wild wheeze more like. Mix car

driving and soccer in the same

game, and see the result putrify

before your very eyes. Most
gruesome and orw» that Ocean
should forget. I jW /O

ESPANIA '92
Ocean SPORTS SIMULATION

£29.99
If you couldn't afford £2000 to visit

the Olympics, Ocean have done

the next best thing. They've put it in

a box and charged £30 for it. A
good idea and a good game.

ROBIN SMITH'S
INTERNATIONAL
CRICKET
Challenge SPORTS SIMULATION

£25.99 -|yO/
Only so-so, even if you lifcc crictet

MICROPROSE GOLF
MicroProse SPORTS SIMULATION

£34.99
No detail overlooked in this almost

as good as PGA' game. Good fun.

ARCHER
MACLEAN'S POOL
Virgin SPORTS SIMULATION

£25.99
Ever been down the pub and
groaned when someone fluffed a

double into the middle pocket?

Now you can do if ot home and

avoid buying the nan* round

GRAHAM TAYLOR'S
SOCCER CHALLENGE
Krisalis SPORTS SIMULATION

£25.99
The Challenge is to guess how GT
got the England Manager's job.

TENNIS CUtF 5°/€
Loriciel SPORTS SIMULATION

£25.99
Pretty so-so tennis sim. At least it

gave us the chance to fake the P

out of Steffi Graf again

*

WAYNE GRETZKY
ICE HOCKEY
Bethesda SPORTS SIMULATION

£25.99
Basically Ice Hockey with a violent

streak. Good unclean fun.

THE MANAGER
US Gold SPORTS SIMULATION

£25.99 A-fO/
A football manager-type game.

SUPER SOCCER
Starbyte SPORTS SIMULATION

£25.99
You must be kidding. What a joke.

At £26, we're not laughing.

PGA TOUR GOLF
Electronic Arts SPORTS SIMULATION

£25.99
Golf is so boring... Zzzz. Uh, oh

yes, one of the best golf sims

available, but if you don't like golf,

forget it. ^# % 9 /O
JOHN BARNES
EUROPEAN
FOOTBALL
Krisalis SPORTS SIMULATION

£25.99
Run of the mill football game
Although cheaper than buying Sky

next year... W M /O
SUPER SKI 2
Microids SPORTS SIMULATION

£24.99
Several average wintry type

sporting events in this middle of the

road game. %0 ^m /O

REBEL RACER
Starbyte SPORTS SIMULATION

£25.99
Tron light cycles ripoff on an

original 3D tip. (What does that

mean? Ed.) We like it - not a lot of

other people will. %9

CHAMPIONSHIP
MANAGER
Domark SPORTS SIMULATION

£29.99
Another football managerial game
hits the street, with enough power

to kick it well past the halfway line

and stay there. Very in-depth and

rewarding if you have the time and

the inclination. ^^ ^^ f
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how they stand up to the newer ones

JOHN MADDEN'S
ARMERICAN
FOOTBALL
Electronic Arts SPORTS SIMULATION

£39.99
American football games have

been pretty dire but EA have

changed all thai 1 Buy it - it's

absolutely faultless.

STRIKER
Rage SPORTS SIMULATION

£25.99
A football game where you can

actually play football! The main

play screen incorporates a different

view to most and does away with

the birdseye view for an elevated

angle look. A reasonable enough

kickabout. # W /O
SENSIBLE SOCCER
Renegade SPORTS SIMULATION

£25.99
Fast-paced soccer game. If you

hate the Kick Off series but enjoy

football, this game is for you

LINKS
Access SPORTS SIMULATION

£29.99
Golf, with a 3D behind person

perspective, loadsa courses and

loadsa clubs. What more could

your binary golM^tfflt2Q^w
about a large sum of money!)/"

EUROPEAN
FOOTBALL CHAMP
Domark SPORTS SIMULATION

£25.99
You may have seen this in the

arcades... It's memorable because

this is the game where not only can

you tackle the players, but kicking

and punching them is far more
effective (heh heh).%l

s far moi

# A
FACE OFFICE
HOCKEY
Krisalis SPORTS SIMULATION

£25.99
Oiling your body for combat

should be more fun than this. I

think. Somehow, this manages to

make Ice Hockey look more like

Curling. Dismal. *# %T /©
INTERNATIONAL
SPORTS
CHALLENGE
Empire SPORTS SIMULATION

£29.99
Ace sports game for ace sports

gamers. Lots of unusual footer** to

keep you busy ^# ^# /O
MEGA SPORTS
US Cold SPORTS SIMULATION

£25.99
Lots to do here in this big sports

collection. You woj»1 over need to

venture outside agO I /K

TV SPORTS
BASEBALL
Mindseape SPORTS SIMULATION

£29.99
Okay ball slugger88%
WINTER SUPER
SPORTS
Flair SPORTS SIMULATION

£25.99
Flair-y nice. This is a learn to watch

out for. Good l -*ot*d padkatje

with a great skido^ace!^ /O
* T

EUROPEAN
CHAMPIONS
Idea SPORTS simulation

£25.99
The only dribbling you're likely to

do in this is because your mouth is

open in amazement at such a lousy

footy game. ^# /©

LIVERPOOL
Grandslam SPORTS SIMULATION

£25.99
Good football snr, with all the

usual features.

flight simulation

RED BARON
Dynamix FLIGHT SIMULATION

£34.99
Fancy a fight? Crash and burn with

this WW1 fighter sim. The gome
certainly did.

A320 AIRBUS
Thalion FLIGHT SIMULATION

£35.99
Never in my days have we played

a passenger plane simulator as

good as this. Forget bombing
missions, this is more technical.

SHUTTLE
Virgin FLIGHT SIMULATION

£44.99
3D Graphics launch this simulator.

The technical aspects of the

program keep it up there.

A10 TANK
KILLER VI.

5

Dynamix FLIGHT SIMULATION

£34.99
Flying an F1 4 at high altitude is not

much fun because you never see

the ground. AlOs on the other

hand have to fly dangerously low

bombing runs. Original but surfers

from jerky play and poor update*.

AIR SUPPORT
Psygnosis FUGHT SIMULATION

£25.99
Who'd have thought o wire frame-

flight sim could be so good?

NIGEL MANSELL'S
WORLD CHAM-
PIONSHIP
Gremlin RACING

£29.99
The man Nigel lifted the trophy but

this game fails to pip Lotus on the

top place on the podium. Still

vroomingly good. m /©
ROAD RASH
Electronic Arts RACING

£25.99
A highly strange name for a game.

Adrenaline junkiey

road racing fun.

—*-— •* — *j—•—
s ore ,n for s<™

RED ZONE
Psygnosis RACING

£25.99
The Red Zone - that area where

you fall off your motorbike and the

other riders fail to see you.

FORMULA 1

GRAND PRIX
MicroProse RACING

£34.99
You'll never experience Fl thrills to

the same degree again, unless of

course you really drive the things.

4D SPORTS
DRIVING
Mindseape RACING

£25.99
Ever fancied wrecking a car on a

dirt track? if you hove don't buy
this. Slow, jerky and very crapl

INDY HEAT
Storm RACING

£25.99
A speedy birdseye-view racing

game complete with rnulti -player

options, and fancy cars^J /O
RACE DRIVIN'
Domark RACING

£24.99
This game was unofficially

sponsored by Lada (Joke). Scrap it.

BIG RUN
The Safes Curve RACING

£25.99
It should hove beon re-titled Big

Rip-off. Do not buyJ "• /O
JAGUAR
Core Design RACING

£25.99
Vrooom... where did it go? Climb

into this classic speedy racing

game, and put your foot down

VROOM
lankhor RACING

£25.99
Formula 1 racing without the

technical side. Fast routines and
nice gameplay make this an
excellent buy. The best thing is

Alain Prost doesn't appear.

ing

NO SECOND PRIZE
Thalion RACING

£25.99
Thalion take all the awards in this

excellent motorbike sim. Feel that

throbbing between your legs as

you mount this prize number

fl
^iii""U||
<* ...



LOTUS III

THE ULTIMATE
CHALLENGE

Jin RAGNG

121.99
he latest in the Lotus series

probably isn't worth the dosh if

you've already forked out for the

other two. but otherwise it's an

excellent alternative to ho* wiring

your neighbour's car

CRAZY CARS 3
Titus RACING

£25.99
An improvement on the previous

Crazy Cars duo. Compares
favourably with Jaguar and Lotos.

beat'em-up

FIRST SAMURAI
Ubi Soft BEAT'EM-UP

£25.99
Classy platform beat'em-up with

some gorgeous graphics. Difficult

to beat. Impossible to put down.

KNIGHTMARE
Mindscape BEAT'EM-UP

£30.99
Not much to do with the TV
program of the same name but this

game will put down most others of

the Dungeon Master genre.

DOUBLE DRAGON 3
Storm BEAT'EM-UP

£25.99
The saddest episode of the twins

fight for justice to dote. It's a p*ty

really. Stuff it - Wedon'rcflfre,/0

FINAL BLOW
Storm BEAT'EM-UP

£25.99
The only way you're likely to get

brain damage with this game is by

_ no

beating your head against the wa
in frustration. Boxing has never

been so boring. P0t^M
be sorry.

MYTH
System 3 BEat-emup

£25.99
Freaky number with all the

ingredients of an excellent game.

Mix 'em all togetift. 01 AlKe
oven for 30 mins

SIM EARTH
Ocean STRATEGY

£39.99
The manual for this took at least

half a rainforest to make, so bear

that in mind when you have to

juggle the world's natutal resources

in this follow-up to Sini Ant /V

FORT APACHE
Impressions STRATEGY

£29.99
Get off your horse and drink ya

milk, plenty of tha^r this mediocre

strategy war game%^ ^9 /O
FIGHTER
COMMAND
Impressions STRATEGY

£29.99
Fancy a day bombing civilians in

the Middle East? You con raid

Tripoli, Col. Gadaffi's tent and all

the other strategic targets, and go

on interception mission - the rot.

Underrated Stratecf# ^W /O

TRADERS
Linel STRATEGY

£25.99
Being an interplantery trader can

be a barrel of laughs. Not this time

though. We thiol

home and play wilitfl ©ur J^cart.O

MEDIEVAL
WARRIORS
Merit Software STRATEGY

£24.99
Medival bow and swordsmen fight

for land, castles and the like in this

unimpressive garnet

if we were trapped f

. Ws'd light *oo

tt» this fcjrkey.

CRIME CITY
IF STRATEGY

£29.99
Nefarious dealings and shady

underworld going ons in this

strategy game. Plenty of James
Bond thrills as well as a good
healthy portion of death and
destruction Fancy yourself as a

Mafia man? Well this may well be

your cup of cappudno (Safer too

I think! -Ed) WW /O

CAESAR
Impressions STRATEGY

£29.99
Not startlingly original but an

excellent city sim set way back in

the days of the Roman Empi

Seize (ar) it quick (groan). %
CHESS CHAMPION
2175
Oxford Softworks STRATEGY

£19.99
Nice version of chess, planj^>f

options. m %
UTOPIA
Gremlin STRATEGY

£29.99
Detailed and hugely engrossing

space-operatic strategy affair

which brings together the best of

Sim City and Populous. A bit

tough for some, but worthy of

more cerebral gamers. Definitely

for those who like strategy with

shooty frilly bits. "V/O

VENGENCE OF
EXCALIBUR
Virgin STRATEGY

£29.99
Another strategy game that

incorporates hitting people with

swords, plenty of blood to be

spilled, and quesl^fclAJSe

undertaken. r2*/e
DREADNOUGHTS
Turcan Research STRATEGY

£29.99
3D naval warfare game based on

battles from the beginning of the

century. No rador or guided
missiles here! %W /O
SAMURAI - THE
WAY OF THE
WARRIOR
Impressions STRATEGY

£24.99
Wooden armor and razor-sharp

katanas meet horsemen with be*

in this bland wargame "B1

ws

FLOOR 13
Virgin STRATEGY

£24.99
The British have their own secret

service specialising in assassin-

ation and interrogation. This

strategy game puts you in the

shoes of the top man in charge of

keeping stories that could be
possibly damaging to number 10

Scary, sinister, frightningfi /©
PERFECT GENERAL
Ubi Soft STRATEGY

£30.99
Mobile armour battles are the

order of the day. Tanks and
infantry fight side by side to defeat

the attackers. TF ^f /0
SIMANT
Ocean STRATEGY

£34.99
When you see an ant colony, do
you want to run if or fjour boiling

water over it? It's up to youa. /O
CONFLICT KOREA
SSI STRATEGY

£29.99
Yet another production line

strategy game. Crude graphics,

usual strat feature*. Certainly not

anything worth fighting over. /O
DISCOVERY IN THE
STEPS OF
COLUMBUS
Impressions STRATEGY

£24.99
Oh, life on the ocean waves
Should've been belter /O



VIKINGS
Krisolis STRATEGY

£24.99
Strap on that horned helmet and

go conquer the world! An okay

strat game - at least you don't

have to wear the noVulous clofne*

WARRIORS OF
RELEYNE
Impressions STRATEGY

£25.99
Standard Impressions strategy

number. Lots of little guys kilt each

other on a graphically dull screen.

RAGNAROK
Mirage STRATEGY

£25.99
Do the Loki Koki in this chess-type

game based on the Viking legends.

Meatheads can enjoy the go

while pretending to be intellectual.

AIR BUCKS
Impressions STRATEGY

£25.99
Control an airline in this second

class entertainment Pretty good foi

an Impressions game, ^m /'

IC LEGENDS
Ubi Soft STRATEGY

£30.99
Overwhelmingly addictive RPG
that's bursting with great

characters and superb problems.

SABRE TEAM
Knsalis STRATEGY

£25.99
Throw away those sad copies of

'Macho Moron magazine and get

down to the next best thing. Be a

SAS man and brito messages of

peace and harmony the world.

MAGIC WORLDS
Daze Marketing STRATEGY

£25.99
RPG warriors/ heroes/ villains/

sadcases, this is a collection lor

you! Included are Storm Master,

Crystals of Arborea and the dcdgy

Dragon's Breath. ^J %0 /O

CIVILISATION
Aii'croProse STRATEGY

£34.99
Quite a superb addition to the

god business, from the gome gods

themselves Jt f

arcade strategy

CYTRON
Psygnosis ARCADE STRATEGY

£25.99
The sort of gome you'll soon be

running errands for your mum to

avoid playing Beiy-|oyei %Jfen

you've nothing elsefc dk# /O

GALACTIC EMPIRE
Tomahawk ARCADE STRATEGY

£25.99
A futuristic adventure featuring

some appalling vector graphics

and equally poor sound effects.

There were high hopes for this one

but they soon disappeared Wtifch

is what we did when wo serw if.

STRIKE FLEET
Electronic Arts ARCADE STRATEGY

£25.99
Modern warfare sini 'hat fail* to

stay afloat. W"# /©
RULES OF
ENGAGEMENT
Mindcraft ARCADE STRATEGY

£25.99
Great presentation, but the time

delays on the Amiga make you

want to bite bits out of a sofa. Far

too slow and strdSiM *or sofa

overs really. /O

LETHAL WEAPON
Ocean platform

£25.99
The male bonding duo, Riggs and

Murtaug do their best to waste

another few square kilometres of

bustling metropolis in tfiis film tie

in. OK but sadly locking in variety.

ASSASSIN
Team /7plaTFORM

£25.99
Assassin exterminates all the

competition in this beat'em-up

platformer Kick seme ass in this

fantastic game!

some ass in th

MCDONALD'S LAND
Virgin PLATFORM

£25.99
A worrying new trend is stalking

the world of computers. You
thought product placement was
bad enough in films - it hits the big

time in this stomacrMh
release. Avoid like burger gh<

SILLY PUTTY
System 3 piatform

£25.99
We all remember Silly Putty. You

know, the squidgy stuff you could

bounce, break and attempt to feed

to the neighbour's dog. Well, it's

back in this graphically excellent

although slightly sBffisn ejame\C

DOODLE BUG
Core Design platform

£25.99
Core slip up with JtBTr^fese. Sub

Sonic in every sensm ^9 /O
CAPTAIN DYNAMO
CodeMasters PLATFORM

£7.99
Well worth breaking iois £10 ror

We think it's dynamic (Groan.)

BABY JO
Loriciel PIATFORM

£25.99
At first it all seems terribly childish,

but this emerges as one of those

games that you can't put down.

HAGAR
Kingsoft PLATFORM

£25.99
Basically a platform game, with

nothing big or clever about it.No
chants of 'Skol! Skoli Skoll' either.

CAPTAIN PLANET
Mindscape PLATFORM

£25.99
Hmmm. An environmental game.

Be Green - don't pollute your

Amiga with this rubbish. 9 XO

HARLEQUIN
Gremlin platform

£25.99
Freaky diamond catsuits in this

wickedly tricky platform game. S

TOP BANANA
Hex PIATFORM

£25.99
With a title like that, how con it

possibly fail? Quite drastically, as

it turned out.

FIRE & ICE
Renegade PLATFORM

£25.99
Sigh, not another platform game...

Erm, this one is different.

Graphically excellent with great

sound. An absolute gem. /%

FUZZBALL
System 3 platform

£19.99
Stupidly simple ditty that seems to

hark back to the Vic 20. It's just

brilliant. Yeah!

fJ*PlT'l!

ecipner.
n



PARASOL STARS
Ocean PLATFORM

£25.99
Cuddly Factor 10, this platformer

as monsters that are too pretty to

be turned into IruiH (Eh? - Ed)

i

DELIVERANCE -

STORM LORD 2
2 I st Century piatform

£25.99
Once again nice graphics and nice

sound put this platform game up at

the top with the big boys. /

JIM POWER
Loriciel PLATFORM

£25.99
Fantastic gameplay and graphics

really sell this amazing platform

shoot'em-up gamwP ^#

THE ADDAMS
FAMILY
Ocean PLATFORM

£25.99
They're crazy and they're kooky.

Yep, We're sure they are - over a

thousand screens of platform fun, a

must for all platform fans.

COOL CROC TWINS
Arcade Masters PLATFORM

£25.99
Why do I get wary when lovable

green creatures with attitude start

to appear? Call it Turtleitis. /O

DOJO DAN
Evropress Software PLATFORM

£25.95
Middleweight platform affair which

lacks the clout to put a dent in the

opposition. A pity.^3 %0 /%

Software Business PLATFORM

£25.99
Don't expect much from these

green screen heroe# %J /O

RISKY WOODS
Electronic Arts/Dynamics PIATFORM

Slickly done. Nice one ^9 /©
UGH!
Play Byte PLATFORM

£25-99
Actually, the game isn't as bad as

it sounds, although it's a little short

in the lastability department. For

prehistoric cabbies only.

CRAZY SEASONS
Idea PLATFORM

£25.99
We'd rather have our teeth

extracted with a rusty nail and a

five foot hammer than sit through

this abysmally easy and dull

platform game agctfnP •#

puzzle and quiz

TINY SKWEEKS
Loriciel PUZZLE AND QUIZ

£26.99
You may puzzle. Like why is this

game lacking in originality. Ah
well. # /O

LOCOMOTION
Kingsofl PUZZLE AND QUIZ

£25.99
A train game with aH the interest of

a British Rail timetable.O /©)

TRODDLERS
The Sales Curve PUZZLE AND QUIZ

£25.99
Don't be a Lemming! If you're

going to throw yourself off o cKff,

do it with style in this puzzle game.

TILT
Soundware PUZZLE AND QUIZ

£20.99
An original computer version of an

unoriginal game. Different.

CASTLE OF
DOCTOR BRAIN
Sierra PUZZLE AND QUIZ

£34.99
Complicated, taxing, impressive.

Puzzle fans will definitely be in

their element. M

ZOOL
Gremlin PLATFORM

£25.99
Psychedelic graphics and strange

monsters make this platform game

a contender to kick Sortie the

ledgehog's ass.

PUSH OVER
Ocean PUZZLE AND QUIZ

£25.99
Interactive domino topplir

this game takes the P outm

other puzzle games.

CATCH 'EM
Prestige PUZZLE AND QUIZ

£25.99
Dodgy game with puzzfe e e.TV3r»t$

thrown in for good-lfieatdfe f^9

PREMIERE
Core Design PIATFORM

£25.99
You're a film editor ond you ve

lost the film! And it's the Premiere!

Easy to ploy, challenging,

graphically superb... What more

can we say about this excellent

platform game?

BUGBOMBER
Kingsoft PUZZLE AND QUIZ

£24.99
Strongly addictive puzzle

bomb'em- up. Check i* out.

GOBLIIINS
Dream Factory PUZZLE AND QUIZ

£25.99
A tricky little number with a few

irritating features. And that's just

the elf who lives at the bottom of

our gordens. (You feeling oil nyht?

- Concerned Ed.) OW /O
STEG
Code Masters PUZZLE AND QUIZ

£7.99
Slippery fun with a 4%

SUPER TETRIS
MicroProse PUZZLE AND QUIZ

£29.99
Nice blockbusting work from

MicroProse in this worthwhile

update to the Tetris phenonmencn

WIZKID
Ocean PUZZLE AND QUIZ

£25.99
Great graphics and silly fun

abound in this vegetable based
game. Yes, we did say vegetable.

PALADIN II

Impressions ROLE PLAYING

£29.99
Graphically crude but excellent

strategy number. Impressions come

back to impress

few months.

us alter a shaky

SHADOWORLDS
Knso/»S ROLE PLAYING

£25.99
Some frustrating moments but a

generally good all-rounder.

STARFLIGHT 2
Electronic Arts ROLE PLAYING

£25.99
There's little in the way of

graphical excitement but plenty in

RPGish teasers Fans of ihe original

will not be disappointed,

TTT=



DUNGEON
MASTER/CHAOS
STRIKES BACK
Psygnosis ROii PLAYING

£25.99
A decent couple of tides that sti

stand up well todav B ings out the

devil in you... M

THE LORD OF
THE RINGS
Electronic Zoo ROU PLAYWG

£25.99
Wasted opportunity to moke good

with an RPG. Clietfe£M)Q/d
pretty dire all rounA#© /©
SHADOWLANDS
Domark ROLE PLAYING

£29.99
Overrated product where RPG
stood for Rancid Putrid Game
Suspect - best avofaW. ^# XO
POOLS OF
DARKNESS
US Gold ROLE PLAYING

£30.99
Once again an official Dungeons &
Dragons product hits the bullseye.

Or should that be the dragon's

eye? Don your cloak ond find oul

A>: Ml*

F" »• i« ft

ISHAR
Silmarils ROLE PLAYING

£29.99
Initially frustrating ond boring, only

after a couple of hours do the real

qualities of this roleplaying game
become apparenjfeut ore you

willing to wait thar long? m /©

BANE OF THE
COSMIC FORGE
US Gold ROLE PLAYING

£37.99
Excellent gameplay, and a real

RPG for those who like dressing up

in a troll's clothinglH

MEGATRAVELLER 2
tmptre ROLE PLAYING

£29.99
If RPGs ore your thing, then you'll

probably enjoy this. However, we
found it rather too graphically

crude and frustrating %0

bat and ball

MIGHT AND
MAGIC 3
US Goid RCX£ PIAYING

£40.99
Gigantic roleplaying game. Will

appeal to all would-be advent-

urers although far too big for

your novice player.

TREASURES OF THE
SAVAGE FRONTIER
US Gold ROLf PIAYHG

£32.99
We'd rather bang rusty noils into

walls with our heods than play this

Dungeons and Dragons rip-off

again. Definitely for fans or people

with more money than sense. We
never want to plav fhii draodf.

rip-off again.

ay this a ea j'

AMBERSTAR
Thalion ROLE PLAYING

£29.99
It's been a pretty lean time for

decent RPGs this last few months,

but Amberstar bursts on to the

scene to put the rest to the sword.

Not much cop graphically-

speaking but some excellent

gameplay makes this one worth

catching hold of.

BUNNY BRICKS
Doze BAT AND BALL

£25.99
There are two ways to lose interest.

One is to deposit a large sum of

money in the Cayman Islands

branch of Maxwell Pic, the other is

to play this horrific creation for any

time period over 2.5 seconds

Well, you can count us out.

PINBALL FANTASIES
2 1 St Century Ent BAT AND BALL

£27.99
It's about time we had another

entry in this Bat ond Ball section,

and what a great release to put

here too! The awesome sequel to

the original. There isn't a cliche

good enough to describe ft.

Superfunkycalifraglssxi.

PINBALL DREAMS
2 1 st Century BAT AND BALL

£25.99
If you're the kind of drooling

simpleton that runs to the new
pinball machines down the arcade

just because you fancy playing

with little balls, this one is for

people like yourselMr

i-SirpisTT



Don't worry baby - I'm

only going to read
the newAMIGA ACTION

to you!

That's what they

all say**

FRANKIE SAYS BUY THE NEWAMIGA ACTION.
YOU KNOW IT'LL PUT COLOUR INTO YOUR LIFE!

And in the next AMIGA ACTION, expect

to see under review:

J±7A 11 . v^. 7. it iil+lUlw

WWF II •INDIANA JONES AND
•]#:>iM;iikf.Wj^iL'J:}^^^^^^^^j

Whatever you do, don't forget:

V^ft^TTzuTPr^ZHTZ^l
CONTINUES NEXTMONTH!
REMEMBER, YOU COULD WIN
-2000 IN CASH!

J J'l I .•:

66EST COMPUTER SHOW OP 1992
- 'ESMASTER LIVE!

Don't forget to buy the new AMIGA
ACTION, out on 21st January 1993!

7
A



AMIGA • ATARI ST • COMMODORE 64 •SPECTRUM • AMSTRAD CPC

JI!

GAME

for great

l\

f

Ipec
Pokier

Hi

M
*

•V
Wi II

/

,.-*»> v,'V :

';: ,

II IA/>
Slipk«:r*»

tSgSsSas

411 ST*

Iff 4hK
992 Codemasters Limited.

House. Stoneytorpe, Southam, Warwickshire CV33 ODL.
0926 81 Eifr-"«



Play
COMIC RELIEF HAVE AT LAST
GRASPED THE FACT TH
THE PEOPLE WORTH
COMMUNICATING WITH THESE
DAYS BUY COMPUTER GAMES -

AND IT'S A REVELATION WHICH
THEY HOPE IS GOING TO MAKE
THEM A BLOOMING FORTUNE TO
PLOUGH INTO BRILLIANT
PROJECTS IN AFRICA AND THE
UK.

mm

HERE ARE SOME IDEAS ON

HOW YOU CAN GET ONTO THE

SLEEPWALKER SPONSORSHIP TRAIL:

BUY SLEEPWALKER • A DECISION YOU WILL NEVER REGRET • THE GAME IS

VOICED BY LENNY HENRY, AND WORKED ON BY SOME OF BRITAIN'S FINEST COMIC

MINDS (and a couple of gits who happened to be round that evening). FOR EVERY GAME BOUGHT

£4.32 GOES TO COMIC RELIEF

TAKE PART IN THE GREAT SLEEPWALKER CHALLENGE. WHICH WILL BE INVADING ALL THE BIG RETAIL CHAINS

DURING THE WEEKS BEFORE RED NOSE DAY • MARCH 12th 1993.

ORGANISE YOUR OWN SPONSORSHIP CHALLENGES LIKE: BEATING YOUR HIGHEST SCORE • TAKE ON YOUR DAD,

OR YOUR TEACHER, OR EVEN YOUR SCHOOL IN A SLEEPWALKER CONTEST. DREAM UP YOUR OWN HIDEOUS

CHALLENGE TO HARRANGUE YOUR FRIENDS.

OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMfED • 2 CASTLE STREET • CASTLEFIELD • MANCHESTER • M3 4LZ

TELEfftONE: 061 832 6633 FAX: 061 834 0650


